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ABSTRACT 
A transparent, cokwrless, tastdess combination of hydrogen and oxygen failing as 
technical explanation for water, the vital elen»ent of life a truthful companion of 
humanity in his progress, planet earth is called the "Blue Planet" as two third of it is 
covered with water. Due to limited suppty of surfwe water, the water requirement 
for different purposes is largely met from the available groundwater resources. 
However, with increasing pace of industrialization during the past few decades, 
groundwater contamination has become a growing concern. The increasing 
dependence on ground water as a reliable source of water has resulted in its large -
scale and often indiscriminate development in various parts of the country without 
due regard to the recharging of aquifers and other environmental factors. The 
unplanned and unsdentific developntent of ground water resources, mostly driven 
by individual initiatives, has led to an increasing str^s on the availat^ resources. 
The advarse impacts can be observed in the form of long term decline of ground 
water levels, de saturation of aquifer zones, increased energy consumptk>n for lifting 
water from progressh/ely deeper levels and quality deterioration due to saline water 
intrusion in coastal areas in different parts of the country. On the other hand, there 
are areas in the country, where ground water development is still low key in spite of 
the availability of sufficient resources. The canal command areas suffer from 
problems of water k>gging and soil salinity due to the gradual rise in ground water 
levels. Once groundwater is contaminated, cleaning process become difficult and 
entire system can pose serious health problem to human settlements. In the present 
investigation, an attempt has been made to ascertain the extent of groundwater 
management caused by existing industries and agricultural activities. 
Geologically, the study area consists of rocks ranging from Archean to recent age. 
Aravallis belong to oldest rode formation. These rocks consist of schist and quartzite 
with intrusion of granite. The geotogical formations occurring in the re^on are 
banded gneissic quartzite, schist, dotomite and phyllite of Delhi super group and 
quarterly alluvium comprising day, gravel, sand of various grades with occasional 
occurrence of calcareous nodules comn^only known as kankar and quartzites are 
jointed, faulted and fractured and strike in NNE SSW direction. 
The various, structural features like faults, lineaments and joints have also been 
identified from the images of the study area, which help to assess the groundwater 
conditions of the study area. The comprehensive picture of the aquifer system, their 
disposition movement and occurrence of water, behavior of water fluctuation 
through time and space, and ground water quality and managentent status are also 
t^(en up by the systematic groundwater surveys and hydrochemical investigation. 
The study area has been restricted to Gurgaon district which is the southern district 
of Haryana state lies from 2r29'40" to 28'31'50" latitude and 76"39'40" to 
77*20'15" longitude. It is a roliing plain dominated by the extension of AravalUes 
offehoots along the western parts of the district and extend upto National Capital 
Region of Delhi in north east to south west direction. The district has subtropical 
semi arid dunate, continental nKMisoon dintate and rainfall is comparatively 
satisfoctory in relation to western parts of Haryana where it is mainly concentrated 
during monsoon, hot summer, cold winter and unreliable rainfall are the peculiarity 
of the district Physiographically, the area comprises valieys. undulating lands and 
alluvial plains strike ridges trendii^ NNE-SSW around 176 sq km area. The Aravalli 
ranges of Alwar and Ajabgarh formation lies in south western parts of district i^ Aewat 
and Gurgaon. 
The major drainage system in the study area is drawned by Landoha Nala, Ujina 
drain, ChandrUink drain and Hvh drain. Sahibi, a seasonal river, originates in 
Rajasthan and passes through Pataudi block before finally entering into Rohtak 
district Nuh and Ferozpur Jhkfca subdivisions of district face drains^e problems due 
to undulating toprography of hills and plains. The important lakes in the detrict are 
sultanpur, damdama, ujina and kotla. 
The depth of water level in the district varies between 2 and 25m. Deeper water 
levels are recorded in fresh water areas whereas shallow water levels have been 
observed in saUne areas. Around 3300 hac. area of the district is under water \owng 
conditions. The ground water quality is fresh, <2000 micromhos/cm. The northern 
parts of the district is marginal to highly saline ground water, is found in central and 
southern parts of the district Ground water in the district is being exploited through 
shallow tube wells. CGWB has drilled 28 exptoratory boreholes in the depth range of 
39 to 258 m. 17 borehotes were abandoned due to high L C and chloride contents. 
The successful wells have yielded between 48 and 910 Ipm. Hydrogeological cross 
section and fence diagram revealed a single aquifer system on a regional scale down 
to depth of lOOmbgl The aquifer is made up of fine to medium grained sand with 
occasional course sand. Occurance of day beds inter mixed with silted kankar serve 
as aquitard. 
The ancillary data include maps, and other information about the human activities in 
order to understand the hydro^omorphologk:al characteristics. The study of 
geomorphology, and geology about ground water potential zones and hydro-
geomorphological map of Gurgaon district using remote sensing and GIS technique 
has been prepared based on visual image -interpretation with limited field checks. 
Base map were prepared from the toposheet on 1: 50,000 scale and relevant 
information were transferred on it after visual interpretation of the satellite imagery. 
The study of land use and soil have been done through visuaty interpretion of the 
Remotely Sensed data on the basis (rf photo elements and geotechnical elements 
such as colour, tone texture, association and pattern analysis. Landsat TM images of 
Gurgaon district, Haryana have been visually analysed in order to understand the 
hydrogeomorphological characteristics of the area. Hydrogeomorphological map is 
prepared and the information delineated on geomorphok^y and geok)gy of the 
study area with their bearing on ground water potential zones. The various 
geomorphic units, viz. structural hHi, denudation hill, pediment, buried pediment, 
intermontane valley fill and intermontane basin, aeolian sandy plain, altuviat plain, 
structural features like faults, lineaments and joints have been identified from the 
landsat TM images, which indirectly help to assess the ^-oundwater conditions in the 
study area. The characteristic of different hydrogeomorphok>gical units and their 
ground water bearing prospects in parts of Gurgaon district of Haryana are described 
and information generated about the water quality, water depth ak>ng with 
potential ground water expk>raition sites, Mwhich wiW help for developinK the feasible 
ground water development plan. The main ground water reservoir in the district is 
unconsolidated alluvial deposits of quatennary age. The hard rock formations also 
store Kmiled quantity of gnNMid water. The main source of recharge to ground water 
is rainfay added with seepage canal and return flow from iiTigation. 
The landsat TM images are visuaMfy interpreted and maior hydrogeomorpMc units 
have been demarcated based on tone, texture, shape, size, pattern and association 
etc. The hydrogeomorphicaUv significant landforms are like valley fills, alluvial fans, 
piednnont zones, alluvial plains, abandoned channels and paleochannels. 
Hydrogeomorphok)gical layers of groundwater, depth and quality have been 
digitized using ARC/INFO, ARCyviEW and Auto cad softwares. 
This technology, integrated with, traditional techniques is emerging as an efficient, 
speedy, cost effective and important tool for the natkmal devekipment efforts. The 
study of land use/land cover have been a focus of interest since the early days of 
aerial photography and have gained momeirtum again with the availability of new 
remote sensing techmques using aircraft and spacecraft as platforms with a c^Mdty 
for operating outside the visible part of the eiectro-magnetic spectrum using 
microwaves radar and thermal radiatkm. The interpretatkm of imagery, whkh is 
different from photography and the KmitatkHi of photo-interpretation, has now 
been changed to broad spectrum of image interpretatkMi. These remotely sensed 
data have relevance in major sectk>ns of the economy such as agriculture, forestry, 
irrigation, human settlements, geology, ecotogy and oceans through ensuring the 
optwnal use of land, water, mineral resources etc, and is requires a multidisciplinary 
approach with acth« mteractkMis by users at every level. Competence has been 
achieved in the use of this technique in areas Kke land use mapping and evahjation 
of groundwater potential, water quality nwnitoring, geological survey, topographic 
mapping and other areas to get the maidmum benefits by usii^ of these new 
techniques. It is important to ensure that planners and managers and other potential 
users appreciate property the vahje of this new tool through proper application of 
principles and methodology of inuige interpretation. This data can be collected by 
the remote sensing devices including passive and active sensors at different bands in 
the visible, near infrared, middVe infrared and far infrared as weii as miarowaves 
regions. In the passive remote sensmg, the reflected or enutted electromagnetic 
enersy is measured by sensors operating at different selected spectral bands where 
the origteial source of energy is the sun. But in active remote sensing method the 
earth surface is illuminated by an artificial source of enerigy. 
All the samples were analyzed as per the standard methods and volumetric methods 
wer« adopted for the determination of maior cations and anions except sodium and 
potassium. Sodium and potassium were analyzed using flame photometer and NO3 
was detennined by the spectrophotometer. Hydrogen ion and electrical conductivity 
were analyzed after collection of sample with the help of water analysis kit Atomic 
absorption spectrometer has been used for the analysis of trace elements. The mafor 
ions responsible for the hardness of water are the carbonates of calcium and 
ma^iesium. The haitlness of water samples has been determined by volumetric 
methods. The total hardness of groundwater samples vary between 5.82 and 9.84 
mg/l, may be classified as moderately hard to very hvd water. The excessive 
hardness were shown in some villages like Raisena, Jolahaka, Haira Hera and 
Bedhwaka in Sohna block. The TDS conteitt of the ground water are controMed by 
the chemical characters of ffroundwater and its ionic saturation status. The 
dissolution o^ solids in groundwater depends on thek" distribution and solubility, 
porosity and permeability of the rock, sub soil water and its flow path. The TDS 
content of the groundwater may increase at places where the chemical equHibnum 
has not attained between water and deposited salts. The TDS content of 
groundwater in an area may also increase when the water from a different sources 
containing more dissolved ions is introduced either by intrusion or by seepage. 
It is evident from hydrochemical data that overall salinity of groundwater is not 
uniformly high and highly mineralized water is found in patches. Ground water is 
hard, fresh with occasional occurrence of excessively hard and brakish patches and 
alkaline nature. The values of cations and anions were found within the standard 
limits at most places. The study of hydrochemical zonation of groundwater in the 
study area indicates that in low salinity ranges water is of Ca-HCo3 and NaHCOj type 
as a result of caption exchange reaction. In medium salinity ranges hydrochemKai 
fades are mixed nature, where as highly saline waters are of N»Ct type. The plots of 
percent sodium against E.C and SAR values against E.C shown wide spatial variation 
in groundwater quality for irrigation water. Groundwater pollution in the study area 
is mainly due to indiscriminate disposal of industrial waste and use of fertilizers and 
pesticides in agriculture land. GMicentraCion of some toxic metals have exceeded 
maximum permeable limit of WHO standard prescribed for public water supply. 
Higher concentration of chemical contents have been observed in shallow aquifer as 
compared to deeper aquifer and therefore, suitable for drinking as weM as irrigation 
purpose. The objective of sampling is to collect a portion of material in volume to be 
transported conveniently and handled in the laboratory while still accurately 
representing the material being sarr^iled. The sample should be handled in such a 
way that no significant changes in composition occur before the tests are made. The 
samples are collected in dean and sterifized bottles. Sample were collected from 
hand pump, tube welk, dug weH, observation well, river and s m ^ dr»ns in the study 
area. 
The concentration of potassium in most of the water sample is low, which may be 
due to nature of days, pH, organic matter, crops and moisture content of the soil 
and the concentration of sodium appear to control the amount of potassium m the 
soil of the study area. Further more the intensive use of fertilizers tends to increase 
the poUssium content in Gurgaon and Pataudi blocks of the study area. 
Ground water as well as soil in the southern parts of Gurgaon, lying in depressions 
are characterized by the inordinate concentration of salts, the ground water in about 
75% of Nuh and Itogina bk>cks is unfit for drinking and agriculture on account of high 
TDS up to 9780 ppm. Analytical data show the cherishment of Na, Ca, Mg, HCO3, CI 
and SO4 Ions in such water. The shallow ground water up to 10 m depth in 25% area 
is marginally saline with electrical conductance value between 4000^000 
micromhos/cm and in 55% area saline with EC exceeding 6000 micromhos/cm. EC 
was observed 1170 at Nagina and 1290 at Pinnj«awan. The salinity in the area has 
lead to formation of two main soil units viz. vertisol and salan chalks. The vertisol Is 
siit-dayey soU and Its salt affected variety is called salan chalk. This variety (salt 
affected) has a widespread extension in the Nuh and Nagina blocks and can be 
recofnized easily due to absence of vegetatkMi in the affiected areas. This soil is hard, 
poorly drained and has k>w permeability. The pH varies between 7.20 and 8^0 and is 
abnormally enriched In Ca, Mfr a , S0« and HCO3 ions in sohiWe parts. On account of 
their inability to sustain proper plant growth these surface are dasstfied as waste 
land. Such surface develops a white encrustation of salt during summer which is 
difficult for cultivation. The marginaily salt affected soil are, however, cultivated but 
their yield is about half of the normal vertisol soil. 
The results show signifkant concentration of chk>ride in shallow pound water as 
chloride readily get transported thrxxigh the soil The high concentration of chkMide 
in some parts of the area impart a bad taste to water. High chk>ride concentration 
also causes nausea and vomiting, vmU impart a salty taste to water and also 
accelerate the corroswn of iron at some places like Oaultabad, Bhundsi and 
Badshahpur area. AM ground water samples of study area are cokMirless and 
odourless, analyzed by volumetric methods was adopted for the determination of 
major cations and Miions except sodium and potassium. Sodium and potassium were 
analyzed using flame photometer and NO3 was determined by the 
spectrophotometer. Hydrogen ion and electrical conductivity were analyzed after 
collection of sample with the help of water analysis kit. Atomic absorption 
spectrometer has been used for the analysis of trace elements. The ground water of 
the study area comes under CrSi, C^Si and C4. Si which is a zone of good to poor 
water quality dass. The SAR values of the waiter samples are variable, for irrigation 
purpose wiMch d e ^ indicates that the quaKty water in most of the areas and 
suitable for all type of crops except for those which are h i f l ^ sensitive to sodium. 
The criteria based on different chemical constituents and SAR values for irrigation 
purposes. The present observation reveal that the water quality fall in the 
permissible dass for irrigation purposes in most of the parts of the study areas 
except Baluda, Badshahpur, Oaboda, Natfipur and Shekhopur where gypsum may be 
added to the sott in order to increase the suitability of irrigation water. Residual 
sodium carbonate represents the amount of sodium carbonate and sodium 
bicarbonate in the water. Ground water is found suitable for irrigation purpose 
except Badshahpur, Bakida, Oadoda, Oaulatabad, Khera, Mohammadpur and Nuh 
where RSC values af« exceptionafly high based on the SAR and RSC values, the 
sododty classes for irrisation water in the study area. 
The 0ound water development potential and water balance has been computed 
with the help of data collected from Central Ground Water Board and Ground Water 
Cell, Department of Agriculture, Haryana. The perusal of the water table depicts that 
out of total 9 blocks 4 Mods viz. Farrufchanagar, Gurgaon, Pataudi and Tauru are 
over developed net draft 70X of the total draft exceeds utMizable ground water 
resource available in the block. The main reason for over devek>pment in these four 
blocks is due to sole dependence of requirement of water for agriculture, domestic 
and industries on ground waiter. Due to low rainfall and high frequency of drought, 
the recharge to ground water is low. The two blocks viz. Punhana and Sohna faH in 
gray category. The lesser developmeitt of grotmd water is due to parts of the block 
are underlain by saline ground water. The block viz, Ferozpur ihirka, Nagina and Nuh 
faU in white category- The level of ground water development in the blocks raises 
between 26.GX to 37.9%. The k>w devekipment of the ground water is distributed to 
the saline ground water in these blocks. The development is confined to small 
patches of fresh water akmg the surface vtfater bodies. 
The central and the southern part of the district is mainly underlain by marginal to 
saline ground water. To boost the i«riculture production in this area a network of 
canals has been constructed to provide irrigation. An area of about 140 sq. kms. Is 
being irrigated by the canals in the district Due to sandy nature of soil and 
dependence of canal water for irrigation tt has resulted in the rise of water levels 
causing water kjgging conditions. The water Utggng conditions are more severe 
during post monsoon period and has caused soil saTmity resulting in decline of 
agriculture production. The btodks which are mainly affected by water togging are 
Firozpur Jhiria, Nuh and Punhana bkxks. There is urgent need to take measures to 
check water logging In the area. The following remedial measures are suggested to 
check the water k>gging in the study area. 
1. The management technokigies like land leveling, use of micro irrigation 
systems like drip and sprinkler methods. 
2. Regulations of canal water suppty, espedatty during monsoon months in the 
area facing rise of water table. Water thus saved can be diverted to the area 
fadng decKne in water table. 
3. There is a need to ratkinalize water aikywance in different canal command 
areas to avoid excessive rise of water for irrigation. 
4. The water table is shattow and has shown a rising trend, conjunctive use of 
canal water and poor quality pound water through shaKow tube weVs be 
encoun^ed. In such areas electric connections and other infrastructural 
faculties be provided on priority and at subsidized rates. 
5. Microlevel surveys shouU be conducted in water k>gged areas to find out tite 
possibifities of vertical as weU as horizontal subsurface drainage. 
6. Specific plantatMMis may be done in consultation witii agriculturists to tower 
water table through bto drainage. It wells can be constructed in the areas 
where fresh marginai ground water can be skimmed from ^taltow depths. 
7. Effective lining of canals to minimize seep^e in the study area. 
8. Redesign and Realignment to culvert shouM be taken up to make natural 
drainage system effective. 
The management becoming most vital for sustainability of the groundwater resource 
potential and infrasb^icture networii indude establishment of modem field 
monitoring network and computer based information system, introduction of large 
scale artifkial aquifer recharge practices in water scarcity areas, aquifer vertical and 
horizontal drainage in water-logged areas, cortjunctive use of surface and 
groundwater management, control regulatton and rehabilitation of ground W9ter 
structures. Optimal and conjunctive use of groundwater management development 
from potential threat of deplection, degradation, pollution and tube weUs 
infrastructure from deding field and failures which has been for groundwater 
development protection and management There is need for planning and 
implemcntalion of leAeareh and development activities for ofMimum utilization of 
groundwater resource and management 
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CHAPTER-1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 GENERAL 
Prosperity is controtied by water globally. Water is a most valuable and renewable 
natural resource on the earth. Water sustains life of plants, animab and humans. The 
total quantity of fresh water on the earth could satisfy all needs of the human 
population, was it evenly distributed and also covers 3/4"* area of the globe. 
The total water resources are estinnated at 137 X 10* million ha-m. of these global 
water resources about 97.2% is salt water, mainly in oceans, and only 2.8% is 
available as fresh water at any time on the planet earth. Out of this 2.8% about 2.2 
are available as surfece water and 0.6% as groundwater. Even out of this 2.2% of 
surface water, 2.15% is fresh water in evaders and icecaps and only of the order of 
0.01% (1.36X10^ham) is available in lakes and reservoirs, and 0.0001% in streams; 
the remaining being in other forms -0.001% as water vapor in atmosphere, and 
0.002% as soil moisture in the top 0.6m. out of economically extracted with the 
present drilling technology, the remaining being unavailable as it is situated below a 
depth of 800m. 
Groundwater resources play a vital role in sustaining the livelihood of many 
countries in the worid. its ubiquitous occurrence, reliability and avatlability in alt 
seasons have made it the primary buffer against drought, plying a pivotal role ion 
ensuring the food security at all levels. More than half the world's population is 
considered to depend on ground water for its sunnval. The alarming depletion of 
groundwater resources in the last few decades has made it the focus of attention of 
administrators, planners and policy makers. All over the world, nuricmg it one of the 
most hotly discussed topics today. 
Groundwater has an important role in meeting the water requirement of agriculture, 
industrial and domestic sectors in India. Its importance as natural resource in the 
Indian context can be gauged from the feet that more than 85 percent of India's rural 
domestic water requirements, 50 percent of its urban vuoter requirements and more 
than 50 percent of its irrigation requirements are being met from groundwater 
resources. 
The increasing dependence on groundwater as a reliable source of water has 
resulted in its large-scale and often indiscriminate development in various parts of 
the country with due regard to the recharging of aquifers and other environmental 
factors. Unplanned and unscientific development of groundwater resources, mostly 
driven by individual initiatives, had led to an increasing stress on the avaiable 
resources. The adverse impact can be observed in the form of long term declines of 
groundwater levels, de-saturation of aquifer zones, increased energy consumption 
for lifting water from progressively deeper levels and quality deterioration due to 
saline water intrusion in coastal areas in different parts of the country. 
On the other hand, there are areas in the country, wtiere groundwater development 
is still low-key in spite of the availab%ty of sufikaent resources. The canal command 
areas suffer from problems of water logging and soil salinity due to the gradual rise 
in groundwater levels. 
in view of the factors mention above there is a need for strategies aimed at scientific 
and sustainable management of the available groundwater resources in the country 
to looming water crises such a management strategy should consider various aspect 
and their development prospects. 
India is a vast country with a highly diversified hydrogeok^c setup. The 
groundwater behavior in the Indian subcontinent is hif^ly omiplicated due to 
occurrence of diversified geok>gkal formatwn with consklerable lithok%k:al and 
dimatok>gical dissimilarities at various hydrochemical conditions. Broadly two 
groups of the water formatwn have been identified dependit^ on the 
characteristkally different hydrok^ocal properties viz. porous formation whkh can 
be further classified into unconsolidated and consolidated formation, 
unconsolidated formatwn having primary porosity and fissured formation and 
consolidated formatk>ns whKh have mostly secondary or dry porosity. 
Indian has been gifted with substantial water resources. India has a vast network of 
rivers and alluvial basins. However, conditions vary; widely from regk>n to regmn 
whereas, some are drought affected, others are frequently flooded. India is a an 
agrarian economy. Groundwater contributes a considerable part of irrigation 
potential created in the country. 
Rainfall is major source of groundwater in India which is also supplemented by the 
other sources. Recharge from canals, irrigated fields and surface water bodies is a 
major pet of the groundwater development resources, take place from the upper 
confined aquifer, which is also the active recharge zone and holds the dynamic 
groundwater resource zone, is assessed by the Central Ground Water Board and 
State GroufKi Water Board and National Board for Agriculture and rural development 
(NABARO) as per the estimation of the groundwater estimation Committee (2004-
2005). The aimual replenishment groundwater resources in the country have been 
estimated as 433BCM, out of which 399 BCM is considered to be avaflable for 
development of various uses. 
A reminder of 34 BCM b set aside for natural discharge during non-monsoon period 
for maintaining flows in springs, rivers and streams, in addition to the resources 
available in the zone of water level fluctuation extensive groundwater resources 
have been proven to occur in the confined aquifer in coastal areas and deltaic tracks. 
These aquifers have their recharge zones in the upper reaches of the basin. The 
resources in these deep seated aquifer are termed in storage groundwater 
resources. In alluvial areas these resources are normally renewable over the kmg 
period of time. It is estimated that approximate or a tentative estimate of the total 
quantum of storage p-oundwater is about 10,800BCM. 
Aquifer are thin ar>d discontinuous, and of limited stage capacity. Therefore, over 
exportation causes k>wering of water table, creating groundwater t r o u ^ and de-
saturation of leading to reduction of well yield to the extent of dryii^ up wells. 
Although heterogeneity of aquifer prevents the troughs to expand further, the water 
levels continue to decline and de-saturate the aquifers. 
In the hard rocks of peninsular India, aquifer are thin and cfecontinuous and of 
limited storage capacity. The non-scientific and vision free plannif^ has created 
severe water logging and soil salinization problems in ail the 76 canal command 
areas of the country. On the other hand exploitation of groundwater has induced a 
declining trend in the watrr table. 
In the metropolitan cities, too, mounting pressure of urban water supplies has 
caused aquifer over exploitation. According to reports of Word Bank (1998) thirty 
seven million people lived in areas classified as dark or over exploited in 1995. 
According to a world bank study, of the 27 Asian dties with population of over 
1,000,000 Chennai and Delhi are ranked as the worst performing metropofitan cities 
in terns of hours of water availability per day, while Mumbai is ranked as second as 
worst performer and Cakaitta fourth worst. 
As the water table declines, mtiiions of shaitow wells become defunct, affecting a vast 
majority of marginal farmers and weaker sectkm of society for whom the shalow are 
mainstay of livelihood and source of life sustaining drinking water. It also affects their source 
of irrigation, food security, drinking water avaiiab%ty, health, and sanitatwn. The study of 
groundwater encompasses the near surface, unsaturated, soil- moisture regime that piays 
such an important role in hydrofogKai cyde as weU as the much deeper, saturated repmes 
that have an important influence on many geologk: processes, Anderson (20Q3). 
More than half the workl's population depends on ground wrater for its survival. The 
alarming depletion of ground water resources in the last few decades has made it 
the focus of attention of administrators, planners and policy makers all over the 
world, making it one of the hot topics in recent times. 
Land and water are very cherished ar>d valuable components of ecosystem, 
preservation of which is lies with the civilized society for its survival. It is obvious that 
large scale uncontrolled expk>itation of laiKi and water resources by minify aiKi 
industrial activities for sustained development. It is nK>re than evident, to 
understand the effect of land and water air system on 'Mankind'. Over ninety 
percent of liquid freshwater available at any given movement lies beneath the land 
surface which the human races through the have striven to locate and develop it. 
With the growing human population and ever increasii^ demaiKf of freshwater for 
various purposes, pressure has been nnountif^ as this renewable but United 
resource. Ground water has an important role in meeting the water requirements of 
agriculture, industrial and domestic sectors in IfKtia. Its importance as a precious 
natural resource in the Indian context can be gauged from the fact that more than 
85 percent of India's rural r<omestic water requirements, 50 percent of its urban 
water requirements and more than 50 percent of its irrigation requirements are 
being met from ground water resources. 
The unplanned and unscientific development of ground water resources, mostly 
driven by individual initiatives, has led to an increasing stress on the available 
resources. The adverse impacts can be observed in the form of long-term dedine of 
ground water ievek, desaturatlon of aquifer zones, increased energy consumption 
for lifting water from progressively deeper levels and quafity deterioration due to 
saline water intrusi<m in coastal areas in different part of the country. On the other 
hand, there are areas in the country, where ground water development is still low -
key in spite of the avaHabiKty of sufficient resources. The canal commaiKi areas 
suffer from problems of water loggiftg and soil salinity due to the gradual rise in 
ground water levels. 
in India there are areas where ^tMindwater development has reaches critical stages 
and adverse effects are being observed. The rde of groundwater to meet water 
supply requirement for domestic rural, urban, industrial and irrigation needs. The 
projected population growth of the next few decades could push yet another two 
dozen countries and hundreds of millions of people at the brink of water shortage 
and could face scarcity by 2050, if corrective measures are not taken in time 
Campbell (2003). 
IJ. RESEARCH AREA 
Gurgaon is located in the southern part of the Haryana State and comprises nine 
blocks viz., Sohna, Nagina, Nuh, Gurgaon, Punhana, Ferozpur-Jhirka, Farrukh Nagar, 
Pataudi and Tauru. Fig. - 1 . 
Gurgaon town is situated only 32 km2 southwest of New Oettn (National Capital of 
India) and is bouiMled by newly created Mewat district and National Capital Re^on 
(NCR) in the North, Faridabad district in the East, and Rohtak district in the West. 
The total geographical area is about 2706 sq. km. and lies between North Latitudes 
27^ '40" to 28^1*50" north and 76*39*40" to 77'^0"15" east kxigitudes. The area 
falls under the Survey of India toposheet Nos. 53 D/11, D/15, D/16, 53H/3, K/4, 54 
E/1, E/2, E/5 54A/13 and A/14, in pursuance of the above the present mvest^ation 
has been carried out in Gurgaon District, as a part of Ph.O. programme which forms 
the part of national capital region (NCR). The study comprises evaluation of the 
aquifer systems, their geometry, groundwater resource potential and water quality 
in parts of Gurgaon District. The quantified data base thus generated far Gurgaon 
district will provide basic data for the plannir% and hydro geotogcal management of 
the research area. F^ - 2 
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1.3 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The choice of the area has been made due to its representative's character. Study 
area present dual situation that is one of kmering of water table in some parts and 
rising water level leading to water logging and soil salinization in canal command 
areas. Systematic hydro geological surveys were carried out in order to delineate the 
aquifer systems and their lateral and vertical extents, water resources and their 
quality. 
Study area is rich in ground water potential which over the years has witnessed 
phenomenal increase in the numbers of shadow farmer's tube welb and slate tube 
wells to meet the ever increasing water needs for irrigation. In order to increase the 
irrigation facilities the Government of Haryana has introduced the canal system, so 
this area has wide rtetworic of canals. 
Water is a primary source of life and sustains all huntan activities such as agriculture, 
industries, energy, etc The total quantity of water on our planet earth is nearly 
constant and it keeps circulating through, that is called hydroiogical cyde. Water 
from land and sea evaporates into the atmosphere, fomfs clouds, fate back to earth 
as rain or snow, which flows into the ground partly and then into rivers and streams 
and back to the sea. A quantification of various contponents of hydrolo^ cycle in 
terms of quantity and quality is of utmost importance for water resources 
management. The alk>cation and management of water resources is becoming 
difflcuit task due to increasing demands, decreasing supplies and dintinishing ¥i«ter 
quality. 
Remote Sensing techniques provide a synoptic, view and repetitive coverage of the 
earth and provide useful information on water resources. Geographic Information 
System provide a means by which one can effectively use water resources and land 
use planning management in their decision making process. About 98% freshwater 
available on the earth Res underground and the freshwater is the Bmiting factor for 
the overall growth of human society all over the world. It is therefore essential to 
improve national and international standard of water resource management. 
1.4 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
The present study has been carried out in order to cover the different aspects of the 
development and management of groundwater potential as weH as water quality 
status in parts of Gurgoan district with a view to define major water bearing zones, 
location, extent and interrelationship of hydrolo^cal parameters of aquifers viz. 
transmissivity, storativity and hydraulic conductivity aquifers. The study has been 
conducted to see the movement of groundwater and behavior of water level in time 
and space to den>arcate the location of groundwater recharge and discharge areas. 
The study of hydrochemical behavior of ground water, with respect surface water 
also conducted to carry out the chemical characteristics of water. 
The present study aims mainly on the hydrogeologkal studies and Groundwater 
Resource Management using rem<rtely sensed data and GIS technique of Gurgaon 
district of Haryana, to evaluate the dominant factors responsSbie for the existing 
groundwater conditions and management 
1.5 METHOfX>LOGY 
In order to generate quantitative data based on hydrogeologjcal and hydrochemical 
parameters, systematic groundwater surveys have been carried out to cover the 
different aspect of the development and management of groundwater resource 
potential followed by laboratory investigations. 
i) The available hydro geological information's from the published literature 
and unpublished reports of Geological Survey of India, Central Groundwater 
Board (CGWB) and State Groundwater Department, have been collected and 
incorporated in the thesis as a part of literature coHection. 
ii) Land sat TM, geocoded, standard False Color Composite (FCC), GLCf (Global 
Land Cover Fadlity, University of Maryland, USA) on 1:50,000 scale, 4,5 & 7, 
having path-row: 14&41 and the Survey of India toposheets on 1:50,000 
scales are used In present work where these toposheets are Nos. 53/D/l l , 
D/15, D/16, 53H/3, H/4, 54 E/1, E/2, E/5, 54A/13 and A/14. 
iii) The raster and vector formats, which are compatible for the geograpMcai 
information system, have been stored in the form of hard copy and used for 
10 
viewing the information without changing, analysis and editing. Figures and 
Plates are drawn using Remote Sensing and GtS technique in NISTAOS (CSIR), 
New Delhi. 
iv) The base map was prepared from the survey of India toposheets on 1:50,000 
scale and relevant infbmnation was transferred on it after visual 
interpretation of sateMite imagery. The study area is visually interpreted from 
remotely sensed data on basb of photo recognition elements and 
geotedmical elements. 
v) The Landsat TM images are Visually interpreted and ^wficant hydro 
geomorphic units have been demarcated based on tone, texture, shape, size, 
pattern and association etc the hydrogeonnorphicaily si^iificant landforms 
viz. valleyftlls, alkivialfans, piedmont zones, aUuvialplains, abandoned 
channels and Paleochannels. Visual^ interpreted the geotechnical and 
photographic elements have been delineated in the study area. 
HydrogeonKMrphoiogical layers of groundwater, depth and quafity have been 
digitized using ARC/INFO, ARC/VIEW, and AutoCad softwares. 
vi) Digitization, error removal and attribution groundwater prospects and quafity 
have been integrated to prepare the groundwater prospective zones. Spatial 
data and non spatial data used to attributes in respect of sodo-econontic 
data. 
vii) The spatial data put on a standard reference to non-spatial data which 
follows the administrative hierarchy of village, block, tehsil and district. Since 
both spatial and non-spatial studies were to be handled, ARC/INFO GIS 
pack^e was used as the major GIS tool for development and analysis of the 
wasteland categories of Gurgaon district. The rK>r»-spatial d^a were used and 
aggregated on tehsil / blodc level by a process of abstraction. Methodology 
used as shown in flowchart - 1 . lithotogical logs of deep tube weHs are used to 
study the subsurface lithotogical characteristics, with the help of fence 
diagram and hydrogeotogicai cross section. 
viii)The hydrogeok^ical data of dug weHs are processed, pkmed and interf'^eted. 
Data related to depth to water, water table contour and water level 
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fluctuation were used in preparation of maps and to see the changes in the 
groundwater regin>e in time and space. 
ix) Groundwater balance studies are carried out to evaluate the utiKzable 
groundwater resource potential for future development in a phased manner. 
x) Analysis of water samples for ttieir mayor and fiew trace elements determined 
its quality and quantity for domestic and irrigation uses in order to determine 
the vertical and lateral variation in water quality. 
xi) Concurrence and synthesis of hydrogeolo0cai, hydromorphologicai 
hydrometeorological and hydrochemical data have been attempted to 
generate a model for groundwater r^lime in parts of Gurgaon district 
xii) Various plottings for ttte graphical representation have been used as per HiN 
(194(M2), Piper (1944), Piper and HM (1953), Hem (1970) and Handa (1974). 
xiii)The physicochemical characteristics of water samples have been determined 
according to the standard methods of APHA (1992). 
xiv)The concentrations of Ca*+, Mg^+, IKXh, CT and total hardness determirted 
by titrimetric method. Ca** and ^4-*^ determined by EOTA titration, for 
HCO3, HO titration to a methyl orange point. Chloride also determined by 
titration with AgNOj solution. Flame emission photometry used for the 
determination of H»* and iC^ . 
xv) The intensity of the light emitted by a particular spectral Kne is measured 
with the help of a photoelectric ceM and a galvanometer. Sulphate analyzed 
by gravimetric method. The concentrations of NO3 determined with the help 
of double beam U.V. spectrophotometer arnl methodology of work is shown 
in flowchart-1. 
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1.6 PREVIOUS WORK 
Heron (1971) presented number of technical reports related to ^oundwater 
occurrence and suitability for sinking tube weHs in parts of Gurgaon district. OMiierent 
scientists have carried out groundwater invest^ations and evaluation of the 
resources potential in parts of Gurgaon district, Haryana. 
Seth (1954) studied tlie hydrogeology and watertoggif^ conditions in parts of 
Gurgaon district. He reported that the seepage from canals has created water 
logguig conditions in the canal command areas. 
Hacket (1877), has conducted research work on the geology of the present study's 
area, which was later modified by Heron (1971), Roy (1952) and Seth (1954) carried 
out geolopcal mapping and field investigations in certain parts of the study area. 
Jangi (1974) carried out geok)gkal studies supported by exptoratory drilling in Sohna 
area with a view to understand geological structure and configuration of w^er table. 
Oiaudhary et ai. (1996) carried out geomorphok)g»cai studies uskng satefiite images 
and Survey of India toposheets. 
Bose and Khan (1997) carried out geophysical investigation to delineate the buried 
channels in parts of Mewat district. Sharma and Chakravarti (1988) carried out hydro 
geological studies in parts of the study area. Desai Anjana (1997) carried out the 
work on groundwater man^ement in the study area. Khan and Hasnain (1990) 
carried out Ground water studies and geological mapping in parts of study area. 
Khan and Qureshi (1998) carried out the geokigicai investigation and mapping in 
parts of Mewat district. 
Srivastava (1969) investigated the day, gypsum and ottier buiMing stones in the 
study area. Seth (1983), carried out geo-hydrolo^cal investigation in Gurgaon area, 
Singh (1990) examined ground water zones, occurrii^ around Hrozpur Jhirka. Rao 
and Singh (2001) reported the outcrops of pre Cambrian age. 
Sharma (1973) carried out systematic geological mapping in tfte area and reported 
the occurreiKe of pyrite, arsenopyrite and pyro IxMite as disseminations in <|uartzite. 
Tewari (1972) and Prasad M a n ^ (1975) reported the arsenopyrite mineraltsatkm in 
the area. Kidwai and Prasad (1971) carried out mvestigation and systematic mapping 
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between Sohna and Nagina. Bajpai and Mahanta (2003) carried out the wwestigation 
of groundwater Resources and Mapping using Renwte Sensing and GIS Techniques In 
the study area. 
Rao and Kumar (2007) carried out int^^rated studies of ground water resources in 
parts of study area. Pandey and Gupta (2006) carried out groimd w^er studws and 
mapping in parts of Gurgaon district 
1.7 SCOPE OF THE PRESENT WOiUC 
The landfonm system analyses, land and water use patterns, geology, hydrogeology, 
hydro chemistry and water resource evaluation studBes of a part of Gurgaon dbtrkt have 
been described under tiie present study to provide a quantitMive data base for the 
sustairiable developnnerit in parts of Gurgaon districL The appGcation of Remote Serising 
techniques have helped in defineating the various iandfform features such as palaeo-
channels scare, point/channel bars, channel scars, etc in four geomorphic zones. The 
present study has been undert^en as an approach to the groundwater resource 
management and hydro geological studies using conventional and noii-conventionai 
data in order to understand the foctors for groundwater conditions in the study area. 
The Remote Sensing and GIS technique are some of the important tools to assist the 
study of geology, geomorphology, drain^e pattern and groundwater resource 
potential zones. The present study will helpful in delineation the ground water 
resources and management. Moreover, the d^ital image processir^ techniques have 
helped in narrowirig the focus for groundwater targeting throu^ dedpherii^ the 
palaeochannels and the high moisture content zones. Nevertheless, the 
morphometric analysis of the drainage network proved its importaiKe in 
understanding the groundwater conditions of the study area. 
The chemical analysis results show that the grourtdwater in the area is potable, 
slightly hard. Sand alkaline in reaction, moderately mineralized arMJ an alkali-
bicarbonate type. However, the quality of water from the top aquifer is poor 
because of heavy toxic trace elements concentration which is slightly more than the 
permissible limit, prescribed by ICMR (1999) and WHO (2003). 
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Chapter - 2 
PHYSIOGRAPHY AND LAND UTIUZATION 
2.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
The district is more or less bovvi shaped. It has undulating topography. Moderate to 
high variations in attitude has been observed in the area traversed by a rid^e running 
N-S to NNE-SSW direction. The NNE-SSW ridge fomns the boundary between study 
area of Mewat district of Haryana and Alwar district of Rajasthan. The sporadic 
ridges and hHiocks make a semi - drde to the west, south and east of Pui^iana (27^ 
51' 45": 77^ lY 30"). The area does not have general slope and rather shows distinct 
altitude differences in certain domains. The general slope in the area is NW-SE in the 
western part, NE-SW in north-eastern part. The central part is more or less flat. 
There is no river passing through the area. Seasonal streams from the hills west of 
Nuh drain flow towards southeast and fW up the natural depressions in central part 
of the district. Further it flows to south of Ujina. Major drains in district area are 
Kotia and Ujina drains. 
The investigation reveals the presence of buried channels with fresh ground water 
near Dihana Buraka and Tarakpur. These hurried channels appear to exist at 
relatively shalk>w levels up to 10m. bgj with a width between 120 to 100 meters. 
Below 10 meters, day formation or formation with saline ground water seem to 
exist. Chakarapani (1981) worked out the hydrogeological survey in parts of study 
area. Singh, (1993) carried out Electrical Resistivity Survey in North Eastern parts of 
Gurgaon district to work out the feasibility of ground water development in the area. 
The studies reveal that it is feasft>le to construct shaflow to medkim tube weHs 
within the rar^e of 100 - 1 5 0 meters for moderate to high dischvge. Sahgal (1987) 
reappraise the hydrogeok^ical survey in parts of study area. 
2.2 LAND UTIUZATION 
The total area of Gurgaon district is 2706 sq. km. The broad features of present 
pattern of land utilization during 2007 are given in Table - 1. The total area of the 
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district, total cultivable area is 210045 hactare and cultivated area is 189514 hactare, 
gross cropped area of the district is 271541 hac and the net irrigated area is 131231 
hectares. 
Table - 1 LAND UTIUZATION PATTERN IN GURGAON DISTRICT, HARYANA 2007. (In 
hectares) 
Sr. 
No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Name of the 
Block 
Gurgaon 
Farrukhnagar 
Sohna 
Pataudi 
Firozpur 
Jhirka 
Nagina 
Punhana 
Nuh 
Tauru 
Total area 
in the 
Block 
28921 
35196 
32099 
28478 
30935 
22013 
28468 
46267 
22488 
274865 
Total 
Cultivable 
area 
24302 
18727 
22488 
25663 
22106 
16983 
25115 
38173 
16488 
210045 
Net 
Cultivated 
area 
23522 
17109 
20145 
25159 
17836 
14097 
20846 
34866 
15904 
189514 
Total 
cropped 
area 
26653 
24496 
30557 
38209 
28008 
20679 
32943 
46572 
23424 
271541 
Net 
irrigated 
area 
22120 
14981 
13690 
24528 
10252 
4798 
16798 
11828 
12326 
131231 
Gross 
irrigated 
area 
29610 
17027 
14636 
31572 
13766 
6881 
20451 
15654 
12746 
162343 
(Source: Office of the Oy. Director Agriculture) District Gungaon, Haryana.(2008) 
2.3 LAND USE/LAND COVER 
The economy of study area is primarily agricultural. The total area of the district is 
2.73 lakh hectare, of which 2.16 lakh hectare (79.1%) is cuhhrable area. About 14.7 
thousand hectare area (5.4%) is under forest Sani and Mujtaba (1996) carried out 
the net cropped area in the district 1.88 lakh hectare (87% of the cultivable area). 
Rainfed is generally practiced in the district and Agricultural production depends 
upon timely and suffkJent occurrence of rainfatt. The ma^qr oops of study area are 
wheat gram, barely, bajra and jowar. OUseads, fodder and vegetables are also 
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grown. The average size of operational iandholdings in the district is very smaH (1.93 
hectare). The impact of industriaiization m Gurgaon district is rapidly goirtg on due to 
being in National Capital R^on. Khan and Hasnain (1990) studied land use and land 
cover patterned in ftrozpurjhirfca block in study area. The land use/land cover map. 
Fig.-3. 
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Fig. 3; Land Use/Land Cover map of Gurgaon district. Hatyana 
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2.4 SOILS 
Soils of the study area are classified as tropical and brown soils, existing in the north 
western extreme, northern and north eastern parts of the district and water logged 
and salt affected soils in the southern parts of the district The nuedium textured 
loamy sand is the average soil texture in Gurgaon, Sohna and pataudi blocks. Pataudi 
and Sohna blocks the organic content of soib is low up to 0.20 percent (very low 
category) and in Punhana block rangmg from 0.41 to 0.75 percent (medium 
cat^ory). Rest of the study area have organic contents is 0.2 to 0.40 percent and 
falls in low category. 
The available phosphorous in Pataudi, Firozpur Jhirka and Punhana blocks is high, 2 1 -
50 kg/ha. The rest of the study area is raises from 11 to 20 kg/ha (medium). The 
average level of available Potassium is maxunum firom 118 - 280 kg/ha Gurgaon, Nuh 
and Pataudi bkxks, whNe in rest of ttte district, it is as high as more than 220 kg/ha. 
The feasibility (rf soils based on the a v a i l a b ^ of N.P.IC is as gmen in Table - 2. 
Tab le -2 
BLOCK 
Sohna 
Gurgaon & Nuh 
Pataudi 
Firozpur 
Punhana 
NITROGEN 
Very low 
Low 
Very low 
Low 
Medium 
PHOSPHOROUS 
Medium 
High 
Medium 
High 
High 
POTASSIUM 
High 
Medium 
Medium 
High 
High 
The average conductivity of the soil is not more than (0.80 u mhos/cm) and 
the average pH of the soil is between 6.5 to 8.7. 
The study area has all types of soils from clay to sand dune. The soil of the area 
varies from sandy loam to loam. At places in the k>w lying areas the soils are dayey 
and saline. Khan (1993). 
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Table. 3 Chemical Constituents of common soil type of Gurgaon district, Haryana 
(2007). 
Sample 
No. 
SL-11 
SL-12 
SL-13 
SL-14 
SL-15 
SL-16 
SL-17 
SL-18 
SL-19 
SL-20 
SL-21 
SL-22 
SL-23 
SL-24 
EC 
30 
35 
40 
105 
65 
55 
260 
195 
35 
775 
45 
300 
1725 
1515 
Na 
60 
35 
340 
825 
360 
230 
850 
540 
80 
6240 
285 
1180 
5620 
6230 
K 
15 
20 
25 
15 
10 
50 
35 
600 
60 
85 
25 
80 
105 
70 
Ca 
605 
210 
205 
610 
73 
205 
810 
405 
205 
300 
90 
1120 
1930 
1015 
HCO3 
1335 
2005 
640 
1670 
580 
1335 
1340 
1005 
1335 
1670 
1375 
1940 
1950 
1940 
CI 
570 
380 
680 
970 
80 
380 
3070 
2015 
380 
6450 
565 
2840 
1620 
1455 
SO4 
420 
610 
510 
650 
440 
510 
1230 
1340 
590 
6640 
530 
405 
230 
3440 
NO3 
105 
25 
45 
240 
40 
95 
65 
55 
60 
110 
160 
120 
95 
40 
P2O5 
1130 
1280 
1240 
1270 
130 
1020 
990 
975 
2010 
890 
870 
1120 
1540 
810 
The study area has relatively sandy loam, medium soils, light loam, Bhangar and 
Nardak, (seoti and loam) coarse loam include Dhar, Chiknot and rocky surfaces. The 
alluvium is of two types, the older alluvium (Uiangar) and the newer alluvium 
(khaddar).The former is dark colored and is impure cakJum carbon^e known as 
Kankar. The newer aUuvfum is light colored and poor in calcareous matter and is 
known as Chiknot (dayeyloam). These may be grouped into three major categories, 
namely, as darker and heavy or hard day (Chiknot, Rohi), cJay loam (Narmot), sandy 
loam (Megda) and sandy (Bhood). ( O u g ^ 1970) The major soil types of the study 
area are briefly described. Tlie soH map genenrted using Landsat TM image. Rg. - 4. 
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i. Hard Qay (Heavy): These soils are very hard and render cultivation diffia^. 
11>ese are ntostly found at the basement of the hills and in regularly flooded 
areas, mainly found in Dahar drde of Nuh, Dahar and Qiiknot area of 
Ferozepur-Jhirfca and Sahibi area of Gurgaon tehsii. 
ii. Clay Loam (Narmot): These are medium type of soil and are scattered 
throughout the study area but noticeable mostly in the eastern parts, 
including those of Nuh and Ferozepurjhirka tehsHs, which are canai irrigated. 
iii. Sandy Loam (Magda): Sandy loam is representative soil of the study area and 
is prevalent in Tauru block of Nuh, Gurgaon and Sohna TehsiL Seepage is a 
major problem of the sandy loam. 
iv. Sandy (Bhood): These are representative soils of the area on which the entire 
cropping pattern is based on sandy soils and sand dunes are found as 
scattered patdies in all tehsils of the study area. The soil is affected from 
erosion by wifwi and their shiftif^ nature makes the raisir^ of crops difficult 
as per classification by the National Bureau of Soil Survey and Land Use 
Planning, Hagpur. 
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2.5 CROPPING PATTERN 
Soils are suitable for cultivation of variety crops. Soils need heavy manuring with 
nitrogen and phosphorous fertilizers. The deficiency of organic matter demands ttiat 
soils be also enriched with organic substance like farm yard manure and compact 
and green manure. For improvement of alkaline soib green manuring occupies an 
important place in the development of agricultural sector. 
Rising of one crop a year is commonly practked under rain led conditions. The rabi 
crop are sown in the month of October to December and harvested in March/April. 
The kharif crops are sown in June to Ai^ust and reaped from September to 
November. Hard day occurs in the basemem of bSSs and regular fk>oded areas of 
Oahar areas of Nuh Dahar and Chiknot areas of Firozpur Jhirka and SaNbi area of 
Gurgaon Tehsil. Crops grown in the areas are wheat. Rice and Sugarcane. In Nuh and 
Rrozpur jhirka, canal irr^ated areas with prevalent day-loam, a medium type soM, 
the crops grown are wheat, gram, barley, fodders, Bajra, Jawar, Pulses and 
vegetables. Sandy k>am, which exists in Taoru, Gurgaon, Sohna and Nuh area is 
suitable for aN types of crops, such as Bajra, Jowar, Gram, barley and oil seeds. On 
sandy soils occurring as patches all over the district, the crops ^own are jowar, 
bajra, gram, barley etc. 
2.6 SURFACE IRRIGATION FEATURES 
Gurgaon canal is the major canal in the area. It takes off from Agra Canal at 8 km. 
down stream of the Okhla. it has 1.76 cusec capacity and extends irrigation by 
gravity flow and lift. It also delivers 0.4 cusec water to Rajasthan at Haryana 
boundary. It irrigates 101.580 hectares of land of which 80.964 hectares is in 
Haryana. Nuh main drain or^a tes from Gurgaon Canal and traverses in the Nuh 
bkxrfc. 
2.7 PHYSIOGARPHY 
The area of the district is generally flat, besides, a few isolated hMocks, three main 
ridges are seen to occur. The most prominent being the N-5 to NNE-SSW r k ^ 
whkh is a continuous one from Martesar in north i:o Hasanpur in the south From 
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Nurpur to Hasanpur the ridge form the boundary between Gurgaon and AKvar 
district of Rajasthan where it attains a maximum height of 447 meters above mean 
sea level. SecoiKl ridge trending N-S exists m the ectreme north-eastern f>art of the 
district bordering betwveen Delhi state and Mewat district it is an extension of ttie 
well known NE-SW trending Delhi ridge. 
The third ridge covering northern parts of the dtsblct in west of viUage Dmm\ and 
trends in NE - SW direction terminating north of Satakpuri village. This ridge trends 
almost parallel to the first ridge. Numerous ephemeral streams oonte down from the 
hilly tracts and discharge into the plains. The area b marked by undulating sandy and 
alluvial plains through which project strike ridges. i.e. isolated hillock of Ahwar and 
Ajabgarh series, running N-S to NNE-SSW directkxis in the south-west and western 
parts of the district. The N-S to NNE-SSW ridge wfMch is a continuous one takes a 
roughly NE-SW trend from near DhUamka, towards Sohna where it curves back 
towards Nortt>-west. In the west of Raisina, the ri<j^ trifurcates. The Western-most 
branch of the ridge ends near Kasan near Manesar. 
From Harchandpur another ridge which makes an arch and treiKl north east south 
west towards Badarpur, wfiere it takes rtorth western trerKl in Delhi area. The top of 
Harchandpur ridge forms a vast plateau which is badly cut by mimerous ravines. On 
the east of Sohna ridge elongated k>w ridge aiMJ a couple of hillocks protrude from 
the flat plains. Sand dunes occur in the area between Pataudi, Farrukhnagar and 
Garhi Harsaru; east of Harchandpur ridge and in ttte south western parts of the area 
near the hills. Sand dunes occurring in the district are generally 3 to 10 meters in 
height. Few sand dines with high vegetation are fixed whHe other keep shifting 
depending upon the prevailing direction of the wind. 
However, the study area marked by elongated narrow ridges and small hillocks 
separated by vast stretches of alluvium and bknim sand. The quvtzite ridges stand 
230 to 320 metre above mean sea level and 50 meter to 122 meter above the 
surrounding plains. Small ephemeral streams originate from hiHs and flow in all 
divergent directions. A few isolated hills having rocks bekxiging to the Ajabgarh 
formation of ttie Delhi Super Group. 
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A rolling plain dominated by extensions of the Aravalii ranges, along the western 
parts of the study area. The study area has been divided into the following three 
major topographic regions in which each having its own characteristic features. 
Physiographtcally the study area is divided into the following three parts: 
i. South-Central HiUy Region 
n. North-Westem Sand Dune Area 
Hi. South-Eastem Alluvial Plain 
it includes eastern halves of Nuh and Ferozepurjhirka Tehsils. The southern area, 
constituting Mewat district, known as Bayana, consisting mainly aNuvial plain, with a 
monotonously flat surface. It b low-lying flood plain composed basicaNy of newer 
alluvium. The plain is generally 205 meters above the mean sea level w M slight 
inclination towards the south. The gradient is less than 1/5 m/km. 
2.7.1 South-Ctentral HiHy Region 
The South-Central hiHy regions are the northerly extenskm of the AravaNts, whkii are 
the oMest mountain ranges of the Indian sub-continent. The Arava^ in the course 
of their long geological history, have been intensely eroded and now appear as 
widely separated rows of detached hill ranges. These hiHocks have rou^ily NNE-SSW 
alignment. The gaps in between these ridges have three major depressions namely 
as 
i. Ferozpur-Jhirka and Nuh depression 
ii. Sohna depression 
iH. Sahibi depression 
The top of ridges are generally flat. The width of these tops in some cases exceeds 5 
km, representing the rejuvenated surface of former peneplain. The ridges are 
generally bare and without any soil cover. There are a number of springs on the 
eastern side of the ridges. The important hot sulfur spring at Sohna where as the 
cool water springs are found near Ferozpurjhirka and the minor springs at Raisina 
and Rajkha viUages. 
The two hHI ranges, which extends to Ferozpur^irka tehsM are caHed Mewat H ^ 
and forms the western border of the district from the south western comer of 
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Ferozpurjhirka tehsii to a point towards North-West direction of the town of Nuh. 
The top of this hiU range is even and is abotrt 346 noeters high above the mean sea 
level in the north and 412 nteters above the mean sea level in the south in Nuh 
town. It reappears again as a hiU range towards north east of Sohna town forming 
the boundary of the study area and runs with a gradually of lesser height into DeM 
Super Group. Rain water comes down the MNs in numerous rivulets and the water 
level in the valley rises leaving large sheets of water after the rainy season is ended. 
2.7^ North-Westem Sand Dune Area 
The northwestern sand dune area, in the area is characterized by sandy soils in the 
northwestern part The surface is undulating and local refief reaches to about 9 
meters. The sand dunes are longitudinal, transverse and barchans types. Due to lack 
of nfKMSture and vegetative cover, the sand moves freely under the impact of stroi^ 
westerly winds. 
2 . 7 3 South-Eastem Alluvial Plain 
The study area is characterized by considerable topographic diversity, reversal of 
slope and variety of relief. The extension of Aravalli hHls range and presence of sand 
dune, the topography of study area appears as the most important aspects of 
diversity. Topographically the study area comprises valleys, uplands and alluvial 
plains of low lying Khadar, made up of newer alluvtum, and areas covered with sand 
dunes, traversing from east to west. The ridge extending NNE-SSW, appear to be the 
relic of old Aravalli mountain ranges. 
2.8 Re^onal Divisions 
The regional divisions are primarMy based on soil, topography, dimate and natural 
vegetations present in the study area is categorized under the Southern Haryana 
Plain. The study area is sub-divided into tfte foHowing four strf>-fe0ons which vary 
according to the socio-economic development, are as foHows: 
Gurgaon Plain 
ii. Sohna Undulating Plain 
iii. Nuh-Punhana Plain 
iv. Ferozpurjhirka Plain 
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2.9 DRAINAGE 
A number of snul streams origpnates from the hil ranges of the caitrai parts (^ 
which do not meet any m a ^ stream or river but dsappears in the pemieable de|»OMl& of 
aNuviai pbiris after traversing soine detarioe. The drainage of the area having derMlritic to 
sub paraNei pattern. 
SalilN river, which is epftemeral in r«alure is the only major river passing tfirou^ the 
vvestern parts of the dstrict it oripnates in laipur dBtrict of Rajasthan and toMs t 
ANvar, Revvari and then tows towards iiohtak dbtrict before enteririg in to N a y a ^ ^ 
in OelM. The course of the SaNbi river in the north vMSlem part of the dBtrict becomes very 
fertile land for the vrfieat and other orops^  because before construction of dam in i^ia5lhan, 
it carries soflis and other material during rainy season and deposited in its course. The area of 
1934 sq. ion. of Mewat di^rict oomprisii^ Nuh, taoru, Rrozpur Jhirfca, Nagina and IHmhana 
blocks is drained by Laridoha Naia, Upfta drain, Chandani fink drain and Nuh Main drain. 
landoha Nab rises from T9iara h is in Alwar (Raiasthan) and enters in to Haryaiia state near 
vMage Raofi, the soutfiem part of dBtrkl. After traversing Hrofl^ MT JNrfca and Nuh tehsi its 
water accumdates in I p i a lake. The area in Gurgaon through which Landoha Nab flows is 
the arid and the sub sol water is brackish in nature. The water in Landoha Nab is used to 
irrigate larKi but occaskmaSy causes a k)t of fkxxJl and is orte of the source of recharging the 
ground water reservoHr. 
Ground sk>pe of the (fistrkt is towards south in north of the dkstakX and north from the 
south of the district This ^ DurKl sfope causes tfie (tow of rairifal run off from north to south 
as vveR as from south to north fixMTt both the skies arid accumulates in tfte ceritral parts of 
the distrkl in Nagiria arid Nuh bkxks^ whkh depk^ vvater toggir^ corKfitkms in study area. 
Study area, most of the active dratnages trend to converge towards inbnd depresskMi, 
instead of ftowing out in to river Yamuna. North and western parts of the study area is 
drained into these depressfans i.e. Nayafgarh JheeL f>art of Nuh tehsi ttave these stapes 
towards river YanfNjria, vwtiere a rietwork of drairis exists. The drairiage of the souttiem parts 
of the district cortverge towards Koda lake. The lake has no outlet and in years of heavy 
rainfall water spitts over several sq. km. and then fk>v)^  towards Bharatpur Jheet in 
Rayasthan.Fig.-5. 
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2.9.1 Ujina Drainage System 
Ujma drain^e system serves matniy Rrozpur Jhtrka and Nuh tehsiis of Gurgaon 
district. A large area of these tehsH is flooded during nKHisoon period Landoha nala, 
which flovvs in to Haryana state firom fUifasthan is joined by Nuh drain and then fk>^ 
through Ujina drain. The average run off from this area is 2.5 lac ham of water, which 
causes Hood over 1.5 lac hectares of land causing widespread damage and 
destruction and to save the area from floodir^ 
The only exit for this water is through drainage complex in Ujina and Paheri in 
Rajasthan and Goverdhan in U.P. state. All these drains have inadequate capadlies. 
The outfk>w is further reflated by Rajasthan at Kho lake and by U.P. State at Kanta. 
To save ttie area from flooding a project has been prepared and competed to 
enhance the capacity from 17 cuses to 380 cuses at present July onwards water 
comes and starts accumulating in Kotia lake. Submerged area of the lake is TttX) 
acres. In tfie years of heavy rainfatt 12 Nos. of pump (8 Nos. of pumps 30 cusec 
capacity and 4 Nos. of 35 cusec), it is proposed to use heavy pump to dewater the 
area to minimize the fkx>d dam^es in tfie study area. 
2.10 HYDR0METE0R0L06Y 
The climate of the district is mainly characterized by the extreme dryness of the air 
except during monsoon monttis, intensely hot summers and cold winters. During 
three months of south west nxMisoon from last week of June to September, the 
moist air of oceanic origin penetrate into ttie study area ar>d causes high humidfty 
with high monsoon rain^H. The period from October to December constitutes post 
monsoon season. The cold weather season prevails from January to the begmning of 
March and folkywed by the hot weather or sunmier season which prevaib upon the 
last week of June. 
2.10.1 Rainfall 
The normal annual rainfall in the study area is about 578 mm spread over 28 days. 
The south west monsoon sets in the last week of June and withdraws towards the 
end of September and contributes about 80% of the annual rainfaN. July and August 
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are the wettest months. 20% of the annual rainfall occurs during the non-monsoon 
months in wake of thunder storms and western disturbances. Ra in^ distribution in 
the district is quite uneven which increases from 450 mm in the south at Farrukh 
Nagar to 750 mm in the east at Gurgaon. The block wise mansoon rainfeU data in the 
study area is shown in table. 4. 
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2.10^ Temperature 
The meteorologicai obsavatory in study area has iseen considered a^ 
simHar meleorotogkal oondWons prevaKng in the dstricL From a ^ 
teniperature begm I D inovase rapidly t l May. May and iime are the hottest nwntte 
mean daily maxinnuni temperative at Gursaon about 40P C and the mean daiy minimum 
temperature of about 25° C the daiy Mean Mawnum temperature varies from 2JL4<* C, in 
January, 104CP C in May. Days are itHe hotter in May than in June Mhereas n i ^ are 
cooler in May than June, htim Aprfl oiMfards hot vMesteriy dust laden \Minds <^ 
conditions occur and the weather of the district becomes intensely hot and unpleasant 
MaKimum daiy temperature in May often reaches above 45° C Occasional dust and 
thunder storms brings some refief from heat. 
vy/fth the advancement of nwnsoon currents i i ^ the district by the end of the June, there is 
appreciable drop in day tervH>erature arid the weather beconnes coriiparatively cool in the 
day. Alter the withdrawal of the monsoon by about the middfe of September the day 
temperature are stX high as in nrwnsoon months but n i ^ temperatures begin to drop 
progressively. The fiaH in temperatures bodi day arMi night are rapid from October to 
January. GeneraBy January is the coldest month. The mean daSy maximum arKl minimum 
temperatures are about 21° C and 5° C respectively. Ourir^ the cold weather season, the 
district is affiected by cold waves in association with the western (feturbarKes and on such 
occasions the nwMmtOTi tennterature may drops to the freezing poir^ 
2.103 Humicity 
The hunvdity in air is generafly high duririg the period of soidh west monsoon from July to 
September. It is about 77% during nrtoming hours and 65% during evening hours. The 
minimum humicfity of 43% is recorded In May during morrwig hours and the masdmum 
relative hunwfity of 82% is esqKrierKxd in august during nwnwng hours. May is the driest 
nrranth of the year when humidity is less than 30% it shows the value and the variation of 
relative huriNdity. 
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Chapter-3 
GEOLOGY OF THE AREA 
3.1 GENRAL GEOLOGY 
The peninsutar shield comp^ i^ses Plateau Mountains with widely distributed drainage, 
peneplained ancient folded mountains, massHis, elongated graben like vaHeys and 
coastal plains. The indo-Gangetic Alluvial plam trongn is formed as a result of 
continent-continent collision between Indian and Asian Plates Dickenson (1974). The 
indo-Gangetic plain is a deep crustal trougn filled with quaternary sediments through 
the streams of Indus, Ganga and Brahmaputra river system. indo-Gar^etk plain is 
divided into four shelf areas separated from one another by three transverse highs 
given as-
i. Gurgaon - Muzaffarnagar ridge 
i i . Faizabad ridge 
iii. Mungair - Saharsa ridge from west to east 
iv. Aravalli Craton - The Gurgaon District, Haridwar and Faizabad ridges are 
basement highs extending under the Ganges plain to the Himalayas. 
3.2 REGIONAL GEOLOGY 
The Gurgaon District is a part of indo-Gangetic Alluvial plains, at an elevation ranging 
from 198-220 m above Mean sea level, transacted by quartzite ridge extending 
roughly from northeast to southern part of the area. The thickness of the ridge is 
generally > 300 m towards west, covering parts of southwest districts of Mewat and 
Faridabad. 
The Gurgaon district region in northern India is bounded by the Gangetic alluvial 
plain in the north and east, the Thar desert in the west, and Aravalli hill ranges to the 
south. The Gurgaon district system lies over the gneisses and the Ratio series with a 
great unconformity and is in turn overlain unconformabfy by the Vindhyans. 
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Table 5. GEOLOGICAL SUCCESSION IN NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
Recent and sub-
Recent 
Post Delhi intrusive 
Delhi Super Group 
Younger Alluvium 
Older Alluvium 
Alwar Farmation 
Yamuna River Sand and deposits in stream bed 
Yellow and reddish soil comprising silt/day with local 
kankar beds sand lanses and small Ferruginous 
concretions 
Quartz vein's, Pegmatite etc. 
Quartzite, crystallized bluish, grayish and pinkish in 
color, Arkoses grits, thin inter beds of micaceous schisf s 
Quartzite containing pyrite specks, stringers and 
occasionally graphitic stringers. 
NCR is occupied by quartzite inter-bedded with mica, schist as unconsolidated 
sediments of quartemary to recent age. Ajabgarh formation of study area of early to 
Middle proterozoic age, geologically belongs to the oldest rocks exposed, quartzite 
interbedded with mica, schist and phytlites. These quartzite occupying central to 
southern part of the area gray, massive to thinly bedded and structurally from a 
coaxially refolded regional antiform plunging towards southwest (Table. 5 ). The 
Alwar formation of the study area is represented by quartzite and mica schist with 
pegmatite intrusive. 
The major planner structure strikes NE-SW with steep southwesterly dips. The 
prominent Gurgaon district ridge trending NNE-SSW direction divides the 
surrounding alluvial plain into upper Ganga plain in the east of the ridge and Punjab 
plain in the west. The predominant joint directions are NNE-SSW, NNW-SSE and east 
west and dipping at varkMis angles right up to 90 degrees. 
Quaternary sediments comprise oMer and newer aUuvium cover the rest of area. The 
Yamuna fk>wing from north to south is the prtndpie stream. The quartzites are dose 
textured, thickly bedded and devoid of interstitial spaces. These are white, pale gray 
or pale pinkish purple with radish brown shades depending upon the amount of iron 
oxides coating over the constituent grains. The geokjgKai formations of the study 
area have been extensively studies by Chakrapani (1981). 
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3.3 BASEMEKfT TOPOGRAPHY 
The basement top<%raphy map was reconstructed by using exploratory data of NCR 
Gurgaon district. The basement topography of NCR Gurgaon district is highly uneven 
depicting the presence of sub-surface ridges and vaUeys because of folding of the 
geological formations during the pre-CamlMlan and subsequent periods. 
The thickness of unconsolidated sediments towards east of the r k ^ graduaiiy 
increase away from the ridges, with the maximum reported thickness being 70 m. in 
the south - western, western and nortiiem parts of the area, the thickness of 
sediments is more than 300 m except at Dhansa where the bedrock has been 
encountered at 297 m below land surface. It has been obserwd that the bed rock 
slope towards eastern flank (Trans-Yamuna area) from central Gurgaon district ridge 
is gentler than the western flank i.e. Najafgarh, Mundaka and Bawana area. Even in 
eastern flank far from Gurgaon district tidgR shaNower bed rock topography 
encountered. The same oonditkm also prevails at north-east bordering area of 
Gurgaon district near village kondK (Loni border). The nature of bedrock topography 
in different parts of NCR, Gurgaon district is rendered uneven due to existence of sub 
surface ridges. Thickness of alluvium overlying the Quartzites increases away from 
the outcrops. The thickness of alluvium is 300 m or more in most parts of south west, 
and North West districts. 
3 A GKMJOGY OF THE AREA 
Physic^raphically, the ridge constitutes the most dominating physiographic features 
of this territory. It o r^a tes from the AravaHi HiHs of Rajasthan and entering tfie 
NCR, from South extends in a north eastern direction. It encircles the city on the 
northwest and west. A major portion of the area of Gurgaon District is plain. The 
rock units encountered in the study area belon^ng to the Ajabgarh and Alwar 
formation are briefly described and illustrated in Fig. - 6 . 
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33 GEOLOGICAL SET-UP 
The study area is covered by meta-sediments belonging to ^ e Ajabgafti and Alwar 
formation of the Delhi Super Group. The general stratigiraphic succession of rocfc 
formations in the study area as given by Hacket (1877} andi Heron (1935) is foNoiwed in 
present investigation. 
The geological sequeiKe of Ithology of rock types in Gufgaon district as bii^ up on the 
basis of exposures. The Aiabgarh Formation mainiy consists of massive to thkk bedded 
quartzite wMi phyKte and slat^ Sehgal, (1997). The quartzHe is hard and fight to dari 
grey in color, it is made up of 95% of tightly padwd, recrystaKzed quartz grains with 
minor feldspars, garnet and biotHe Singh (1965). Umeslone is also present in the 
basement below the quaternary overburden in the study area Sehgal, (1997) and 
Jamlol(i,(1999). 
It indicates the presence of gravel like structure in the basement The up thrown btocks 
are Ferozpurjhirka-Sohna ridge in the west and Tigaon-MatKlkola ridge in the east The 
down thrown bk)ck has a northerly sk)pe arMi is filed with 90m to 220m thick 
Quartemary overtHirden comprising horizontaly bedded brownish day, silt aiMl grey as 
weU as brown sand. On the basis of geokigical continuity from adjoining Ganga basin 
and presence of (fimalayan sand this sequeiKe has been designated as Varanasi OMer 
Alluvium, Kumar, (1994). It exposes a sandy fades and sit day, the sand constitute less 
than 5% of the gross lfthok)gy in the southern part of Ferozpufjhirka arid Nagpna bkxks 
and about 20% in the northern part in Gurgaon artd Sohna bkxks in the study area. 
The okier attuvium comprises sit, day mixed with kankar m varying proportkm. The 
newer aNuvium mair>ly consists of un-oxklized sands, silt and day occurring in the 
Yamuna fkxxl plain. The area is dissected by rMimber of faults in a trend of NNE-SSW to 
ENE-WSW. The important fiaults in Natkmal Capital R c c ^ west of the rid^ The 
quartzite strikes in NNE-SSW directMMi with 4 ^ to 85^ dips towards east these rocks are 
intruded by pegmatite, (composed of feMspar, quartz, imca and tourmafine), 
quartemary sediments, dtvkied into oMer aNuvium, newer ^kivkmi and Aeofian deposit, 
UTKonformabfy overlie Aiabgarh formation of rocks. The minerals of some economic 
significance in the ridge are barites feMspar, quartztte's, copper ore, cakHe, day, 
buiding stones and imestone. 
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Massive, hard, compact, light grey quartzites with detrital garnets are exposed in the 
area. The rodcs in the central part extend as a NE-SW trending ridge known as the 
Gurgaon district ridge or the Gurgaon Shahabad Ridge. The northern and central gently 
uiKkriatory plain comprises alluvial and ffcivio-aliuvail material at places with small 
Aeolian mounds of quaternary to sub recent age. The depth of bedrock between the 
Gurgaon district ridge and the Yannina River varies from 0 to 30 mbgl, The bedrock 
depth is over 100 mbgl, further east and within the flood plains of the Yamuna River, in 
the northern part the bedrock has not been etwountered, even upto a depth of 
340mbgl. 
The study area sequence starts with a basal oongkMnerate and shows a fades change 
from cakareous members in the tower part to arenaceous members in the middte and 
predominantiy argMaceous rocks towards the top.The rocks of the Guigaon district 
super group constitute the main AravaK mountain ranges over a strike distarwe of 
nearty 700 km from Gujrat to Gurgaon District As a generafizatmn, they form a broad 
synform. In the northeastern portton, the Guragon district rocks rest on oUer Bhflwara 
Group/Banded Gneissic Cbn4>lex (BGC) with a marked unoonformity. In the 
southwestern regton, there is structural disconiaiKe to the AravaK Super group. The 
main rock types of study area are quartzites, congjkxnerates, arkoses, phyllites, states, 
various types of schisf s, Rn>estone's, marbles. Mafic ftows arni amphft)olftes. 
The ^uvial formattorts overlying the quartzite bed rocks have (JRffiererit nature on eitlter 
skJe of tfte ridge. The nearfy ctosed from tfte adjacent quartzite ridge. The Gurgaon 
district ridge whkh is the nortf)em nfK>st extenskm of AravaK Mountain consists of 
quartzite rocks arnf extef>ds from souttiem part of the territory to western bank of 
Yamuna for about 39 kitometers. The rocks of Ajabgarh and Alwar formation are 
compact and devoid of interstitial spaces. The phyOites and slates are NgMy jointed 
wttere as quartzites is weR jointed. The groundwater occurs in tlie open joints and 
fracture frames only in tfie weattiered zones. 
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3.6 SEQUENCE AND LrTHOLOGY OF ROCK TYPES 
The tithologicai character and water bearif^ characteristics of the formations are 
summarized after Ray (1952); Seth (1954} and Jangi (1974). Table - 6. 
Table-6 
Uthologkal character and water bearing characteristics 
System 
Quaternary 
Delhi Super 
Group 
Formation 
Plestocane to 
recent 
Stratigraphic 
Unit 
Newer Alluvium 
Older Alluvium 
Alwar 
Formation 
Ajabgarh 
Formation 
Lithoiogical ciiaracter 
Buff colored medium to 
fine grained sand. 
stream laid sand, silt, clay 
and gravel. 
Poorly sorted semi-
consolidated silt, sand 
and gravel with clay and 
kankar. 
slate, Phyllites, quartzites 
mica, schists with 
intrusive of pegmatites. 
Quartzites, mica, schists 
with intrusive of 
pegmatities. 
Water bearing 
characteristics 
Generally unsaturated. 
Good water bearing 
horizons. 
Low to moder-ate 
permeably yields small 
to moderate, brackish 
to saline water. 
Low to moderate 
permeability, yield 
small 
Yield moderate water 
from joints fractures 
and bedding places 
when present in the 
zone of saturation. 
Unconformity 
Aravalll super group Archean Mica schists, crystalline 
limestone, quartzites & 
schistose conglomerate 
Low permeability 
through fracture and 
joints. 
The rock formation belonging to the Ajabgarh and AKvar formations overlain by the 
Chiatemary deposits of Recent to Sub-Recent alluvium and sand dunes in the study 
area. The Quaternary Alluvium and the Pre-Cambrian-meta sediments of the Oettti 
Super Group occupy the study area. The geolo^cal formations of the study area have 
been extenslvehr studied by Qtakrapani (1981). 
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The Delhi Super Group consists of Ajabgarh and Aiwar fonmation with intrusions of 
amphiboiftes, pegmatites and veins quartz etc Quartzite and slate of Ajabgarh 
fornrtation and ntica, schist and pe^natHes of Ahwar formation, recent aHuvium, sand 
dunes, have been observed in the study area. 
3.6.1 Ajabgarh Fonnation 
In the study area the rock formation belonging to the Ajabgarh formation 
represented by slate, quartzites and phyMHes. The core of the ridge is formed mainly 
of quartzites and slates. The phyMites occur at tf>e base of the hiUs and below the 
adjacent alluvium. The small hiH blocks and long narrow ridges of quartzites trending 
rK>rth-«ast to south-west direction. The rocks of Ajabgarh Formation are compact 
and devoid of interstitial spaces. The phyliites and slates are highly jointed where as 
quartzites is weH jointed. The groundwater occurs in the open joints and fracture 
frames oftly in the weathered zones. The phyliites and slates are better water 
bearif>g formation tf>an quartzites in the study area. The rock units encountered in 
the study area belonpng to the Ajabgarh and AKvar formation. 
3.6.2 Aiwar Formation 
Quartzites and mica schists with pegmatite intrusives represent Aiwar formation. 
The quartzites are white and pale grey in color, at places quartzite show purple, red 
and brown shade. The quartzites predonMnate in the area of inve^igation and form 
high north-south trendtf^ hiH range in the west and nwth-east, south-west trendtr^ 
ridge in the northern part of the study area. The quartzites gef>erany strike in north-
north east to south-south west direction and have eastemly dips. Bedding, dip and 
strike joiftts dipping opposite to the dip of the beds is very prontinent aiKl pve rise to 
rectangular bkxks. These quartzites are useful for buUdii^ and road materials. These 
quartzites are compact artd massive where groundwater occurs onty in joints and 
fracture plar>es in the sbidy area under ^rvorablecondftkMis. 
3.7 ALLUVIUM 
The alluvium in the area con>prfses sM, sand, gravel, clay and kankar. The aHuvium is 
divided into newer alluvium and oMer aBuvium. 
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ft occurs in the wesK of Sohna ndge and contprises n>ainty poorty sorted siH, sand, gravel 
and day. The silts are fine wind blown variety alone with kankar, whereas kankar is 
compact, hard and composed essentiaHy of cakium caiiMnate and is very common in 
Garhi Harshu and Farrukhnagar rtor^em part of the stody area. Gfoundwater ocoirs in 
the okJer aAuviom and in the interspaces of sand and sflL The presence of kankar in the 
formation reduces the pore spaces^  whkh in turn reduces the capadly to store and 
transimt water thus maldng them poor water bearing formations in the study area. 
9«/«A. newer auutfuifii 
it covers in the east of the Sohna ridge and comprises ntainly sat, sand, day and cafcareous 
nodules. These deposits are lentkular in shape and are also found in the west of Sohna 
ridge where streams have deposited in the form of discontinuous bands and the foot hiN 
sfopes, where ephemeral streams have brought down the wcaUw.icd material fiFom the 
hffiocks. The newer aRuvium being less impregnated with cakareous materials and is good 
water bearing horizons in ttte study area. 
3ASAN0i>UNES 
The disintegration of rock material ^ ves rise to various grades of sand and silt. The strong 
wif>ds carry them from the place of origin and deposit in the form of large humps caDed 
sand dunes. These sediments forming dunes have been brought from adjacent Raiasthan 
in the study area with the prevsHlir^ winds condftkxis. These sand dur>es are 3 to 6 meters 
The dune sand is gerteraHy welt sorted and rounded, fine to medium grained and 
comprises of c^iartz, 1erromagr>esiaro riMnerals^ tiny fcrites of nwca with small particles of 
kar^ car. The sand is k>ose and dunes keeps sh^ting tfteir position dependmg up on the 
prevailir^ wiTMi direction. 
The sand dunes being accumulatkm of sand artd sSt are good water bearing horixons but 
their Kmrted aerial extent limits the reservoir capadty. 
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3.9 GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURES 
3.9.1. Beckfing 
Bedding B mari(ed weV by color banding and compositional baiidine. The 1 ^ ^ 
the bedcfing in part of the Sohna ridge is N&6W with steep easlerV < ^ ^Mf*erea^  
northern of the study area, it is NNE-SSW direction and the change in strike in this part is 
due to block faulting in the study area. 
Cun'enftbeddwg is noticed in tsotatedquartale ridges fcomTahrald in the north to Kalwp^ 
in the south. The ripple maris and mud crads are the ether scdwwcntary stmchires 
noticed in tfie study area. Ripple marie are noticed in Kafinfar area and mud cndcs are 
seen in Arangpur. Load casts were seen in Bhankri and Mandkola areas and in tfie South of 
Sohna, gant see flute casts were noticed on tite beddmg planes in grey ^ uartrile: The 
presence of flute casts in Sohna ridge indicates the deep water deposition of these 
sediments whereas the current bedded quartette's on two sides of tMs ridge indkate the 
shaRow water deposition of tiiose sedknenis in the study area. 
3.9.3. Joiiits 
Joints are generally weH developed k> Quartzite of Ajabgarh and Aiwar formation m 
the study area. Three to four sets of joints are weH developed. The most common of 
these areas are the bedding and dip joint. The jomts orientations of measured are as 
fofiows: 
i. NSOSE-SSO^W with vertkal to sub vertical dips 
it. NNE-SSW,dtppmg20S-2SSeast 
iti. NE-SW, dippmg 40^ west 
iv. N-S, dips vertical to sub vertical 
V. E-W, dips vertkal to sub vertical 
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3.9.4. FoKatkm 
The axtai plane foliations is weH developed in exposed phyHitic and sHtstone around 
Sohna area is Kalinjar and Mandanaka areas, where it is represented by dosely 
spaced fAanes and these fofiations are generaNy paraHei to bedding in die study area. 
3.9.5. iineation 
Uneations are marked by the paraNel arraneements of the eHipticai voids in the 
study area; such voids are prevalent in quartzite and are more common in grey 
quartzfte. Striatior>s are very common on the joints striking E-W in Sohna area 
indicating that even smaN joints have acted as fault planes in the study area. 
3.9.6. Folds 
The area represents a series of folds. These major folds strike in H-S direction. Minor 
folds pkmge at 15? to 20^ towards NIO^ W. Another set of macrofoMs plunge at 756 
to 806 towards S606E. The Ajabgarh Formation rocks from Kalintar to Mandkola 
represent a major douMy plunging syndine. 
3.9.7. Faults 
Some minor fauHs are noticed in the study area, strMce and cross faults have seen 
ak>ng with phyHites band of the eastern part of Sohna ri<j^. It is characterized by the 
devek>pn)ent of fwth guage and v«n quartz in the west of Bai Ka Oanda. This fault 
has traced from Sohna in the north and Bai Ka Oanda in the southern part of the 
study area. The vatious geological structures are in fig. 7,8 and 9. 
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Fig. 7: Photograph showing bedding/ Stratification/ Lamination in the study area 
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Fig. 8: Photograph showing Joints/ sharp contact between quartzite and phyllite 
in part of Sohna Area 
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Fig. 9: Photograph showing Cross bedding in quartzite in parts of Tauru area 
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V/r^ter - J, 
CHAPTER-4 
HYDROGEOLOGY 
4.1 GENERAL 
India is a vast country with a highly diversified hydrogeologicai set-up. The ground 
water behavior in the Indian sub-continent is highly complicated due to the 
occurrence of diversified geok^ical formations with considerable litho-logical and 
chronological variations, complex tectonic framework, climatologicai dissimHanties 
and various hydrochemical conditions. Studies carried out over the years have the 
years have revealed that aquifer group in alluvial/soft rocks often transcend the 
surface basin boundaries. Broadly two group of water bearing rock formations have 
been identified depending on characteristically different hydraulic properties, viz. 
porous formations which can be further classified into unconsolidated and semi 
consolidated formations having primary porosity and fissured formations or 
consolidated formations, which have mostly secondary or derived porosity. 
The high rise mountain chains in the north with high runoff, offers little scope for 
groundwater storage. However, they play an important role in recharging the vast 
indo-ganga-brahnaputra plains, flanked southwards extending over a distance of 
200kms from Punjab in the west, to Assam in the east. Multi-aquifer systems, 
explored down to 600m, promise extensive and productive groundwater reservoirs. 
The aquifer system are extensive, thick hydraulically interconnected and moderate 
to high yielding, Romani (2006). 
The Ganga basin, which has high potential zones, for groundwater developmental 
activities but unfortunately the pace and optimum utilization for the water resources 
have not been satisfying, and enough attention has not been paid to expk>re and 
evaluate the groundwater potential till data except top aquifers. More than 95% of 
dug wells all over the Ganga basin have gone dry sue to rapidly failing water level of 
the top aquifers. The only exception to this, are the canal command areas where the 
excessive seepage through unlined canal beds has given rise to water k}gging 
conditions. The present scenario is that of declining water table on one hand and 
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water logging condition on the other, which require recharge of the depleting 
aquifer and lining of the canal networks. 
The physiographic features, climatic condition and nature of soils control the 
groundwater resources which play a significant role in determining the groundwater 
resources and its development. Since the demands of water for various purposes is 
increasing day by day, it is, therefore, imperative that planning and development of 
water resources should be carried out at river basin or sub-basin level as far water 
resources development is concerned. Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 10: Hydrogeological Map of India (Source: CGWB 2004) 
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4.2 GROUNDWATER RESOURCES ESTIMATION 
Rainfall is the major source of ground water recharge in India, which is supplemented 
by other sources such as recharge from canals, irrigated field and surface water 
bodies. A major part of the development of ground water resources takes place from 
the upper unconfined aquifers, which is also the active recharge zorte and holds the 
dynamic ground water resource. The dynamic ground water resource in the active 
recharge zone in the country has been assessed by Central Ground Water Board in 
association with concerned State government authorities and the National Bank for 
Agricultural and Rural Development NABARD (2006). The assessment was carried out 
with Bkick as the assessment unit and as per norms recommended by the Ground 
Water Estimation Committee GEC (1997). As per the latest estimates of 2004, the 
annual replenishable ground water resource in this zone has been estimated as 433 
Billion Cubic Meters (BCM), out of which 399BCM is considered to be available for 
devek>pment for various uses. The remaining of 34 BCM is set aside for natural 
discharge during non-monsoon period for maintaining flows in sprmgs, rivers and 
streams. The bkxJc wise ground water resources availability, utilizatwn, stage of 
development and categorization. The ground water resources availability and 
utilization in India is pictorially presented. Table-7 and Fig.-ll. 
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4.3 HYDEROGEOLOGY OF THE STUDY AREA 
The Gurgaon district is mainly underlain by alluvium of quaternary age which forms 
the principal ground water reservoir. Some amount of ground water also occurs in 
fractures joints and crevices of hard rocks found as strike ridge in the district. 
Granular zones of sand which occur interbedded with clays in alluvial formation form 
the main aquifer system. 
The upper surface of zone of saturation is represented by water levels in dug weHs. 
The ground water in the upper zone, the thickness of v^iich varies from place to 
place is known to exist down to 70 m below ground level hold water under phreatic 
conditk>n. The aquifers that occur at deeper levels are normally inter bedded by sub 
regionally to regk>nally extending alternating impervious to pervious layers of days. 
Therefore, ground water in these aquifers occurs confined to semi-confined 
conditions. Ground water in shalk>w aquifers are e)q>k>ited through shaUow tube 
wells where as deep expkMted by medium tube wells. 
The expk>ratory programme of Central Ground Water Board 38 exploratory 
boreholes have been drilled in Gurgaon district with the depth ranging between 
39.05 and 238.04 m bek>w ground level. Hydrogeolo^cal data of these expk>ratory 
wells have been given in appendix - i. it is based on the data of expk>ratory welis, 
geological cross section showing subsurface geokigy of district The data of the 
expbratory boreholes shows that in the deeper zones, alluvial formatkm comprises 
sand, clay and kankar in varying proportk>ns. These sediments rests upon the 
basement of rocks of Delhi Super Group. The thk:kness of alluvium is variable being 
around 90 m in the southern part of the district and increase gradually towards 
north up to 230 m and above in Sohna, Gurgaon, Farrukh nagar and Pataudi bkxks. 
The thickness of alluvium is less near to hill ranges. Fig. -12. 
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4.4 STATUS OF GROUNDWATER 
A block wise distribution of the average ratio of sand, day and kankar day at 
different depth zones up to 120 m below ground level has been studied. The data 
shows that alluvial sediments consist of clay, sand and kankar. The sand percentage 
is more in the shallow depth and day percentage increase with depth and kankar 
beds are nK>re predominant in Sohna Block, arui the sand horizons are more in Tauru 
block. 
The perusal of these data of expk>ratory boreholes indk:ate that number of granular 
zones in the district varies between 3 and 9. Out of the 38 expk>ratory boreholes 26 
were abandoned due to salinity or lack of sufficient granular zones to sustain 
economical yield. The discharges of successful wells varies between 48 Mid 910 >^m 
with drawn down ranging between 1 and 40m. Low discharge with high drawn are 
reported from the wells constructed in hard rocks or in the wells where thin horizons 
were encountered. The value of transmissivity ranges between 204 and 593 mVday. 
The main ground water reservoir in the area is the unconsolidated alluvial deposits 
of quaternary age. Ground Water occurs in alluvium, Aeolian sand deposits and 
quartzite and in the alluvium sand, silt, kankar Mid gravel comprise potential water 
bearing zones. Ground Water occur in the weathered and jointed fractured horizons 
and at places, weathering has resulted in formation of semi consolidated sand beds, 
which are potential aquifer zones. The grournl water occurring in the different 
geological formations are under water table conditions. The chief source of ground 
water recharge in the district is rainfall. The water that reaches the land surface as 
predpitation either evaporates i.e. transpired by plants, run off to the surface 
drainage or infiltrate into the ground. The water that seeps into the ground as soil 
moisture or moves laterally as interflow to the streams or percolates downwards to 
the zone of saturatkMi and becomes part of ground water. Table - 8. 
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4.5 E>EPTH TO WATER TABLE 
During the reappraisal survey of in parts of study area, water level nieasurements of 
33 dug-welts, distributed all over the area Mfere taken. The hydrogedopcal data of 
inventoried open dug-wells is given in appendix I. The water level measurement of 
the open dug-wells carried out twice. For the pre-monsoon period in the month of 
June 2007 and for post monsoon period in the month of November 2007. It is based 
on the hydr(^eological data. 
In the north, central part of the district comprising Panchgaon, Kharkhari, Baslambi 
and surrounding areas the depth to water is the deepest, (23.43 to 3532 mbgl), 
while the major parts of the northern part of study area, the water table is 10 to 20 
mbgl and is very deep in Gurgaon Chakrapur and surrounding area. In the north-
western and western parts comprising Famikhnagar and Pataudi bkxks the water 
table is (S-10 mbgl). In southern segment of the study area, the water table is 
between 2-5 m, while in south eastern parts of southern segment water table is 
between 5 to 10 m. The shallowest water level in the district is recorded to be 2.22 
mbgl at Kheri region. South of Firozpur Jhirka, while the deepest water level 
recorded to be 35.32 mbgl at Panchgaon. 
The ground water balance in Nuh, Nagina and Punahana blocks of the district 
continues to increase due to low rate of withdrawal. Nuh and Nagina blocks the 
density of minor irrigation units is 4 per sq. km. The net annual withdrawal is very 
less against the recharge of 16560 ham. Due to natural as well as anthropogenic 
activities, the problem of water k>gging conditions and soil salinization arises in the 
study area. 
The water level at shalk>w depth brought upward by capillary action and dissolved 
salts due to evaporation left at surface. Such salts affected lands are marked in areas 
around sultanpur, Nuh, Malab, Akaira and in parts of Punhaha block. 
4.6 FORM AND GRADIENT OF WATER TABLE 
The water level contours folk)w the surface topography, and the altitude of water 
level ranges between 176.78 to 27A.8S msl. North and western parts of the study 
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area, the water table slopes, rK>rth to west, north, west of the area. Hydraulic 
gradient is moderately steep and average to 2.40m/l(m. The south-eastern parts of 
the district, the water table slopes south-east and average hydraulic gradient is 
1.5m/km, the central part, the water table slopes towards south with an average 
hydraulic gradient of 1.4 m/lcm, in the southern part of the district water table slopes 
towards north indicating natural trough in Nuh block. 
Due to excessive withdrawal of groundwater, a trough is developed in the central 
part of the northeast segment of the district around Kharkhari, Panchgaon and 
Baslambiand areas around. The ridge trending NNE-SSW direction, act a ground 
water divide between the western and eastern part of area as indicated by the 
configuration of the water table contain on either side of the ridge. 
4.7 WATER LEVEL FLUCTUATIONS 
Water level in an area fluctuates in response to recharge and discharge from the 
aquifer system. Redtarge takes place mainly due to precipitation as well as due to 
irrigation return flow. Excessive withdrawal of water from aquifer for domestic, 
industrial and irrigational needs and evapotranspiratk>n is responsible for water level 
fluctuation. Fluctuations in water levels indicate both changes in the actual quantity 
of water stored in aquifers and movement of groundwater. The amount of water 
taken from or added to storage per unit change in water levels in unconfined 
aquifers is many times larger than in confined aquifer. Fig. -13. 
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> Heavy extraction of Ground Water, especially for irrigation Groundwater levels in many 
districts have fallen by more than 4 meters (@>20cm/year) during 1981-2000. 
> 15% of the blocks fall under dark/grey/over-exploited area. 
Fig. 13: Declining Trends of Water Level in India (Source: CGWB) 
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4.7.1 Seasonal Fluctuations 
Water level data of 33 dug wells were used to find out the change in water levels 
due to monsoon rains. The data of the water level measurements along with the 
change in water levels is given in Appendix - V. The entire district shows a rise in 
water levels due to monsoon rains. The maximum rise was recorded at Basai Mea 
(2.79 m) southern part of the district and the minimum rise of 0.26 m was recorded 
at Khertilala in the south-eastern part of the study area. Northern, the central part, 
south-western segements of the Tauru block and eastern parts shows a rise of less 
than one meter. Which is very use recharge in comparison to withdrawal of ground 
water. Hence in these areas water levels are decaUng at an alarming rate. 
The southern part of the study area, south of the Sohna, in most parts of the area 
shows the rise in water levels between 1 to 2 meters, except small patches in parts 
of Punhana, Nuh, Nagina and Firozpurjhirka recorded a rise in water levels less than 
1 meter. Maximum rise was recorded (2-3m) in south-eastern parts of Sohna, 
southern parts of Nuh and near Raoli, extreme south of the study area. Fig. -14. 
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4.7.2 Long Term Fluctuation 
Water level measurements were carried out at 33 dug wells, which were monitored, 
the fluctuation data of dug wells given in Appendix Hil. Chakrapany (1981) reported 
rise in water level between 0.1 to 8.50 m. Sahgal (1986) reported decline of water 
levels in nnost parts of the study area from 0.30 meters to 8.40m. Present study 
shows a steep decline of water levels in northern part of the study area comprising 
Pataudi, Gurgaon, Tauru and Sohna blocks from 4.56 to 11.70 m. in the over a period 
of eleven years. The maximum decline of 11.70 m. recorded at Sohna, which shows 
the decline rate of 1.06 m/year. 
The southern part most parts of the study area shows a declining trend of water 
levels from 0.12 to 1.80 m. Some isolated patches shows the rise in water levels from 
0.35 to 1.44 m. The eastern shows a decline of water levels more than 4.50 m in the 
study area. 
4.8 ANALYSIS OF HYDROGRAPH STATION DATA 
Water levels of thirty seven hydr(^aph network stations distributed all owr the 
study area monitored in the year 2007 and is given in Appendix -III. Water level 
trends of various Hydrograph network stations shows in, Manesar and Tauru in the 
northern part of study area, while Nuh falls in southern part of the district. These 
hydrograph stations, shows a declining trend, in the water level while Nuh shows a 
slight rising trend. Bk>ck Tauru is showed perkxi 0.47 m/year decline in premonsoon 
June 2007 and 0.48 m/year for post monsoon November 2007. Manesar hydrograph 
station shows the declining water level trend at the rate of 0.39 m/year during 
premonsoon and 0.37 m/year during post monsoon period. 
In southern part of study area water level data of Nuh hydrograph statwns shows a 
slight rising trend at the rate of 0.03 m/year for post monsoon while 0.02 m/year for 
pre-monsoon season. The water levels are deepest in the month of June and 
gradually rise from July after monsoon rains. Recession of water level is recorded in 
the month of August, which may be contributed to the very k>w precipitation during 
this period in the study area. 
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The other hydrograph network station data of the study area dearty shows that 
almost entire northern part is having a declining water level trends due to heavy 
withdrawal of ground water for drinking as well as irrigational purposes, while the 
southern part of the study area shows very slight decline in water levels or slight rise 
in water level trends, because of negligible withdrawal of groundwater and recharge 
through natural depressions during monsoon in the study area. 
The quality of ground water is a major factor in southern part of the study area for 
rising <H stagnant water level trends. The study area is more or less saline ground 
water even at shallow depth. Therefore, the withdrawal of ground water is negligible 
in the area causing water k>gging conditions. 
4.9 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS 
The alluvium under thin granular zones exist down to the entire thickness, which is 
negligible near quartzite out crops between the striking ridges, the thickness of 
alluvium increase from 90 meters in southern comer to about 240 m towards north 
in Nuh block. However, the quality of ground water is not fresh in deeper horizons in 
most parts of the study area. 
A major parts of Mewat district viz. Nuh, Nagina and Firozpurjhirka bkx:ks are 
underlain by brackish/saline ground water even at shalk>w levels, besides, small 
patches of shallows brackish/saline ground water occur in remaining parts of the 
study area. The tube wells, tapping aquifer zones within 15 to 60 meter depth 
yielding 150 Ipm to 750 Ipm for a moderate drawdown in the study area. 28 number 
of expk>ratory borehole drilled by the Central Ground Water Board, only two 
boreholes kxated at Hathangaon site in Punhana bk>ck and at Parlasite at Nuh bk>ck 
proved successful. The remaining boreholes had to be abandoned due to poor 
quality of water and inadequate aquifer zones. The hathangaon site, the tube well 
are tapped aquifer zones of 21 to 33 meter deep and yield 910 Ipm for 5.64 meters 
of drawdown along with a Transmissivity = 593mVday with Specific YieW = 2.63x10-2 
(2.63%). 
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During hydrogeological survey the large diameter pumping tests was conducted at 
Kasan, Baslambi and Jhund Sarai to calculate the aquifer parameters of shallow 
ground water aquifers. Pumping test data and recuperation test data for the three 
sites and analyzed the data using graphical method to calculate the aquifer 
parameters using different methods. 
TABLE - 9, Result of the large diameter pumping tests 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
Location 
Jhund Sarai 
Baslambi 
Kasan 
Transmissivity In mVday 
Jacob's Method 
60 m^/day 
402m Vday 
84.62 mVday 
Thels' Recovery Method 
56.91 mVday for AB 
150 m Vday for BC 
351mVday 
576 mVday 
Exploratory drilling carried out by the Central Ground Water Board has established 
existence of low potential fresh water aquifer zones down to a depth of 136 meters 
in quartzite. Out of the 13 exploratory boreholes drilled, only 4 boreholes had to be 
abandoned due to poor yield and saline ground water quality problem being at only 
one site. The exploratory tube wells tapping 30 to 136 m depth yield SO to 410 Ipm 
for 1 to 30 meter drawdown. Thereby specifying variation in yield potential at 
different locations in the study area. The exploratory borehole drilleo at Ghatta as 
part of the exploratory drilling programme has yield discharge of 409 Ipm for a 
drawdown of 5.10 m. 
4.10 AQUIFER SYSTEM 
Groundwater occurs under both confined and unconflned conditions, existing in 
interstitial pores of shallow alluvium zones, fractured and fissured zones of hard 
crystalline rocks. These rocks constitute the rock formation belongs to the Ajabgarh 
formation of the Delhi Supergroup. The shallow aquifers of unconflned natures while 
the deeper one shows confined situation. In Daru Hera, the maximum thickness of 
aquifer is about 30m NW part of Garhi Harsaru shows the thickness of about 40m. 
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The maximum thickness of the alluvium is about 238m and increases towards north 
and the thidcness of aUuvium varies from 175 - 203m on the western side of the 
Sohna ridge around Pataudi and aquifer system in parts of Gurgoan district Some of 
the exploration boreholes, 1 to 5 permeable granular zones were encountered. A 
single zone of unconsolidated alluvium forms the principal aquifer system of 
Gurgaon district Fig. -15. 
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Fig. 15; Fence diagram of Aquifer System in parts of Gurgaon district Haryana 
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During the course of investigation of study area, water table measurements of 
various observation weiis, spreads all over the area have been carried out The 
hydrogeok>ek:al data of these observations is 0ven m Annexure 1. The \Mater table 
nteasurements of these wdls carried out as per data collected, the north and 
northwest part, in an around Gurgaon and Panchgaon of Sohna bkxk, the depth to 
water table is deepest 18.3-29.5mbgl, while in the ma^ or part of study area of water 
table is 3-7mbgl. In the south of Firozpurjhirfca, water table is also deep upto 15.2mbgl 
and the shallow water table in the study area is recorded to be Umbgl, south eastern 
part of Sohna. 
The deepest water table is recorded to be 29.8mbgi at Panchgaon in Sohna block. In 
the areas where table is shallow, groundwater moved upward by capillary action and 
the dissoh^ salts due to evaporation are left at surface locally called Reh (Saline 
salt). Such salt affected lands are in parts of the area around Sultanpur, Nuh and 
Punhana. The study of water Ubie shows a declining trend about 4.00 m in the 
northern, north western and south eastern part of Gurgaon district The some of the 
hydrograph station located in Gurgaon, Pataudi, Tauru, BUaspur, Josauli, Namka, 
Punhana and Nagina where the hydrograph station of Wazirpur, Balaula, Indri, 
Jamalpur, Bhundsi, Kharilala, Raoii and Luhingakalan show a net rise of upto 3m. The 
^vater tables are deepest in the month of June and gradually rise from July after the 
monsoon rains. 
4.11 AQUIFER PARAMETERS AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS 
Most of the shallow borewells drilled to depth of about 50m phreatic aquifer and are 
capable of yielding 150-500 Ipm. The transmisshrity of shallow aquifer varies 
between 2235mVday and 3404mVday. During the exploration programme 
undertaken in the Sahibi basin, 3 to 9m permeable granular zones were encountered 
upto a maximum-drilled depth of 195m. The discharge of the wells varied from 945 
to 3213 1pm for drawdowns of 8 to 15 m. The transmissh^ ranged from 865 to 
2214 mVday and the storage coefficient was 6.52 x 10'^  to 4.97 x 10'^  as estimated in 
three wells. Higher values of transmissivity for shallow aquifer indicate that shaUow 
aquifers in the eastern part of the study area are highly permeable as compared to 
deeper aquifers in Gurgaon district 
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In the study area of the shallow tubewells cavity type and bore wells drilled down to 
a depth of 20 to 30 metre phreatic aquifer and are capable of yielding 100 to 750 
ipm. It has been observed in the southern part of the study area that shallow 
tubewells are drilled from 10-15mbgl, below which groundwater is braddsh to saline 
in the study area. Central Ground Water Board drilled 15 boreholes down to depth 
ranging from 39.05-238.04mbgi. Out of these only two bore holes were successfully 
constructed and all other were found abandoned due to the poor quality of 
formation and inadequate thickness of ground water zones. The exploration of 
boreholes shows that the alluvial compkat comprises of sand, day and kankar in 
varying proportions. These sediments re^ upon the basement of rocks bekxtgs to 
the Delhi Super Group and the thKkness of alhjvial is variable being less near the 
rock formations. 
4.12 CHARACTERISTICS OF SHALLOW AQUIFER SYSTEM 
The aquifers are situated down to a maximum depth of about 70m. The shaHow 
aquifers in the study area is mainly in the form of thin isolated lenses embedded in 
day and kankar beds, associated with silt and day in different proportkNis. The 
granular zones are of pinching and swelling nature and are kxally found as thin 
isolated patches. The well tapping fine sand and kankar horizon situated between 24 
to 48m of depth give yield of about 24m^/hq corresponding to withdrawal of 6m. 
The thidtness and saturatkm of these lenses make frequent variation in discharges of 
the shallow groundwater. These shalk>w aquifers are mainly expkxted by shaUow 
tube-wells. Whereas clay horizons overiying the sand cavity wells are constructed to 
exploit the groundwater. The discharge of shalk>w tube-wells and cavity weHs varies 
between 100 - 625 Ipm. Most of the private shalk>w tube-weUs, hand-pumps and 
dug-wells, taps the shalbw aquifer in the study area. Table -10. 
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Table 10 
Density and Withdrawal of Ground Water in Gurgaon district (2007) 
Block Name 
Farrukhnagar 
Ferozpurjhirka 
Gurgaon 
Nagina 
Nuh 
Pataudi 
Punhana 
Sohna 
Tauru 
No. of tube-wells 
Electric 
operated 
5097 
689 
4684 
402 
839 
4679 
1136 
4058 
3754 
Diesel 
operated 
782 
348 
441 
831 
1383 
721 
2574 
569 
286 
Density 
per 
sq.km 
31 
9 
18 
7 
9 
14 
19 
21 
27 
Average Annual 
Unit Withdrawal 
(ham) 
1.07 
1.07 
1.07 
1.07 
1.07 
1.07 
1.07 
1.07 
1.07 
Source HSMITC 
From the Table 10 it is inferred that there is large variation in the density of the tube-
wells ranging from 4-20 per sq km. The main reason of such variation is possibly due 
to salinity and hilly areas in the study area. The total yearly withdrawal computed 
from number of existing shallow tube wells is about 3489 ham in Gurgaon district. 
Fig-16. 
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Fig. 16; Groundwater Quality in Shallow Aquifers of Gurgaon district. Haryana 
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Chapter-5 
REMOTE SENSING AND GIS APPLICATIONS IN GROUNDWATER 
STUDIES 
5.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION: 
5.1.1 Remote Sensing 
Remote sensing is the acquisition of information about an object without physicaUy 
contacting the object under study. Many different airborne and orbital platforms 
have been or are currently being used for acquisition of remotdy sensed data. Most 
of these platforms are equipped with instruments that allow data to be 
simutUneously collected from different bands of the electronuignetic spectrum. 
These multispectral data can be analyzed by computers to determine certain 
characteristics of the objects under study. Remote sensing is also useful in 
identifying temporal changes. Remote sensing can be used to make inferences 
about groundwater conditions. Obviously, the reliability of the inferences could be 
greatly enhanced by adding other parameters to the data analysis. These 
parameters might include topography, surface water conditions, infornoation about 
geomorphology, land use patterns, etc. 
5.1.2 Geographical Information System 
CIS is a tool for storing, manipulating, retrieving and presenting both spatial and 
non-spatial data in a quick, efficient and organized way. Since most land information 
elements have a geographic connotation, geographically referenced data with GIS 
techniques come to the force in such and applKatwn. The term 'geographk' in GIS 
refers to the locational attributes whk:h define the spatial positioning of the piece of 
information on the face of the earth. PreparatkNi and maintenance of data in the 
form of maps and referenced tabular files itself can be considered as a primitive 
form of GIS. However, with the advent of digital computers, with high data 
processing speed and the development of analytical tools thereon to handle 
geographically referenced data with ease and flexibility, computer aided GIS has 
become a reality of late. Such systems generally deal with data classified/segregated 
into the spatial type (kx:atk>natly referenced), attribute type (without kxational 
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connotation) and the time variant or repetitive types of data. The three components 
such as location, attributes and time-represent the content of most GiS. Using of GIS 
in hydrogeology is only at its beginning, but there have been successful applications 
that started to develop. 
5.2 ROLE OF REMOTE SENSING & GIS TECHNIQUES IN GROUND WATER 
STUDIES: 
Remote sensing and its advantages of spatial, spectral and temporal availabiiity of 
data covering lar^ and inaccessible areas within short time has become a very 
handy tool in assessing, monitoring and conserving groundwater resources. Satellite 
data provides quick and useful baseline infornuition on the parameters controlling 
the occurrence and movement of groundwater like geok>gy, tithokigy/structure, 
geomorphology, soils, land use/cover, lineaments etc However all the controlling 
parameters have rarely been studied together because of non-availability of data, 
integrating tools and modeling techniques. Hence a systematic study of these factors 
leads to better delineation of prospective zones in an area which is then followed up 
on the ground through detailed hydrogeok>gical investigation. Visual interpretation 
has been the main tool for evaluation of groundwater prospective zones for over 
two decades, it has also been found that remote sensing besides helping in targeting 
potential zones for groundwater exploration provides inputs towards estimation of 
the total groundwater resources in an area, the selection of appropriate sites for 
artificial recharge and the depth of the water bearing area. By combining the renK>te 
sensing information with adequate field data, particularly well inventory and yield 
data, it is possible to arrive at prognostic models to predict the ranges of depth, the 
yield, the success rate and the types of wells suited to varknis terrains under 
different hydrogeological domains based on the status of groundwater. The Landsat 
TM showing sample sites of the study area in Plate 1. 
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Plate 1: Landsat TM showing location of diffrent blocks in Gu-gaon District 
Image Scale 1:50,000, band 4,5 &7having path-row 146-41 
Fig. Scale 1:1600,000 
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A part from visual interpretation, digital techniques are used by many researchers 
for deriving geological, structural and geomorphological and hydrogeologicai details. 
The various thematic layers generated usirtg remote sensing data Uke 
lithoiogy/structural, geonuMphology, land use /cover, lineaments etc, can be 
integrated with slope, drainage density and other collateral data in a Geographic 
Information system (GiS) framework and analyzed using a model devek>ped with 
logical conditions to derive at groundwater zones as well as artificial recharge sites. 
Digital enhancement techniques are found to be suitable since they improve the 
feature sharpness and contrast for simple interpretation. This study addresses the 
strategies for an integrated approach of remote sensing and GiS for groundwater 
targeting, management and conservation of groundwater resources that ensures 
optimum and judicious use of groundwater. Fk>wchart 2 and 3. 
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Flow Chart 3: GIS Spatial Data Atttomatioa 
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Image rectification and preparation of a GiS file through visual interpr^ation of 
stamiard FCC data is perfornoed to extract surface expression of subsurface water 
accumulation. Hydrogeoloical landuse classification through supervised classification 
technique provides very good thematic information regarding different types of 
hydrogeomorphic features including vegetation pattern, hurried channels, fkxkl 
plain areas, shallow to deep surface water bodies, surface drainage and areas with 
nooisture content, dry sandy soil or surfece material with higher reflectance (Das, 
1991). Observations from the satellite data was complemented by field checks, and 
existing g e o k ^ maps, topotgraphic sheets are very much useful as supplementary 
data sources. Data integration and composite map generation was performed 
through GIS technique (1:50,000 scale). Delineation of pertinent area (such as open 
deep seated fractures, weathered residual, alluvial fans, old channel courses etc) in 
the composite map is one of the nK>st desired tasks for groundwater. Fig. -17. 
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Fig. 17: Photograph showing digitization work in RS/GIS lab, NISTADS (CSIR) 
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5.2.1 Scope of Study 
Remote sensing and GIS techniques have been employed in the present investigation 
in order to reveal the mode of occurrence, movement and ground water potentiality 
in the study area. 
Since the study areas faces several water problems during the most part of the year, 
this study has been undertaken to evaluate the geological and hydro geological study 
in order to identify the potential water bearing zones. 
5.2.2 Objective 
The objectives of the present study are: 
> To integrated rentote sensing and GIS technique in evaluating groundwater 
investigations in the study area. 
> To delineate the groundwater potential zones in the area. 
5.3 GEOMORPHOLOGICAL FEATURES 
Geomorphologic processes are generally complex and reflect interrelationship 
among the variables such as climate, geology, soil and vegetation (Buol, 1973). 
"Geomorphology is a science of description and interpretation of earth's relief 
features". Thombury (1964) and Ullesand (1990). 
Geomorphological features played a crucial role in groundwater development, it is 
subjected to various external morph dynamism and morph tectonic process such as 
a) Horizontal convergent and weathering process due to temperature variants 
biotic interference, hydrological interference etc 
b) The destructive and constructive process by the rivers. 
c) Physical oceanographic process and the related interactive process. 
d) Wind erosion and the construction and the deformation of the earth crust. 
e) Volcanic eruptions. 
f) Geothermal processes etc. 
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The different types of process acting in various permutations and combinations in 
different parts of the earth arKi create different type of landforms and units. Remote 
sensing and geomorphology are varying intimately connected and the study of land 
form is never complete without the detailed analysis of remotely sensed data. 
Hence, the art of geomorphic mapping has tremendously increased in the past six or 
seven decades especially, the geomorphic mapping has gained great importance 
after the advent of modem renwte sensing technology. 
5.4 ROLE OF GEOMORPHOUXJY IN GROUNDWATER 
Geomorphology exercises a significant control o^ter groundwater regime. Different 
geonnorphoiogic paranteters such as landforms, slopes, drainage, lineament, depth 
and type weathering and weathered material, thickness and natures of deposited 
material and the assemblage of different landform play an important role in defining 
the groundwater regime, espedaliy in the hard rock and ufK»nsolidated sediments. 
Knowledge of the depositional and erosion events in an area may indicate the extent 
and regularity of water bearing formation. The pediplain consists of variable 
thickness of alluvial, colluvial materials over the weathered parent rocks. Pediments 
is eroded rock developed between mountain and basin areas these are mainly gentle 
slope with thin soil cover, less jointed surface, hard and compact nature, high 
drainage density with less well frequency. These characters suggest that these 
pediments constitute poor groundwater potential zone. Linear ridges are mainly 
fined to the basaltic terrain are formed due to detachment and isolation of various 
fluvial processes. These features suggest that linear ridges constitute poor ground 
water potential zone. Valley fill is good to excellant ground water potential zone. 
Alluvium is consisting the sediments ak>ng river path, this unit shows good potential 
zone for ground water. 
5.5 METHODOLOGY 
Visual interpretatmn and digital classification are two major tools for getting 
geomorphok>gical information from satellite imagery. Visual interpretation uses 
various scene elements like tone, texture, shape, size, pattern and association in 
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general to identify and delineate objects Lillesand et al. (2000) and Sharifikia et al 
(2006). 
The ancillary data include maps and other information about the human activities 
used in order to understand ttie hydro-geomorphological characteristics Rao and 
Singh (2001), Piresteh and Ali (2005) and Ali and Piresteh (2005). The 
geomorphology, geology and hydro-geomorphological maps of Gurgaon district has 
been prepared using remote sensing and GIS techniques, based on visual image -
interpretation with limited field checks and shown in fk>w dtart 4. The boundaries of 
the geomorptiokigical units have been modified based on im^e characteristics and 
field observations. The delineated units in the form of vector layers have been 
imported to GIS for generation of geomorphological and hydrogeomorphok>gk:al 
maps. Fig. -18. 
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Fig. 18; Hydrogeomorphological map of Gurgaon district Haryana 
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5.6 GEOMORPHIC UNITS 
The major geomorphic units identified in the study area are Structural hiUs, 
Denudational hills. Pediment, Buried pediment (shallow, moderate & deep), 
lnterm<^ane Basin, Aeolian sandy plain. Alluvium plain. Mapping of all this units was 
done by visual interpretation. 
5.6.1 Structural Hills 
Structural hills are identified on basis of its sudden high relief structure with definite 
pattern and displacement of same litho units. Structural hMIs are the linear or 
arcuate hills exhibiting definite trend lines and are dominated by the Oettii quartzRes 
with high relief and steep slope represents high run-off zone with very poor 
recharge. Hardly any well exists in this unit due to very poor groundwater potential 
and their unit localized on Landsat TM images. Tone/color- dark green to light white, 
texture-course, shape and size- irregular and linear. Sparse or no vegetation. 
5.6.2 Denudational Hills 
Denudational hills are identified on basis of its sharp to blunt crest lines with rugged 
tops indicating that the surface run off at the upper reaches of the hHls has caused 
rill erosion. These denudational hills are located in the southwestern part of the 
area. This unit behaves in a similar way as the structural hills and having very poor 
ground water potential. Tone/colour- light grayish to greenish. Texture is coarse, 
shape and size- irregular and rounded pattern-contiguous 
5.6.3 Pediments 
The pediments are associated with hilts or mountain in the region and identified on 
basis of its fan like shape and rough texture. Owing to the prevalent sk>pe and 
limited weathered thickness, pediment forms a run-off zone. It possibly provides 
nominal recharge ak>ng fracture plains and partially weathered zone to k>wer 
pediment zone. Quality of groundwater is generally good, but yiekl is not satisfactory 
and the ground water bearing prospects in the pediment is moderate to poor. 
Tone/cok>ur, light grey to medium grey, texture is medium shape and size is 
irregular. 
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5.6.4 Buried Pediment 
This unit consists of clay, siit and sand cover with nominaiiy weathered material at 
depth. Below this weathered material the rocks are encountered about 20 meters. 
The thickness of porous material varies from place to place. This unit is identified on 
the basis of its co-lateral association of pediments hUls light gray tone witii rough 
texture. This zone may have the requisite potential for good groundwater 
development Depth to water table in this zone varies from 8 - 20 m. The quality of 
water ranges from potable to brackish. Tone/colour, light red to red, texture fine, 
shape and size irregular and elongated pattern contiguous. 
5.6.5 intermontane Basin 
The area lies between the Alwar group of rocks and Ajabgarh group of rocks forming 
ridges. This geonnorphic unit comprises natural levee, valley fiU, palaeochannel and 
waterlogged area, in the basin, the water k>gged area has been identified on the 
basis of dark patches because of high moisture content in soil. Groundwater 
potential in this unit is reasonably good. The water table ranges from 0.7S to 6.9 m. 
below ground level. But the quality of groundwater is generally poor. A few pockets 
of fresh groundwater are available along palaeochannel and piedmont aHuvial hn 
deposits and sandy plains along Alwar hill slopes. Tone/colour- light to dark reds, 
texture is coarse, shape and size-irregular and pattern is linear and contiguous. 
5.6.6 Aeolian Sandy Plain 
Aeolian sandy plain is identified on basis, of its high reflection and some dune like 
features. A major part of the area is covered by Aeolian sands and is being cultivated 
by well irrigation. The sand is fine grained, well round with high porosity and 
permeability. Some kankar pockets have been noticed and depth to water level in 
the study area varies between 8-20m. Tone grey to light dark, texture-fine, 
shape/size irregular and linear, pattern is elongated. 
5.6.7 Alluvial Plain 
Tone- Light red. Texture -snumth, shape irregular outlines linear and pattern-
contiguous. Extensive cultivation is observed as land use. This unit comprises old 
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flood plain deposits, palaeo, channels, alluvial plain and closed basin. The feature 
identified on basis of co-lateral association of alluvial geomorphic units along with 
good vegetation growth. The palaeo channels were identified on basis of its otfvy 
shape ¥vith comparative dark gray than surrounding. The alluvial plain is composed 
of clay, silt and sand. Water table varies from a few meters to 20 m. beiow ground 
level. The western part of the study area is having shallow water table and good 
recharge prospects because of its proximity to Gurgaon canal system. Groundwater 
of good quality is found along palaeochannels. The quality of water ranges from 
potable to saline in other parts of the alluvial plain. Table -11. 
Table 11 
Hydrofeomorpholocy of Gursaon district 
Location 
Sohna 
N^ina 
Nuh 
Gurgaon 
Punhana 
Firozpur-
Jhirka 
Farrukh 
Nagar 
Pataudi 
Tauru 
Lithology 
Gently undulating planes consisting of day, silt, 
fine to coarse sand of varying lithology 
Undulating plains comprising sand, silt and day. 
Sand is dominant but stabilized 
Channels, which are cut off from main course of 
the river, which are buried or abandoned. 
Comprises of fluvial deposits. (Sands, silt and clay 
partides) 
Occurring near to structural hills gently slopping 
area comprising Alluvial material and medium to 
fine grained sand and silt. This unit has higher 
thickness near ridges and laterally merge with 
alluvial plains 
Depression between mountains, formed as 
broad basin consisting of Alluvial deposits 
covered with alluvial 
Unconsolidated material coarse to fine sand, silt 
and clay 
isotated low relief hill fornied due to differential 
weathering consisting of metasediments 
Structurally controlled steep sides hills 
assodated with folds, faults, fractures and joints 
these are meta sediments of Delhi super group 
Long narrow low lying linear to arcuate hills 
rising from alluvial plains acting as barriers of 
ground water flow 
Geomorphic layers 
Fluvial origin and 
alluvial plain 
Alluvial plain with 
sand cover 
Paleochannel / 
abandoned channel 
Denundational 
origin pediment 
Intermontane 
valley/basin 
Valley fill 
Residual hills 
Structural origin 
structural hills 
Unear ridges 
Water prospect 
Excellent 
Good 
Very good 
Moderate to good 
Excellent 
Good 
Poor 
Poor to moderate 
(moderate along 
fault planes) 
Poor 
5.7 RESULTS 
The potential zones for groundwater exploration were identified and delineated 
after integrating the information on geology, geomorphology, and hydrology 
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condition of the terrain. Five groundwater prospect zones (Excellent Very Good, 
Good, Moderate and poor) have been identified in the study area. 
5.7.1 Excellent Groundwater Potential Zone 
The major geonK>rphic units in this zone are fluvial and alluvial plains and 
intermotane valley/ basin and buried pediment spread over the area. This zone is 
mostly influenced by clay, silt and fine to coarse sand. Major part of this zone exists 
in central part of the study area. The high groundwater potential zones have been 
found around Sohna and Punhana area. 
5.7.2 Very Good Groundwater Potential Zone 
This zone is dominated by geomorphic units like paleo channel/ abandoned channel. 
Mostly developed under buried pediment deep and pediplain influenced by sand, silt 
and clay material. This potential zone has been found around Nuh area. 
5.7.3 Good Groundwater Potential Zone 
This zone is mainly dominated by alluvial plain and valley fills. It consists of coarse 
sand, clay and silt. This potential zone has been found in Nagina and Firozpur-Jhikra 
area. 
5.7.4 Moderately Groundwater Potential Zone 
This zone mainly dominated by geomorphic units Hke structural hills, it consists of 
Meta sediments of Delhi Super group. This potential zone has been found around 
Gurgaon and Pataudi area. 
5.7.5 Poor Groundwater Potential Zone 
This is mainly a rocky terrain having linear ridges and residual hills. According, 
these potential units have been mapped as very poor groundwater potential zone. 
Because of the surfece characteristics, these are act mainly as runoff zone and are 
not suitable for ground water exploration. This potential zone has been observed in 
Farukhnagar and Tauru area. 
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5.8 DISCUSSION 
The integrated studies of Remotely Sensed data, ground truth data and GIS have 
revealed their usefulness in identifying groundwater potential zones in any area. The 
Remote Sensing and GiS techniques provided information pertaining to 
hydrogeomorphoic features was very useful in the understanding the nature and 
water potentiality of different iandforms. The integration of geonuMphotogical and 
land use/landcover information is important in preparing hydrogeomorphic potential 
map. The various landform units discussed are the result of different geomorphic 
processes. The study revealed the capability of remote sensing technology for 
preparing a hydrogeomorphological map. The study also show the interr^tionship 
of hydrogeomorphic units and other topographical feature and their importance in 
delineating the ground water potential zone in the terrain. 
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Chapter - 6 
REMOTE SENSING AND GIS APPUCATIONS IN WASTELAND 
MAPPING 
6.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Wastelands is defined as land that is presently lying unused and which is not being 
used to its optimum potential due to various constraints or land which cannot be 
used for any purpose. Wastelands in the area are mainly the hills on the eastern side 
covered partially by degraded forest, a more or less continuous stretch of guUied and 
ravinous lands along the boundary of Nagina block Khan (1992). 
Thus, a narrow strip of land along the western part of the block in villages Hasanpur, 
Bilonda, Nasirbas and Mohammadbas constituting high to very high percentage of 
the total geographical area (50-78%) is rendered waste Yadav (1986) A contiguous 
duster of villages has a high percentage of wastelands in the eastern portion of the 
block (e.g. village dusters from Bhakroji to Baghoia, 40-48%) In seven out of 8 
villages dose to the watershed 0)fer 92% of the total area of the village is waste. In 
the alluvial plain, Nangli village has a similar problem with 99% of the land being 
waste. Village clusters situated in the eastern extremity of the block have a k}w 
percentage of wasteland, as they are mostly away from the watershed, except in the 
villages Basaimeo (92.74%), Anchwari (95%) and Khori (54.7%), which have rugged 
terrain as a result of the occurrence of denuded hill ranges around them Khan and 
Zaidi (1997). 
While the spatial pattern of distribution of wastelands as a whole shows sharp 
contrasts from negligible to as high as 99% of the total geographical area, spedfic 
planning schemes have to be identified and formulated in accordance with the 
characteristic of wastelands based on type and the priorities, keeping in view spatial 
integration of the environment and the extent of devek>pment This requires 
adoption of a physical and spatial land use planning approach. At the outset, 
different types of wastelands in their spatial distribution show vertical zonatmn in 
between the valley plains, foot hills, steeper sk>pes and the watershed proper. Intra-
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zonal variations in the extent of wasteland types are also quite significant These are 
not mutually exclusive Khan (1992). 
6.2 METHODOLOGY 
Visual interpretation and digital classification are two major tools for getting land 
use/land cover information from satellite imagery. Visual interpretation uses various 
scene elements like tone, texture, shape, size, pattern and association in general to 
identify and delineate objects Lillesand et al. (2000) and Sharifikia et al (2006). 
The ancillary data include maps and other information about the human activities in 
order to understand the wasteland characteristKS. The wasteland maps of Gurgaon 
distrkt has been prepared using remote sensing and GIS techniques, based on visual 
image -interpretation with limited fieki checks. The boundaries of the wasteland 
units have been modified based on image characteristics and field observatkxis. The 
delineated units in the form of vector layers have been imported to G(S for 
generation of wasteland maps. 
6.3 WASTEIAND FEATURES 
Wasteland in the form of degraded forest constitutes highest percentage of 
wasteland folk>wed by wasteland due to gully erosion, wateriogged land, salt 
affected land, upland with/without scrub, sandy and undulating types and steep 
sloping area, barren rocky/stony waste. There are six major categories of 
wastelands. Fig. -19. 
1. Gullied and Ravinous L^nd 
2. Upland with/without Scrub 
3. Water Logged and Marshy Land 
4. Sands-Desertic 
5. Steep Sloping Area 
6. Barren Rocky/Stony Waste 
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Fig. 19: Wasteland map of Gurgaon district, Haryana 
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Table 12: Wastelands based on Land Sat Sateltite Image in Gurgaon district 
S.No 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Categories 
Gullied and/or Ravinous Land 
Upland with/without Scaib 
Water Logged and Marshy 
Land 
Sands-Desertic 
Steep Sloping Area 
Barren Rocky/Stony Waste 
Total 
Area in sq.km. 
75.371 
47.846 
12.783 
01.012 
6.912 
126.709 
270.633 
Percentage of total 
area 
2.73 
1.73 
0.46 
0.04 
0.25 
4.59 
9.80 
6.3.1 Gullied and Ravinous Lands 
Gullied and Ravinous Lands covers 75.371sq km of the total wastelands. These are 
predominant in a contiguous cluster of villages (Patkhori to Ferozpurjhirka 72 to 91% 
of the total wasteland) in the western part of the block extending from steep slopes 
to the valley floor with gullies increasing in intensity towards the alluvial plain. 
Along the eastern watershed, these areas are not contiguous and hence areas 
eroded by gullies and ravines occur in a discontinuous set of villages as for instaiKe 
in Khere Kalan and Rigarh (over 72% of wasteland in this category), and Lohinga 
Khurd (over 91%). Low to very tow categories of these wastelands occur mainly in 
the north-western part from village Rangala, Rajapur to Mohammed bas and these 
are negligible in the northern part of the alluvial plain and also in vMl^es lying in the 
extreme eastern part (Biwan, Basaimeo and a contiguous duster of villages between 
Dungeja, Baded and Manota-Nangia Jamalgarh), Kudrat and Saha (1993). Plate - II. 
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6.3.2 Upland WithAVithout Scrub 
upland with/without scrub covers 47.846 sq km of the total wastelands. These lands 
occur along the steeper slopes of the hill ranges in the west«tm part of the block in 
Mohannmdbas, Rawli, Bilakpur, Patan Udaipuri and Ibrahimbas village in the eastern 
part of the hill range. They occur in a contiguous north-south stretch akMig the 
slopes of the AravaUi watershed in the east Contrasts between eastern and western 
parts of the villages in respect of topography and drainage are sharper than along 
the western watershed, Kumar and Pandey (1989). Plate - ill. 
6.3.3 Waterlogged and Marshy Land 
Waterlogged and Marshy Land covers 12.783 sq km of the total wasteland. These 
occur in patches in Sakras, Sheikhpur, Chitora, GhaU Shamasabad, Patfchori, 
Sidhrawat, Baded and Chandraka. These are formed mainly in areas ck>se to bkx:ked 
drainage channels ^ong the junction between the alluvial plains and the foot hHls. 
These lands comprise nearly 32.58% of the wastelands. These occur as extensive 
patches in six villages mostly in the alluvial plain Gujar Nagia, Mahoon, Jharpuri, 
Ohana and Nahrika they account for over 90% of the salt affected area. Plate -IV. 
6.3.4 Sandy Desertic 
Sandy Desertic covers 126.709 sq. km. of the total wastelands. This type of wasteland 
is dominant only in the north-central part of the alluvial plain in KultaffHir Kalan and 
Padia Shahpuri and in Pathrali in the southern part A large area has been reported to 
be severely sand dunes and grazing land in Gurgaon District The district is frequently 
affected by fkxxis and droughts. Though exact survey of land affected by wind and soil 
erosion has not been carried out, visual estimatk>n has indicated that 75% land of the 
district is affected by erosion hazard aitd salinity problem. Plate -V. 
6.3.5 Steep Sloping Area 
Steep Stoping Area category covers the 01.012 sq. km. of the total wastelands. 
Spatial pattern of distribution of wastelands (as percent of tcrtal geographcal area of 
each village) brings out overall conformity between major land form features and 
wastelands. The SW-NW alignment of the AravaUi ranges and the infUied alluvial 
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plain serve to bring out the salient features the pattern of association in that a 
stretch of land dose to the scarpline of the two hill ranges is highly dissected and 
accounts for a large percentage of wastelands where forest cover is highly depl^ed, 
particularly along steeper slopes and subject to gully erosion along the lower slopes. 
Degraded forest land and land subject to gully erosion down the slope have spatial 
cont^uity and are extensive along the eastern part of the Aravaili watershed. A 
feature of interest is to evaluate the geomorphological processes under work leading 
to dissection of l»idforms following the major faults and tilted nature of the 
geological structure. As a result of this, the eastern rim of these hitt ranges is Mghhr 
dissected in comparison with the scarp-like formation ak>ng the western part. This 
has resulted in spatial differences in the extent of wastelands on either side of the 
watershed. Plate -VI. 
6.3.6 Barren Rodcy/Stony Waste 
Barren rocky/stony waste category covers 6.912 sq. km. of the total wastelands. 
These are also in contiguous stretches in the south and eastern parts of the block in 
the duster of villages Pathrali, Shahabpur, and Bhakroji and also in isolated patches 
in Biwan, Dhoii and Malhaka in the north-east and Rajoli to the north-west These 
are mostly ak>ng the gentler slopes close to the alluvial plains and are severely 
eroded. 
Wasteland in the area are mainly the hills on the north eastern side covered by 
barren rocky/stony waste land ak>ng the boundary of degraded forest on the north 
eastern hills and small linear. Isolated patches on eastern sk>pes and western and 
central part of Tauru bhck distribution of wasteland as a whole and types of 
wasteland reflect their relationship with hydrogeomorphok>gKai and land use 
pattern. 
Wastelands comprise 13.27% of the total geographical area of the distrkt. The 
category, barren rocky/stony waste land is the most prevalent and covers 8.88% of the 
area. If these wastelands are to be reclaimed and put to optimum use, certain otiier 
parameters also have to be taken into consideratkm like water resources, dinoatic 
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aspects, and socjo-econofnic conditions in the area. The data may also be of varied 
types like maps, Landsat sateiiite imagery, census reports and surveys. Plate Vil. 
6.4 DISCUSSION 
Management of v^astetands also helps in upgradation of productive tands and an 
integrated approach was made by taldng physical and economic parameters into 
account for the management of such lands. Considering the nature and scope of the 
problem of sustainable developnnent of wastelands, the overall approach was multi-
disciplinary and based on integrated approach, the inter-relationships among various 
parameters which pertain to natural resources, socio-economic condition etc The 
wasteland management, mapping of wastelands and formulation of a suitable 
reclamation strategy are esscmtial prerequisites, the use of remote sensing sateWte 
data. The principles of integrated land systems management are very handy and can 
be adopted successfully to analyze the vwasteland types. Wastelands dass^ed as 
common property i.e. village and community lands, can be best reclaimed under an 
integrated watershed approach, with emphasis on management of such areas for 
social forestry, grazing, fuel, fodder plantations, water storage etc. 
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Plate 11: Field photograph of Gullied and Ravinous Lands in Lohinga Khurd Village 
of Gurgaon District 
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Plate IV; Field photograph of waterlogged and Marshy Land in Ghata 
Shamsabad Village of Gurgaon District 
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CHAPTER - 7 
HYDROCHEMISTERY 
7.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Water is frequently reffered as universal solvent, because it has the ability to 
dissoh/e at least some amount of all substance that comes in contact RainfiN and 
snow melt percolating through the soH zone and unsaturated material chemicalty 
reacts with the gases, minerals and organic compounds that occur naturaHy within 
the subsurfece. These reactions continue below the water table as the water flows 
through the aquifer. The result is that the characteristics and composition of the 
water evolve as it flows through the ground in response to the types of solids and 
gas phases that the solution encounters and the geochemical reactions that occur 
between these phases. Therefore, each groundwater system has its own 
characteristic chemical signature produced as a result of chemical alteration of the 
meteoric water recharging the system, Orever (1982) and Back (1996). 
The chemical composition of groundwater varies within the wide limits, Faure 
(1998). However in most of the inland areas of the Indian subcontinents; it is the Ca-
Mg-HC03 type Bartarya (1993); Datta and Tyagi (1996); Bhatt and Saldani (1996). 
The chemical alteration of the meteoric water depends on several factors such as 
interaction with solid phases, residence time of groundwater, mixing of groundwater 
with pockets of saline water, and anthropogenic impacts, Stallard and Edmond 
(1983), Faure (1998), Subba Rao (2001). Broadly speaking, the intake of major and 
minor cations is related to solid-water interaction Bartarya (1993); Subba Rao (2001). 
Such a direct relationship between lithology and relative abundances of cations is 
easily discernabte in hard-rock areas Faure (1998), for example, in carbonate rock 
terrain Ca-i-Mg>Na-i-K, whereas it is reversed in areas with arenaceous and crystalline 
lithok>gies. In dealing with a groundwater system in alluvium-covered areas, on the 
other hand, straightforward dues may not be as simple due to the masking of 
normal chemical alteration trends by anthropogenic influences. Over one third of the 
tot^' deaths in the developing countries are caused by the consumption of 
contaminated water. 
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7.2. COLLECTION OF WATER SAMPLE 
Samples, however, have to be handled in such a way that no significant change in 
composition occurs before the tests are made. 
Due probable seasonal variation in the water quality, groundwater sanH>le were 
collected for physico-chemical anal^is in two successive seasons viz. pre-monsoon 
and post-monsoon period June 2007, November 2007, respectively from the same 
sampling sites. The water sample were collected and stored in 1 liter capacity dean 
plastic bottles. Before collection the bottles were carefully washed, in order to avoid 
any impurity, the wells were duly pumped so that the stagnant water is completely 
removed from storage with in the weU assembly. Besides major ions, the trace 
element samples were treated with 0.6 N HNO3. the ntajor ion and few trace 
elements analysis have been carried out in Geodtemical Lab, CGWB, New Delhi and 
the geochemical laboratory. Department of Geology, Aligarti Muslim University, 
Aligarh. 
7.3. COaECTION OF SOIL SAMPLE 
For the collection of soil sample, polythene bages of 1kg. capacity is used. A 
trenching spade is convenient tool for sampling surface soils. Soil should be free of 
moisture before storing for long period of time. To make the soil free moisture, it 
should be kept in an over at a temperature of 120 C for ten hours. 
Precautions: 
Before collection of soil sample, following precautions shouki be taken into account. 
1. Areas where soil showed clear stratification, sample should be taken from 
different layers. 
2. Sample should be taken to a depth of 6-7 inches. 
3. Dried soil samples are powdered and the required amount of powder is 
packed in polythene packs. 
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Analyticai procedure: 
The soil samples were analyzed as per the standard method APHA (1992), Trivedi 
and Goel, (1984) in the Department of Civil Engineering, Aiigarh Muslim University, 
Aiigarh. Uttar Pradesh, India. Volumetric methods were adopted for determination 
of major cation and anion except sodium and potassium while sulphate was 
determined by gravimetric method and sodium and potassium was analyzed using 
flame photometer. Hydrogen ion concentration and Electrical conductivity were 
analyzed water analysis kit by making of solutk>n of soil and distilled water by at 
least dipped soil in water for 24 hours. 
TA. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The objective of sampling is to collect a portion of material small enough in vokime 
to be transported conveniently and handled in the laboratory while still accurately 
representing the material is being sampled APHA (1992) Samples, however, have to 
be handled in such a way that no significant change in composition occurs before the 
test are made. 
Due to probable seasonal variation in the water quality, in all, 53 water samples from 
surface and ground water bodies collected for physicochemical analysis. During pre-
nK>nsoon to post monsoon period of year 2006 and 2007 from the different 
groundwater studies of entire study area. The water samples were collected and 
stored in 1 liter capacity clean plastic bottles. Before collertion the bottles were 
carefully washed. In order to avoid any impurity, the wells were duly pumped so that 
the stagnant water is completely removed from storage with in the well assembly. 
The water samples have been determined for the major and minor constituents as 
per methods prescribed by APHA (1992). 
7.4.1. Analytical Techniques 
The methods of plotting these data is based on the procedure described by Hill 
(1940), Piper (1944), Piper and Hill (1953), Hem (1970) and Handa (1974), Gupta 
(1994), Datta (1996), Parasad (1998), Rao (1991), Prakash (1993), and Satanrayan 
(1998), 
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The physfco-chemkal characteristics of water samples have been determined 
according to the standard methods of APHA (1992). 
The concentrations of Ca-H-, Mg-H-, HCO3, CI' and total hardness determined by 
titrimetric method. Ca-H- and Mg-M- determined by EDTA titration, for HCO3, HCI 
titration to a methyl orange point Chloride also determined by titration with AGNO3 
solution. Flame emission photometry used for the determination of Ha+ and K-t-. In 
this method water sample is atomized and sprayed in to a burner. The intensity of 
the light emitted by a particular spectral line is measured with the help of a 
photoelectric cell and a galvanometer. Sulphate analyzed by gravimetric method. 
The concentrations of NO3 and F determined with the help of double beam U.V. 
spectrophotometer. 
7.5 CHEMISTRY OF MAJOR IONS 
7.5.1. Hydrogen km concentration (pH) 
The pH value of water indicates hydrogen ion concentration in water and is 
logarithm of reciprocals of their weight measured in milligrams per liter of water, on 
electrolysis, the water is dissociated into two types of ions i.e. positively charged 
hydrogen ion (H+) and negatively charged hydroxy! ions (OH) causing acidity and 
alkalinity, respectively. It is claimed that at high pH levels drinking water acquires a 
bitter taste. Cok>r intensity in a given water sample is increased by raising the pH 
Black (1963). 
The pH value of acidic water varies from 0-7 and that of alkaline wat^ between 7 
and 14, while natural water has a pH value of 7.0. Mostly, the fresh water has a pH-
dependent, occurring over the range 5.5 - 8.2, with an optimum pH of about 6.5. 
The pH value in the study area ranges from 6.7 to 9.0 with an average of 7.9 in pre-
monsoon from 6.8 to 9.4 with an average of 8.2 in pre-monsoon 2006, and 6.2 to 9.9 
with an average of 8.2 in pre-monsoon 2007. The highest desirable limit for HHMC 
water supply is 7 to 8.5 WHO, (1993). The value of pH in the study area is observed 
between 7.26 to 8.25 indicating alkaline nature of groundwater in the study area. 
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7.5.2. Electrical Conductance (EC) 
EC is a function of ionic concentrations and can be used for a quick assessment of 
dissolved substances in water. The importance of EC is measure of salinity, which 
greatly affects the taste and thus has a significant importarKe on the users 
acceptance of water as potable. The specific conductance is a measure of total 
dissolved solids percent in the water. It varies between 2000 to 12300 
micromhos/cm at 25" C in the district The specific conducthnty of the north and 
south east of the study area, less than 2000 imcromhos/cm at 25" C In the rest of 
the area it ranges between 2000 to 12300 micromhos/cm at 25" C 
In the central and northern part of ti\e district, the localized patches the E.C values 
are more than 6000 micromhos/cm at 25" C The specific conductance and chloride 
content of the shaUow ground water of the district are con«parabte. The specific 
conductance of water indicates that the ground water is highly mineralized and has a 
high content of dissolved salts in the study area. 
7.5.3 Chloride ( a ) 
Chloride is one of the major inorganic anion in water. It is present in all potable 
water supplies and in sewage. High chloride cofKentration in water give an 
undesirable taste to water and beverages and large amounts may act corrosive to 
metal pipes and may be harmful to plant life. Chlorides in drinking water are 
generally not harmful to human being until a high concentration is reached, although 
the chlorides may be injurious to some people suffering from disease of heart and 
kidney. The chbride concentration in the study area between 21 to 2893 mg/l. The 
concentration of chloride corresponds with the EC value of ground water. High 
concentration of chloride has been observed in water with high EC value in the study 
area. 
A high concentration of chtoride gives salty taste to water and large amount effect 
corrosively on metal pipes. People who are not accustomed to high chkMrides in 
water are subjected to laxative effect. 
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7.5.4. Bicarbonate (HCO3) 
Bkarfoonates and carbonates are the nH>st common causes of alkalinity in natural 
water. The bicartxmate content in groundwater depends upon the partial pressure 
of the carbon dioxide in the soil and represents the major form since they are 
formed in considerable amount for the action of carbonates upon the basic materials 
in soils 
C02+H2O = H +HC03 
Cor><:aCor>-H2o Ca++ +2HC::o3 
The main source of bicarbonate in ground water include carbon dioxide in the soil, 
leaching from carbonaceous rock, carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and carbon 
dioxide released due to bacterial oxidation of organic matter. Cartmnates are 
generally absent in shaltow ground water whereas bicarbonates ranges between 87 
to 988 mg/l in parts of the study area. 
7.5.5. Hardness 
Water hardness is the traditional measure of a capacity of water to react with soap, 
hard water requiring a considerable amount of soap to produce lather water. 
Hardness is caused by dissoh^ed polyvalent metallic ions. In fresh water, the prindpai 
hardness causing k>ns are cakium and magnesium, the ions strontium, iron, barium, 
and manganese also contribute, the hardness may also be estimated by 
determination of the individual concentratmns of the components of hardness, their 
sum being expressed in terms of equivalent quantity of cakium carbonate. On the 
basis of hardness, water is classified soft water Less than SO ppm, 50 to 100 ppm is 
moderately soft, 100 to 150 ppm is slightly hard, 150 to 250 ppm is moderately hard, 
250 to 350 ppm is hard and More than 350 ppm is excessively hard. 
The value of total hardness is marked more than the desirable limit of WHO (1998) in 
the study area during 2007 in all the seasons. Hard water is generally believed to 
have harmful effect on human being. Cardiovascular diseases have been reported in 
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to the study area. Crawford, (1972). In the major part of study area the harckiess is 
more than 300 mg/l, hence ground water in part of study area is hard to very hard. 
7.5.6. Nitrate (N03) 
Nitrates are widely present in substantial quantities in soil, in most waters, and in 
plants, including vegetables WHO (1993). Nitrates are products of oxidation of 
organic nitrogen by the bacteria present in soils and in water where sufficient oxygen 
is present. 
Nitrate contamination, often associated with agricultural activities, and is present in 
some shallow aquifer and is increasingly becoming a threat to groundwater supply. 
The higher N03 concentration may be attrttHited due to combined effect of 
contamination from domestic sewage, livestock, landfiHs and runoffs from fertHized 
field, uniined drained and cattle sheds. Cases of infantile methaennoglobinaemia 
have been reported in the study area where the drinking water consistentty contains 
less than 10 mg of nitrate per liter. 
The nitrate contents in the ground water varies from 0.7 to 8000 mg/l. It is obseo/ed 
that at places the ground water is having high nitrates, indicating ground water 
pollution. The higher nitrate concentration may be attributed due to combined 
effect of contaminatton from domestic sewage and runoff from fertilized fields. 
Higher nitrate values are observed in northern and central parts of the district and 
small patches in southern parts of the study area. 
7.5.7. Total Dissolved SolMs (TDS) 
The total dissolved solids (TDS) content of the ground water are controlled by the 
chemical characters of groundwater and its ionic saturatkNi status. The dissolution of 
solids in groundwater depends on their distribution, solubility, porosity, permeability 
of the rock. The TDS content of the groundwater may increase at places where the 
chemical equilibrium has not attained between water and deposited salts. 
The total dissolvpH solids (TDS) content of groundwater in any area may also 
increase when the water from a different sources containing more dissolved km is 
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introduced either by intrusion or by seepage. Bruvoid et al. (1967) have rated the 
paiatabiiity of drinking water according to the T I^ levels thus. Excellent less then 300 
mg/lit. Good Between 300 and 600 mg/lit. Fair Between 600 and 900 mg/Ut, Poor 
Between 900 and 1200 nog/Ut and Unacceptable Greater than 1200 mg/tit. 
The principal ions contributing to TDS are carbonate, bicartxmate, chloride, sulphate, 
nitrate, sodium, potassium, calcium, and magnesium. Tot^ dissolved solids influence 
other qualities of drinking water such as taste, hardness, corrosion properties and 
tendency to incrustation. ToUl dtesoWed soUds in water may ori^nate from natural 
sources, sewage effluent discharges, urban nmoff or industrial waste dischaiges. 
The value of TDS in the study area ranges from 700 to 3259 mg/l. The permissibie 
limit of total dissoh«d solid te 1000 mg/l, as per WHO, (1998). The value of TDS has 
been observed more than permissible Hmit of WHO (2003). Certain components of 
TDS, such as chknides, suites, magnesium, cakaum and carbonates affect corroswn 
of incrustatkm in «vater distributkm systems. W^er with high ooncentratkNi of TDS is 
laxative effect on people. 
7 .5^ . Sulphate (SO4) 
Sulphate appears in natural water in wide range of concentrations and has no 
characteristk: actkxi on the soil other then increasing its salinity. The chief sources of 
sulphate in ground water are sulphate minerals in sedimentary rocks, oxMatkm of 
sulphides from igneous rocks, addition of soil amendments such as gypsum, pyrites, 
fertilizers and rain water. 
tn groundwater, sulpahte generally occurs as soluble salts of calcium magnesium and 
sodium. The sulphate content of water may change signifkantiy with time during 
infiltratkMi of rainfall and groundwater recharge, which mostly take place from 
stagnant water pools, puddles and surface nmoff water collected in kiw lyif« area. 
The analytical results of sulphate show concentratmn between 20 ppm to 29Sppm. 
In the study area WHO, (1993) have prescribed highest desirable limits of 200 mg/L 
and maximum permissible limit of 400 mg/L for sulphate in drinking water. 
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High concentration of sulphates in association with sodium or magnesium in the 
drinlcing water may give gastrointestinal irritation. At higher concentration sulphate 
can have laxative effects, it is also shown in graph. 
7.5.9. Calcium (Ca) 
The calcium is one of the most important cation present in the growMlwater. The 
main source of the calcium in groundwater are rainwater, leaching from fertilizer, 
soil, weathering of calcium; silicate minerals and use of surfece water for irrigation. It 
has a high affinity to adsorb only soU partides, therefore, the cation exchange 
equilibrium and the presence of other cation greathr influence its concentration in 
groundwater. 
In the study area the concentration of calcium ran^s from 10.98 to 304 mg/l with an 
average of 80.75 mg/l. The h%hest desirable limit of calcium in drinking water is 75 
mg/U WHO, (1993). The value of calcium ranges more than desirable limit of WHO 
(2003) m the study area during year 2007. Calcium has tendency to get precipitated 
in the form of concentrations known as kankar. During contact with days, part of 
caldum may also undergo ion-exchange reaction that may be the reason for tite 
depletion of caldum in ground water. Higher content is also harmful for kidney and 
bladder stones. 
7.5.10. Magnesium (mg) 
Magnesium is a common and moderately toxic element. Mg is one of the most 
important contributors to hardness of water; the concentration of ma^iesium in 
groundwater is less than Cakium. The magnesium ranges from 25 to 150mg/l with 
an average of 65.04 mg/i. The maximum permissible limit of Mg in drinking water SO 
mg/l, WHO, (1993) and 30 to 150 mg/l as proposed by ICMR. (1999). The chief 
Source of Mg are rainwater, weathering of Mg, silicate mineral. Magnesium 
deficiency is associated with structural functional changes may cause severe 
diarrhea, chronic renal failure and CakMic malnutrition. 
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7.5.11. Sodium (Na^) 
Sodium chloride is also used in the production of caustic soda, chlorine, and many 
Industrial chemicals. Significant quantities are used in the food processing, 
slaughtering and meat packing, dairy, fishing, industries KiUin, (1974). The most 
Important water quality aspect of sodium is the possibility of changing the 
permeability of soil. 
The concentration of sodium in the study area ranges from 70 to 730 ntg/l. average 
of 350.99 mg/l in pre-monsoon 2007, in the study area. The permissible limit of 
sodium is 200 mg/l by WHO, (1993). The concentration of Sodium is observed more 
than the permissible limit of WHO (2003). Sodium is nwst abundant of the alkali 
elements, compounds of sodium is being widely distributed in nature, and 
constitutes 26 g/kg of the earth's crust It is estimated that between 25% and 50% of 
the salt infiltrates in the groundwater ConneU, (1972). The sodium is an essential 
element for human body, its hii^ier content in drinking water may be harmful to a 
person suffering from cardio and renal diseases pertaining to circulatory system. 
7.5.12. Potassium (K )^ 
Potassium is less common Cation in the groundwater. Potassium salts are of the 
therapeutic value in the treatment of familiar periodic paralysis while no desirable or 
excessive limit for potassium have been set, though 10 mg/L - 12mg/L has been set 
by European Economic G>mmunity Standard. The potassium ranges from 1.6 to 26 
mg/l against the proposed permissible limit 12 mg/l of WHO (1993). 
7.6. SODIUM ABSORPTION RATIO (SAR) 
The sodium absorption ratio measures the relative proportion of sodium km in a 
water sample to those of caidum and magneskim's. The SAR is used to predict the 
sodium hazard of high carbonate waters especially if they contain no reskiual alkali. 
The sodium absorption ratio is used to predict the potential for sodium to 
accumulate in soil, which wouki result from continuous use of sodic water, referred 
to as the exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP). The US Salinity Laborator/, (1988), 
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has proposed a method to determine SAR value for studying the suitability of 
groundwater for domestic and irrigation purpose. 
SAR = Na 
VCa + Mg/2 
All concentrations are in epm and SAR values of different ground water santpies 
ranges from 0.33 to 9.0 epm. In the present study, the results of chemical analysis 
show SAR values range between 033 and 9.0 epm. The high SAR values and low 
residual sodium carbonate clearly indicate that the high sodium content in the area 
of interest is possibly due to the predominance of sodium chloride. Fig. -20. 
As all ionic concentrations are expressed in epm the quality classification of irrigation 
water s suggested by US salinity laboratory is given in table-13 
Table 13 
Quality classification of Irrigation water (After U.S.S.L 1954) 
Salinity Hazards (EC in 
US/CM) 
< 250 (Ci) 
250-750 Cj) 
750-2250 (C3) 
7225 (C4) 
Alkali Hazards SAR 
<10(Si) 
10-18 (Sj) 
18-26 {S3) 
726 (S4) 
Water Class 
Excellent 
Good 
Moderate 
Poor 
The observed value (Annexure 6) of the study area plotted as US salinity diagram Fig. 
21 is showing SAR (epm) against EC values and Wilcox Fig. 22 is showing sodium 
percentage against EC values and indicates salinity and alkalinity. The table 14 
reveab that the ground water of the study area fzUs under C2-S1, C3-S1 and C4- SI 
which is a zone of good to poor water quality class. The SAR values of the water 
samples are variable, which clearly indicates that the quality of water in most of the 
areas is suitable for all type of crops except for those which are higlMy sensitive to 
sodium. Goei (1977) Table 14. 
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Table 14 
SuiUbiiity of wrater for irrigation with Different Values of SAR (God 1997) 
SAR 
0-lC 
10-18 
10-26 
>26 
Suitability for irrigation 
Suitable for all type of aops and all type of soil except for those aops 
which are highly sensitive to sodium 
Suitable for coarse tex tured or organic soil with good permeability. 
Relatively Unsuitable in time textured soil 
Harmful for almost all types of soil required good drainage, high 
leaching and addition of gypsum 
Unsuitable for irrigation 
Gurgaon 
Pataudi 
Farrukh 
Nagar 
Sohna 
Tauru 
The present observation reveal ^ a t the water quality fall in the permissible dass for 
irrigation purposes in most of the parts of the study areas except Bakida, 
Badshahpur, Oaboda, Nathpur and Shekhopur where gypsum may be added to the 
soil in order to increase the suitability of irrigation water. 
7.7. HYDROCHEMICAL FAQES 
The concept Hydrochemical Piper fades was first given by and Hill (1940) the later 
by, which consist of two triangular fields and a central diamond shaped field. The 
represention of water composition in a convenient manner by identifiable group 
Black (1961), Morgan and winner (1962) have also devek>ped the concept of 
hydrochemical fades. The Hydrochemical fades are distinct zones having cations and 
anions concentratkMis described within a defined composition category, 
Santhyamoorthy and Balasubramanian (1993). The water quality the fades are 
function of lithok>gy, sodium kinetics and fk>w pattern of aquifer Black (1966) can be 
identified by k>catk>n point in the different zones of diamond shaped field RagShunath 
(1987). 
The plotting of analytical data in piper trilinear diagram Fig. 23 indicates the 
corresponding intersection of cation and anion in the diamond shaped fiekJ 
represent cakium. Sodium, magnesium, bicarbonate type of ground water. 
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7.8. RESIDUAL SODIUM CARBONATE (RSC) 
Residual sodium carbonate represents the amount of sodium cafimnate and sodium 
bicarbonate in the water. In the ground water of the study area the RSC values 
ranges from traces 0 - 12.18 epm. In general ground water is found suitable for 
irrigation purpose except Badsh^pur, Baluda, Oadoda, Oaulatabad, Gurgon (Civil 
Hospital) Gurgaon (Sector 18), Khera, Mohammadpur and Nuh «vhere RSC values are 
exceptionally high based on the SAR and RSC values the sododty classes for irrigation 
water in the study area have been made and given in the Table 15. 
Table - 1 5 SAR and RSC values the sododty classes for irrigation water 
Sodium absorption 
ratio 
Less than 3 
3 to 6 
6 to 8 
8 to 14 
Greater tlian 14 
Less than 14 
Residual Sodium 
Carbonate 
Less than 1.25 
Less than 1.25 
Less than 2.5 
Less than 2.5 
Disregard 
More than 5 
Sodidty dass 
No sodium problem 
Low sodium, some problems 
except with sodium sensitive 
crops 
Medium sodium, increasing 
problems, use gypsum and not 
sodium sensitive crops 
High sodium - not 
recommended 
Very high sodium unsuitable 
Very high R.A. unsuitable 
Block /Area 
Gurgaon 
Sohna 
Pataudi 
Firozpur Jhirka 
Nuh 
Nagina 
7.9. GROUNDWATER QUALITY FOR DOMESTIC USE 
The suitability of groundwater for domestic purposes mainly depends on its physical 
and chemical quality. Colour, odour and taste are the noeasures of physical 
characters of the drinking water. 
There are various national and international organization, namely WHO, (1993,1998, 
2003), Indian Standard Institute, (1998, 2003) ICMR, (1999) etc have prepared 
manuals of standards of quality for drinking water. Table 16. 
In the present study, the manual of quality for drinking water as proposed by the 
Indian Council of Medical Research ICMR, (1999) ,WHO, (1998). 
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The analytical results have been compared with the ICMR quality standards and 
CaCOs (hardness) it is observed that TDS values in most of the part of the study area 
of the ground waters are more then the permissible limit It is observed that almost 
alt the chemical constituents are more then permissible limits except some parts of 
study area where it shows within the permissible limit (Table 16) Annexure II 
Table 16 
Water quality criteria for drinldng purpose after ICMR, (1999) 
Characteristics 
Total Dissolved Solids 
pH range 
Total hardness 
Calcium 
Magnesium 
Chloride 
Sulphate 
Nitrate 
Iron 
Manganese 
Highest desirable level 
500 mg/l 
7.0 to 8.5 
300 mg/l CaC03 
75 mg/l 
Not more than 50 mg/l, if there are 
200 mg/l sulfates, if there is less So4-, 
Mg-H- up to 100 mg/l may be allowed. 
200 mg/l 
200 mg/l 
20 mg/l 
01. mg/l 
Oi l . mg/l 
Maximum permissible limits 
1500 mg/l • 
6.5 to 9.2 
600 mg/l CaC03 
200 mg/l 
100 mg/l 
100 mg/l 
400 mg/l 
-
1.0 mg/l 
0.5 mg/l 
* Dissolved solids up to 300 mg/l in case where alternate source is not available. 
Source ICMR 1999 
7.10. GROUNDWATER QUAUTY FOR IRRIGATION 
The quality for irrigation used based on properties of soil, climate, tolerance of 
plants and irrigation practices. The effects of effluents constituents of water on the 
crop and soil of the prime importance its suitability for irrigation. Groundwater for 
irrigation use, relative proportions of sodium to other cations. Sodium /Vbsorption 
Ratio (SAR) and Residual Sodium Carbonates (RSC) have been determined in the light 
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of guidelines proposed by different workers and organizations. The effects of soil by 
long-term use of irrigation water have been determined Ravindran and jeyram, 
(1997). The total concentration of dissoh/ed solid, the nature and composition of soU, 
position of water table, topography of the area, amount of groundwater used and 
method of applying different types of crop grown and climate of the area and 
method of crop management in the study area Watdiya and Bartarya, (1991). 
7.11. GROUND WATER QUALITY TREND 
The trend in the quality of groundwater is based on the chemical analysis data of 
water sample collected from different parts of the study area, tt reveab that the 
groundwater quality has improved as Bhondsi, Ferozpur-ihirka and Raoli etc 
whereas it has been deteriorated at Manesar, Akbarpur, KharMala and Indri etc Khan 
and Qureshi, (1997). There has not been much change at Tauru, Nuh and Malab in 
the study area. Table 17. 
Table 17 
Variation in Electrical Conductivity and Chloride Values of Gurgaon district 
Name of Hydrograph 
Station 
Bhondsi 
Tauru 
Nuh 
Malab 
Ferozpurjhirka 
Raoli 
Manesar 
Kherilala 
Indri 
Akbarpur 
E.C. p mhos/cm at 25°C 
2002 
2365 
1156 
6010 
4590 
2890 
2410 
550 
543 
676 
4260 
2007 
1460 
1190 
5970 
4750 
1595 
2110 
1230 
4030 
8430 
7630 
Variation 
-910 
+39 
-30 
+170 
-1395 
-300 
+680 
+3497 
+7754 
+3370 
Chloride (mg/l) 
2002 
480 
31 
1144 
1182 
484 
518 
17 
12 
59 
1424 
2007 
123 
56 
1200 
1039 
221 
456 
150 
786 
2422 
2893 
Variation 
-367 
+25 
+58 
-143 
-261 
-62 
+139 
+779 
+2263 
+1569 
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It has generally been observed that in the northern and central part of the study area 
there is not much change in the quality of groundwater, whereas, in the southern 
part of the study area, there has been general deterioration in the quality of 
groundwater. Net groundwater dedine in some selected locations are Manesar 
15.41mbgi to 28.85 mgbl. Shikohpur 14.70 mbgi to 39.79 mbgl, Maruti Udyog Ud 
Industrial Area of Gurgaon district ranges between 15.23 mbgl to 50.11 mbgL Fig -24. 
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CHAPTER - 8 
GROUND WATER RESOURCE POTENTIAL 
8.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
In order to have proper management of ground water resources in the study area. It 
is essential to have precise estimation of resource available for utilization without 
causing any adverse effect on precious natural resource. In this respect block wise 
ground water potentials have been estimated based on methodology recommended 
by Ground Water Estimation Committee (1984). The main source of ground water 
replenishment in the district is rainfall which is evident from the rise of water table 
during post n>onsoon period. The additional recharge takes place from surface water 
bodies and return flow from irrigation fields. The resource available up to 5 mb^ in 
shallow water table areas and water logged areas also been considered while 
computing gross recharge. 
8.2 METHODOLOGY 
The recharge from rainfall can be estimated based on water table rise in shaUow 
aquifers and in this approach increment of water levels in the block is multiplied by 
its area and average specific yield. The recharge thus obtained is compared with the 
recharge estimated to nransoon rainfall evaluated from norms considering monsoon 
rainfall and infiltration factor. Before comparing the evaluation by water table 
approach with evaluation based on norms, additional input to ground water 
reservoir during monsoon period through canal irrigation and canal seepage have 
been subtracted from the estimated figure of recharge by the water table fluctuation 
approach and actual utilized ground water during the season which has not been 
reflected by water table rise have been added. It has been norntalized with respect 
to long term normal rainfall. And in case of these two figures of monsoon rainfall 
recharge are comparable within 20% accuracy, the figure evaluated based on water 
table fluctuation approach have been utilized for ultimate ground water potential 
evaluation, in the case where estimate by fluctuation approach exceeds 20% the 
estimate based on norms are used. The raii.fall contribution to ground water for 
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nonmonsoon period have been worked out considering non monsoon rainfaU, area 
of the block and infiltration factor because contribution of non monsoon rainfall is 
not so substantial which could affect the water levels of phreatic aquifers in the 
study area. 
The annual recharge has been worked out as the total of rainfall recharge with 
additional inputs from surface water bodies and fkiod plains. The infk>w of 
groundwater in the study area has been considered to be equal to the outflow. The 
static reserves of ground water up to the depth of 5m. bek>w ground level with 
respect to water table depth in pre monsoon period have been added to annual 
recharge to get ultimate ground water potential. Out of this 15% potential have been 
kept for domestic and industrial use and the remaining 85% has been considered as 
available ground water for irrigation. The ground water studies has been worked out 
by considering number of various structures and their annual unit and 30% of total 
groundwater has been considered to be returned to ground water reservoir through 
seepage. Hence 70% of annual groundwater has been considered as actual k>ss or 
utilization of ground water. 
The balance ground water resource is the difference between available resource for 
irrigation and 70% of the annual ground water resource. 
8.3 GROUNDWATER DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL AND BAIANCE 
The ground water devek>pment potential and water balance has been computed 
with the help of data collected from Central Ground Water Board and Ground Water 
Cell, Department of Agriculture, Haryana. The perusal of the Water table depicts that 
out of total 9 blocks 4 blocks viz. Farrukha nagar, Gurgaon, Pataudi and Tauru are 
over devek>ped, net resource 70% of the total draft exceeds utilizable ground water 
resource available in the bk>ck. The main reason for over devek>pment in these four 
blocks is due to sole dependence of requirement of water for agriculture, domestic 
and industries on ground water. Due to tow rainfall and more frequency of drought, 
the recharge to ground water is k>w. The two bk>cks viz. Punhana and Sohna fall in 
gray category. The lesser development of ground water is due to in parts of the triock 
are underiain by saline ground "ater. The bkxic viz. Ferozpur Jhirka, Nagina and Nuh 
fall in white category. The level of ground water devek>pment in the blocks ranges 
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between 26.6% to 37.9%. The low development of the ground water is distributed to 
the saline ground water in these blocks. The development is confined to small 
patches of fresh water or along the surface water bodies in the study area. 
The total replenshible ground water in the Gurgaon district is 499.67 MCM out of 
this 74.95 MCM has been kept reserved for domestic and industrial purposes. The 
net utilizable resources left for irrigation is 424.72 MCM. The present net water 
resource 70% in the study area is 333.50 MCM thus leaving 91.22 MCM balance for 
future development. The average level of ground water development in the district 
is 78.5% and falls in gray category. Therefore utmost care is required for further 
development of ground water and those bk>cks which fall in dark category, no 
further development of ground water shouM be taken up and measures shouM be 
taken to enhance the ground water resources. The block wttich falls in the cate^ny 
of gray and white are partly or mainly underlain by saline ground water. Efforts are 
required to develop marginally saline ground water by adopting latest technok>gy. 
The ground water resource potential, utilization and balance. Fig. -25 and table: 18-
21. 
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Table 18. Summary of Ground Water Potential, Draft and Balance as on 2007 in 
Gurgaon District, Haryana 
Sr. 
No. 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Block 
2 
Farukhnagar 
Ferozpur 
Ihirka 
Surgaon 
Nagina 
Nuh 
Pataudi 
Punhana 
Sohna 
Taoru 
Total 
Geographical 
area (sq.km.) 
3 
290.15 
302.89 
350.46 
231.21 
454.32 
279.96 
277.78 
326.13 
193.17 
2706.07 
Area under 
saline 
ground 
water 
Sq.kms. 
4 
-
0.80 
41.46 
117.98 
-
27.21 
15.09 
-
20.24 
Area occupied 
by hardrocks 
SqJms. 
5 
0.31 
52.08 
12.08 
14.62 
32.95 
0.45 
5.74 
24.25 
33.61 
176.09 
Area suitable 
for GW 
development 
Sq.kms. 
6 
289.84 
250.81 
337.58 
175.43 
303.39 
279.51 
244.83 
286.79 
159.56 
2327.74 
Average water 
table fluctuation 
(m) 
7 
0.48 
1.51 
0.84 
0.91 
1.50 
0.27 
0.67 
0.92 
1.18 
0.91 
IMD 
normal 
yearly 
rainfell 
8 
521 
625 
521 
629 
576 
519 
525 
600 
525 
560 
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Table 19. Shows the recharge of Ground water. 2007 
Recharge 
from Tank & 
Ponds 
(MCM) 
16 
0.23 
0.58 
0.76 
0.24 
0.60 
0.43 
0.49 
1.46 
0.93 
Total- 5.72 
Average Annual 
Draft (MCM) 
17 
81.78 
27.27 
71.14 
12.11 
28.63 
77.37 
46.86 
58.78 
58.22 
457.16 
Return Flow 
From GW 
Irrigation 
During Monsoon 
30%(MCM) 
18 
11.04 
3.68 
9.60 
1.64 
3.88 
10.44 
6.33 
7.93 
7.18 
61.72 
Normalization 
Factor 9/12 
19 
0.8 
1.04 
0.75 
1.07 
0.99 
0.86 
1.12 
0.84 
0.94 
0.94 
Rainfall 
Infiltration 
Factor (as 
fraction) 
20 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
Non 
Monsoon 
Recharge 
(MCM) 
21 
1.81 
2.45 
2.11 
1.39 
3.34 
7.76 
2.751 
7.17 
1.99 
31.17 
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Table 20. Shows the potential recharge In floods prone areas. 2007 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Total 
Total 
Annual 
Recharge 
22 
41.75 
67.38 
49.76 
37.64 
90.44 
38.39 
55.76 
65.81 
42.44 
489.37 
Potential 
Recharge 
From 
Flood 
Prone 
Areas 
(MCM) 
23 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Potential 
Fronrj 
Shallow 
Water 
Table 
(MCM) 
24 
-
-
-
0.30 
10.00 
-
-
-
-
10.30 
Total 
Ground 
Water 
Resources 
(MCM) 
25 
41.75 
67.38 
49.76 
37.94 
100.44 
38.39 
55.76 
65.81 
42.44 
499.67 
Utilizable 
Resources 
85% 
(MCM) 
26 
35.49 
57.27 
42.29 
32.25 
85.38 
32.63 
47.40 
55.94 
36.07 
424.72 
Ground Water 
Resources 
Reserved For 
Industrial 
Domestic & 
Other uses 
(MCM) 
27 
6.26 
10.11 
7.46 
5.69 
15.07 
5.76 
8.36 
9.87 
6.37 
74.95 
Net 
Ground 
Water 
Draft As on 
1.7.2002 
(MCM) 
28 
58.90 
20.06 
51.75 
8.84 
21.02 
55.59 
34.95 
43.74 
38.65 
333.50 
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Table 21. Shows Ground water Development 2007 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Total 
Ground Water 
(Balance (MCM) 
29 
-23.41 
37.22 
-09.46 
23.41 
64.36 
-22.96 
12.44 
12.20 
-02.58 
91.22 
Level of Development 
(%) 
30 
165.97 
35.02 
122.36 
27.40 
24.62 
170.37 
73.72 
78.20 
107.14 
78.52 
Category 
31 
O.D. 
W 
O.D. 
W 
W 
O.D. 
G 
G 
O.D. 
G 
Level of development 
[%) at 5 Years i.e. 2007 
32 
179.68 
37.91 
132.47 
29.67 
26.66 
184.44 
79.83 
84.66 
115.99 
85.01 
O D OVER DEVELOPED 
G 6ERY 
W WHITE 
The groundwater resource potential in the study area rainfall, irrigation inputs, 
shallow water table areas and groundwater withdrawal data were collected from the 
State Groundwater Board of the Haryana. The collected data indicates that recharge 
from rainfall in alluvial areas is about 20% of normal rainfall. The recharge from 
unlined canals in normal type and lined canal, the seepage losses are about as 20% 
of the above values. The return seepage from irrigation is 40% for paddy and 35% for 
other crops. Kumar and Ahmad (2006) the seepage from tanks is insignificant in the 
area and the specific yield is 12.5% for the study area. Boulton and Streltsova (1975) 
the area is underlain by hard rock in which water is saline and electrical conductivity 
is more than 6000mho/cm. The area is generaUy occupied by firesh water and tiUs in 
oy/er developed conditions, whereas the marginal and saline water quality 
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predominates in Pataudi, Sohna, Nuh, Punhana and Nagina blocks. Chatunfedi (1992) 
The groundwater conditions indicate a declining trend, in the study area. The blodc 
wise ground water potential of Gurgaon district. 
8.4 FIELD INVESTIGATION 
The field investigation aims to establish the necessity and possibility of artificial 
recharge in the study area. Decline in ground water table and dwindling yield of 
water supply wells is being observed in recent years and necessity of augmenting the 
existing water resources is felt in larger and larger areas every day. Agarwal and 
Chandha (1994) However, certain temporary or seasonal shortages may also get 
magnified and hence there is a need to sdentificaily establish the necessity of 
artificial recharge measures for which study of long-term water level record have 
been taicen. 
To locate the reason correctly the rainfall departures, cunuilative departures from 
long term normal may be studied for the matching period. If the negative rainfall 
departure is significant it may be a cause of declining water tables. Reddy (1995) if 
the departure of rainfell is not significantly negative, the decline can be ascribed to 
over development. The synthesization of all the available data forms the first step 
towards identification of an area for artificial recharge of groundwater. Baldev and 
Sahai (1991) the requirement of data synthesization is given below: 
i. All the sources of recharge like rivers, canals, mine pumping etc. 
ii. Rainfall distribution pattern, 
iii. Hydrok>gical data with emphasis on suitable rock types for artificial recharge. 
iv. Intensity of groundwater development artd irr^ation practices. 
v. Chemical quality of surface and ground water. 
The data is generally available reports and records of various Central artd State 
Agencies with often spatial and temporal gaps for preparing a scientific base for 
planning future studies. All these data should be synthesized to arrive at composite 
hydrological frame of the study area. 
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8.5 HYDROLOGICAL INVESTIGATION 
The basic purpose of artificial recharge of grouiKiwater is to restore supplies from 
aquifers depleted due to excessive withdrawal. This also helps in conservmg excess 
surface and ground water for further use and improves the physical md chemical 
quality of water and to achieve these objectives it is imperative that the site selected 
for recharge satisfies the basic requirements of storage and retrieval Fetter (1988) If 
the recharge method adopted in the study area shows good results of water input 
but the boundaries of aquifer are not known, the water may fk>w out from the target 
area and thus all effort of artificial recharge may get nuHified. Zohdy and Eaton 
(1981) Thus, it is imperative that proper scientific investigations should be carried 
out for selection of site for artificial rechwge of groundwater. Groundwater scenario 
in Gurgaon district is the need for ground water conservation. It is regulated 
development of groundwater and groundwater legislation and augnnentation of 
groundwater, rainwater harvesting and artificial recharge. G/iosA (1993). The time 
need for groundwater conservation and management Singhal (1993). The main 
cause of groundwater problem is described as Increased water demand and 
Increased groundwater withdrawal and overexploitation of groundwater to reduce 
natural recharge to groundwater in urban areas and decline in groundwater level to 
run off generated during monsoon goes unutilized. 
The Landsat TM Images on 1:50,000 scale have been studied for terrain analysis, 
which is vital for location of ground water prospect zone. The fotiowing aspects are 
studied the Stream course delineation and Fracture pattern analysis and Land use 
analysis. 
The study of colour composite and bands 5 and 7 images of LandSat TM yield useful 
information about the areas of shallow and deeply weathered landscapes, the 
degree of fracturing and structural features, drainage, hydrogeological delineation of 
various geomorphic units etc have been carried out Nag and Kudrat (1998) The 
areas along and adjacent to the rivers and stream of the study area and with 
relatively flat topography the perennial riS/ers and streams are selected as a source 
for recharge. Nag (1998) Flood plains and along stream beds, vaUey fills, highly 
weathered, joint zones, buried channels are the sites which are picked up from 
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satellite images for further field study. The areas of high infiltration capacity appears 
on the imagery to Straight segment of streams suggesting the presence of fractures 
joints and faults, and interaction of lineaments providing higher secondary porosity. 
Valley filb zones along stream and Intersection of dykes with streams. 
For selection of artificial recharge sites the most important information required is 
on the areal variation in the infiltration capacity of the rock types. Jensen (1994) 
Remote Sensing Studies can provide useful information on dramage density and 
lineament intensity, ^Mhidn helps in kientifying suitable sites. The drainage analysis 
provides informatkxi about runoff rates, infiltration capacity and texture of the 
material in the area. Uneantents are indicators of joints, fractures, faults, shear 
zones, lithologk contacts etc The intensity of lineaments defines secondary porosity 
as tow drainage intensity and h^her lineament intensity shows areas having higher 
infiltratkm capacity and higher drainage intensity and km Hnement intensity shows 
areas having k>w porosity and permeability. Geographk:al Informatkm System (GIS) is 
a powerful set of tool, which can perform such correlation, beskles collecting, storing 
and retrieval of spatial data for specific groundwater mvestigatk>ns like artifidai 
recharge study. 
The study is to prepare, for the selected site, a wasteland devek>pment, rural 
landuse, watershed management plan, suggest suitable remedial measures to 
convert the already klentified wastelands into a productive asset, evolve planning 
strategies in scientific lines on a geographically referenced database to promote 
decentralized and assess the impact of a partkular land use pattern. Therefore, the 
results of the study are processed to find a possible solutions for various knter-tinked 
problems, such as wasteland redamatkm for uses Hke soil conservatkm to prevent 
depletion of groundwater and extension of guUies in productive lands, land 
suitability for agricultural crop suitable for particular ^ro-cUmatic conditkms, and 
identificatkjn of areas for agro-forestry etc 
8.6 GROUNDWATER DEVELOPMENT PROSPECTS 
The blocks Famikhnagar, Gurgaon, Pataudi, and Tauru are already over developed. 
The stage of ground water devek)pment is more than 100% in the bkKks, a little 
scope exists in these btocks to further devetop the cavity weHs, which can be 
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operated economicaiiy with good results. Weil failure may result by coUapse of 
overlying confining layer due to the formation of larger size of the cavity, riwari 
(1979) proposed the remedial measures include partial filling of cavity with gravel to 
reduce sand pumping and providing support casing pipe and over lying formation 
and for shallow tube-weHs. Good quality Pipes can be used and prospects for ground 
water development. 
The deep tube wvells can be constructed in the study area at a depth ranging 
between 100m and 150m in alluvial areas. The diameter of housing pipes may be 50 
- 150mm, having 35 - 70 m lengths. About 15 - 20 m of saturated granular zones are 
required to be screened by 1.16mm slot size with 2 - 6mm of gravel. For driliing in 
alluvial areas, rotary rig will be most suitable for construction of deep t i ^ weNs. In 
the hard rock area DTH drilling rig can be used to construct tube-weHs up to 60 m 
depth. Due to the high cost of drilling in hard rock formations tow dtscharge and 
comparathwiy more chances of hrikire the construction of tube-weHs in hard rock 
formations is not recommended without hydrogeological studies and survey. Vohm 
(1990). 
It is observed, that water table is shaHow about 2.74 m Punahana Block and deepest 
about 21.28 m in Tauru Block. Deep water table more than 20 m below ground level 
also occurs in parts of Patuadi, Gurgaon and Tauru bk)cks and the depth of water 
level. Manesar, Maruti Udyog Industrial Area arHl Shikohpur viUages are showing 
decline trend in groundwater. In fact, there is a drainage dhnde in the Dhumarpur 
Nayagaon Regk>n and water table gradient foUows topography. The analysis of water 
table contour map of Gurgaon region Chakrapany (1981) indkates the water table 
gradient to the north of Sohna valley towards Gurgaon is higher as compared to that 
in the region to the south of Sohna. Fig. -26. 
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The groundwater level trend pre and post mansoon hydrograph station has been 
monitor at some observation weHs. The recorded readings of key observation wells 
and piezometric tubes, respectively shows the fluctuation of water tables in shallow 
aquifer. The most parts of Punahana block and part of Nuh block show the minimum 
groundwater level fluctuation varies between 0 - Imetre, while the rest of the area 
suffers from high fluctuations up to IS m. The data shows that there is a recession 
of water table in the area and this recession varied from 0.66 m to 6.26 m whereas 
the average decline in between -0.48 m and -034 m per anum due to severe drou^t 
conditions, it lies between 1.29 m and 1.47 m. 
The principal source of recharge of groundwater in the study area is rainh^ The 
water reaches the land surface as predpitation either evaporates, run off, through 
drains into the ground, as study area feNs under inland drainage basin and most of 
the drain water rediarges the groundwater of Gurgaon and adjoining areas. Kavnth 
(1994) The other factors invohred in the groundwater recharge are inflow of the 
groundwater from adjoining area, percolation from surfece water bodies like lakes, 
ponds, streams, canals and return fk)w irrigatkNi. Discharge of groundwater takes 
place by a natural and artificial ways. The natural discharge is due to out fk)w of 
groundwater to adjoining areas as springs and as evapo-transpiration in shallow 
water table areas; and the artificial discharge of groundwater is mainly through 
utilizatk)n of groundwater for irrigation and domestic purposes through tube-weUs, 
dug-welis and hand-pumps. 
Thirty Seven hydrograph stations have been observed in order to monitor the 
behavior of groundwater condition in the study area. The data of some of these 
hydrograph statkMis are given in Annexure III indicate that depth to water level 
ranges between 2.16 - 25.00mbgl. The water table is deeper in northern parts where 
as it ^aduaUy becomes $halk>w towards south. The study area lies under 
waterlogging conditkms i.e. depth to water table is less than 2m below ground level. 
Muridhar (1991) The rise of water table, during post monsoon penod varies from 
0.01 - 3.37m. The rise has been seen in 95% of the study area indicating that rainMI 
plays a major role in recharging groundwater resource in the study area. The trend 
analysis of 37 hydrograph stations indk:ates that falling trend has been seen in 28 
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hydrograph stations. The decline ranges between 0.2 - 0.68m per year for the post-
nK>nsoon water level. Five stations have recorded rising trend ranging from 0.01 -
0.59m per year. It is based on the data of some of hydrograph stations given in 
Annexure III. 
8.7 BLOCK-WISE ESTIMATION OF GROUND WATER BALANCE 
The detaib of the Block-wise description of the ground water condition of study area 
Is summarized as follows: 
8.7.1 FarniUiBagar Block 
The Farrukhnagar block covers an area of 290.15 sq. km. lies in North West in the 
study area and out of whk:h about 0.5 sq. km. area is occupied by hard rocks. The 
block is mainly drained by Sahibi river. The elevation of water table ranges between 
210.1 - 217.4 metre ^x>ve msl. lOtan (1989) The gradient of water table is towards 
northwest The depth of water in the bkxk varies between 8.(B - 2SXX)mbg| and the 
water level is deeper towards western part and seasonal water table fluctuatwns 
Indicate that rise of water table within 1 metre in this bk>ck. Long duration 
fluctuation, indkate ttiat there is dedine in water table due to over expk>itatk>n of 
ground water. The natural discharge of groundwater is 4.43 mem and Net annual 
ground water availability is 39.90 mem in Farrukhnagar Btock. 
8.7.2 Ferozpurjiurka Bk>ck 
The total geographical area of the Ferozpur-Jhirka bk>ck is 302.9 sq. km. of which 
about 52.1 sq. km. area is covered by rock formatkxts bekmging to the Delhi Super 
Group. The block lies in the southern most part of the study area. The depth to water 
in the bk>ck varies between 2.16 and 3.62 mb^. The water level during post 
monsoon period ranges from 1.88 to 3.95 mbgl indicating that northern part of the 
area remains under water logging conditions during post nnonsoon period. The water 
table elevatkm ranges between 205.1 and 206.9 metre from meansea level (msl). 
The flow of ground water is towards north and the seasonal fluctuation indicates rise 
of water table between 1.06 and 1.74 metre whereas at Ferozpurjhirka a ^  of 1.79 
metre has been observed. The kmg term fluctuation indicate rise of water table 
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between 2 metre and 4.26 metre indicating that the range of ground water recharge 
is much more that of the withdrawal in the study area. 
8.73 GurgaoB Block 
The Gurgaon Mock lies in the northern part of the study area and covering an area of 
about 35.5 sq km out of atx>ut 12.1 sq km area is occupied by hUls. The depth to 
water level in this block varies from 8.03 to 20.09 m. The water levels are deeper in 
northern parts and on hUk become shallow towards southern part of the area. Khan 
(1997) The seasoa^ fluctuation indicates that there a a rise of water level upto 1.00 
m during post monsoon period. The long term fluctuation indicates that there is 
sharp decline of water table from 0.88 - 2.80 m which indicate that the block has 
nK>re withdrawal than recharge. The dedine is more towards Gurgaon dty and the 
water table elevation ranges between 199.1 - 217.4 m from msl. The flow of the 
groundwater is towards north and the gradient of water table is gentle towards 
north and steep in southern parts of the study area. The natural discharge of 
groundwater is 6.65 mem and Net annual ground water availability is 59.85 man m 
Gurgaon Block. 
8.7.4 Nagina Block 
The Nagina block lies In the southern part of the study area and covers an area of 
about 231.2 sq km in which about 14.6 sq km area is covered by hiHs. The depth to 
water level in the area varies between 3.62 - 4.88mbgl. The water table is shalk>w in 
the southern parts of the bk>ck and (teeper towards rKKth. During postHnonsoon 
period, depth to water levels ranges between 1.88 - 2.98mbgl clearly indicates the 
major part of the bkxJc remains under waterlogged conditions. It indicates that the 
rise of water table is between 1.74-1.90 m. The long term fluctuation indicates that 
there is rise of water table between 2.00-2.93 m indicate more recharge of 
groundwater than the withdrawal. The water table elevation ranges between 188.9 -
197.1 m from msl and the flow of the groundwater is towards northwest and the 
gradient of water table is gentle in the study area. 
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8.7.5 Nuh Block 
The Nuh block lies in the central part of the study area forms a rectangle shape and it 
covers geographical area of 454.3 sq km out of about 32.9 sq km area is occupied by 
the hills. The depth to water table in the bk>ck during pre-nnonsoon period varies 
from 2.05 - 8.86mbgl. During the post monsoon period the depth to water table 
ranges between 0.10 - 3.8mbgl indicates that the block is highly water k)gged. The 
water logging is more severe towards eastern parts of the block bordering Faridabad 
district. The seasonal fluctuatkxi ranges between 1.04 - 2.57 m whereas k>ng term 
fluctuation indicates a rise from 0.37- 4.08 m. The sharp rise in the water table 
indicates that there is very less exploitatkm of ground water, which has lead to rise 
in water table. The water level elevation, ranges between 181.7- 188.2 m from msl 
and flow is towards northeast in southern part of the block and southeast in the 
northern part of the study area. 
8.7.6 Pateadi Block 
The Pataudi bk>ck lies in the North-Westem part of the study area and it covers 
geographical area of about 280.0 sq km in which 0.5 sq. km. area is covered by the 
hills. The depth to water level in this bk>ck is about 25.0mbgl and the water level is 
deeper in the western part of the area and the seasonal fluctuatwn indicates 
marginal rise of water level between 0.01 - 0.8 m. Long term fkictuation indicate that 
there is decline in water table between less than 1 m to more than 2 m indicating 
that the groundwater expk>itation is nnore than the recharge. The water table 
elevation and the water table slope are steeper in eastern part towards hiHs and 
gentle in western part of the study area. The natural discharge of groundwater is 
5.96 mem and net annual ground water availability is 48.38 mem in Pataudi Bkxk in. 
8.7.7 Panhana Bkick 
The Punhana block lies in the southern part of the study area. It covers an area of 
about 277.8 sq km in which 5.7 sq km area is covered by the rock formation 
belonging to the Delhi Super Group. The depth to water level in the bkx:k varies from 
2.57 to 17.0 mbgl. During postHmonsoon period the depth to water table ranges 
between 0.13 to 1.51mbgl, indicates that western part of the area remains 
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waterlogged during post monsoon period. The seasonal fluctuation indicates rise of 
water level t>etween 1.89 to 3.57 m. The long term fluctuation indicate rise of water 
table in the shallow water level area whereas steep decline between 1.8 to 5.7 m in 
the deep water level areas of the block. The water table elevation ranges between 
175.8 and 191.2 m from msl and the groundwater flow is toward east in the study 
area. 
8.7^ Sohna Block 
The Sohna block Kes in the eastern part of the study area, it covers an area of 326.1 
sq.km in which 24.2 sq.km. area is covered by hiHs. Ttie depth to water level in this 
block varies from 7.89 to 20.09 m l ^ . Depth to water level is deeper in the northern 
part of the block and shalk)w in the southern part. The seasonal fkictuation indicMes 
rise of water table in the block between 0.83 to L46 m indicating substantial 
recharge during the monsoon. The kNig term fluctuatkm indkates rise of water table 
in the southern part and decline in the northern part between 0.05 to 134 m 
possibly due to excess expk>itatk>n of ground water in the northern part of the bkxk 
than that of southern part The water table elevatkm ranges between 196.6 and 
274.8 m from msl. The fk>w of groundwater is towards southeast in major part of the 
b\ock and towards north-west near hills in the study area. The natural discharge of 
groundwater is 6.91 mem and Net annual ground water availability is 54.23 mem in 
Sohna Block. 
8.7.9 Taarn Block 
The Tauru Bk>ck occupies the west central part of the study area and it covers 
geographical area of about 193.2 sq. km. in whkh 33.6 sq. km. area is covered by 
hilb. Khan and Zakli (1997) The depth to water table in the bkKk during pre-
monsoon period varies between 7.00-15.44ntbgl and the seasonal fluctuatkm 
indicates rise of water table with m 1.0m except decline in south west of the bkx:k. 
Long term fluctuatkm indkate decline of water level in Tauru bk)ck. The decline of 
water table ranges between 0.43-3.02 m, whkh indk:ates that exploftatk>n of ground 
water is more than the recharge in the bkKk. The water table elevation ranges 
between 259.4 - 273.8 m from msl. The fk>w directw.. of groundwater is k)cally 
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affected by the hills located in the eastern and northern parts of the block arMi 
general gradient of water table is towards south west. 
8.8 STATUS OF GROUND WATER RESOURCE 
The groundwater balance is worked out using the water balaiKe equation (infk>w -
outfk>w = change in storage). The infk»w component consists of precipitation, 
influent seep^e arui recycled water from irrigation, whereas the outfk>w 
component consists of groundwater withdrawal and groundwater balance in the 
study area. The table shows that there is a very Kttle potential available for further 
exploitation of ground water in Pataudi bk)ck, whereas Gurgaon, Farukfchnagar, 
Sohna, Tauru bkicks and the rest of the blocks are stlU having good groundwater 
potentials in the study area. The posltkms regarding minor irrigation resource in the 
study area. Table 22. 
Table 22 
Status of minor irrigation resource in Gurgaon district 
S. No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Name of Block 
Farrukhnagar 
Ferozpur-Jhirka 
Gurgaon 
Nagina 
Nuh 
Pataudi 
Punhana 
Sohna 
Tauru 
Dug wells 
19 
156 
39 
16 
13 
232 
6 
21 
21 
Pump Sets 
DE&EM 
265 
584 
746 
15 
123 
1894 
68 
732 
171 
Shallow Tube wells 
DE&EM 
1883 
907 
7353 
706 
1175 
7470 
2109 
5700 
3021 
Total 
2167 
1647 
8138 
737 
1311 
9596 
2183 
6453 
3213 
Source HSMrrc 
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8.9 SOURCE AND OCCURRENCE OF GROUNDWATER 
The main groundwater reservoir in the study area is the unconsolidated aHuviai 
deposits of the Quaternary age. Some amount of groundwater also occurs in the 
fractures, joints and crevices of hard rocks. The groundwater occurring in the 
different geological formations appear to be under water table conditions. The main 
source of groundwater reduMge in the study area is rainfall. The water that reaches 
the surface as precipitation either evaporates transpired by plants, run off to surface 
drainage into the ground where water seepage into ground and soil moisture. The 
interflow to the streams and percolates downwards to the zone of saturation and 
become part of groundwater HI the Gurgaon study area. 
8.10 GROUNDWATER DYNAMICS 
There are nine blocks out of which four blocks such as Famildmagar, Gurgaon, 
Pataudi and Tauru are over exploited. The main reason for over exploitation in these 
four blocks is due to more requirement of water for agriculture, domestic and 
industrial purposes. The other reason might be low rainfaH and more frequency of 
drought, and ultinnately the recharge to groundwater is k>w. The development of 
ground water is lesser particularly in the blocks viz; Ferozpurjhirka, Nagina and Nuh 
are saline groundwater. The development is confined to small patches of fresh water 
and along the surfoce water bodies in the study area. The total ground water in the 
study area is 498.67mcm in which 74.95nKm has been kept reserved for domestic 
and industrial purposes. The utHizable resource left for irrigation is 425.72mcm and 
the present ground water withdrawal 70% in the study area is 335.50mcm and 
92.22mcm balance for future development The average level of groundwater 
development in the study area is 79.5% and faHs in sub-margiiwd category and 
therefore almost it required for further development of groundwater. The bkxks, 
which fell in margmal category and sub-marginal cate^Mies, are pwdy underlain by 
saline groundwater and efforts are required to develop marginally saline 
groundwater. 
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^fttntter-^ 
Chapter-9 
GROUNDWATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
9.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Groundwater development in the parts of study area is related to pin pointing of 
suitable sites and construction of abstraction structures of suitable design to provide 
groundwater in economic quantities and acceptable quality. The northern part of the 
study area feUing in Farrukhnagar, Pataudi, Tauru and Gurgaon blocks undertain or 
having fresh groundwater. Due to dependence on ground water in these areas it has 
results in over exptoitation of ground water causes decline of water tables, which 
requires immediate attention. The decline of water tables has resulted in drying up 
of upper zones of phreatic aquifers and has caused failure of shaHow tubeweHs and 
dugwells. The solution of the problem, deepening of tubewells is being done in the 
study area causing extra expenditure and higher consumption of electricity. 
The suitable measures shouM be taken to check further decline of water table by 
implementing suitable artificial recharge schemes on extensive scale and providing 
alternative source to meet the ever-increasing demand of water. Among the methods 
suitable for artificial recharge in the study area are the constructkxi of check dants on 
streams in hilly areas, use of treated sewage water to recharge groundwater in nMjor 
towns, roof top rain water harvesting and conversions of ponds into peroolatkm tanks 
excess rainfeU, runoff through injectkxt wells in the study area. 
South and central parts of the study area are under developed as the area has 
problem of poor quality of ground water. In most of the areas the phreatic aquifers 
has brakish to saline water. Special attentkxi is required to develop fresh water 
lenses entrapped in brakish to saline water. ConstructkMi of deep tube-weUs shouki 
be taken up on expk>ratk>n and fresh water zones be delineated by effective sealing 
of saline zones. 
The saline areas can also be devek>ped by use of saline groundwater conjunctively 
with the surface water. Some areas of these blocks have corrosive and incrustative 
nature of water resulting in reductkm of well life as shown in Plate - VIII. 
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9.2 WATER-LOGGING CONDITIONS 
Marginal to saline groundwater mainly underlies the central and southern parts of 
Gurgaon district The canals in the study area are irrigating an area of about 140 sq 
km. Due to sandy nature of soil and dependence on canal water for irrigation has 
resulted in the rise of water tables causing water-fogging conditions. Khan and 
Hasnain (1990). The water-logging conditions are more severe during post monsoon 
period and has caused soil salinity resulting in decUne of agriculture production. The 
blocks which are mainly affected by water-logging are Ferozpur-Jhirka, Nagina, Nuh 
and Punhana bkxdcs Plate - IX. 
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9.3 CONJUNCTIVE USE OF SURFACE AND GROUNDWATER 
There have been tremendous benefits of the groundwater irrigation in achievement 
of green revolution, whereas, the adverse envwonmentaf impacts of the water 
scarcity, water logging, water contamination, pollution, salinity, and failure of wells 
have been hazardous to the developing economy. The development and 
man^ement to protect degradation and maintain a delicate water balance between 
replenishment and utilization of groundwater and advocates various management 
measures in the study area, Karanth (1997). 
The information generated may be used in respect of various relating aspects and 
fixing priority of the wastelands development to be taken into account The focus is 
on integrated land use planning and identification are the specific objectives relates 
to ground water resource and management 
Planning for large areas invoh/es generation, while a block is convenient unit to 
handle both at regional and village level using a GIS for resource planning, Mock is 
ideally suited as an aerial layers for analysis. Therefore, it is decided to select one 
block for spatial analysis and then to select micro-level test sites within these areas 
to draw suitable action plans for wastelands development at the implementation at 
village level. 
However, in the present study, this aspect was taken up mainly to demonstrate the 
concept at level and also to gain experience in handling data of the study area. 
ARC/INFO, ARC/VIEW and Auto Cad, has been offers the capabilities to manage and 
analyze multiple and wide-ranging types of spatial map data and to attribute 
statistical and tabular data, it is vector based versatile package for creatkMi, 
organization, storage, retrieval, analysis, display, query, and cartographic quality 
outputs in the form of maps and generatkm of statistical data. The graphic ARC and 
tabular database management INFO components of this system combine together to 
offer a complete set of tools to store and handle geographk:al data. It can integrate 
and analyze different data sets in polygon, line and point form. The system provides 
basic software tools for interactively putting in the map data viz. digitization and the 
tabular data. It combine the map and tabular data in common feature codes, and 
analysis of multiple graphic layers using features like overlay, intersectkM), umon, 
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buffer and creation, etc. and handling of multiple map sheet data, edge matching, 
coordinate, transformation, and projection change are the facilities for generation of 
high quality maps with appropriate label and legends of the study area. The problem 
of rising water table and water logging keeped in delineation of suit^>le areas for 
conjunctive use of surfece and groundwater and conservation of groundwater 
managenoent, Romani (2006). 
The central and the southern part of the district is mainly underlain by marginai to 
saline ground water. To boost the agriculture production in this area a network of 
canals has been constructed to provide in irrigation. An area of about 140 sq. kms. Is 
being irrigated by the canals in the district Due to sandy nature of soil and 
dependence of canal water for irrigation resulted in the rise of water levels causing 
water kigging conditions. The water k>gging conditions are nnore severe during post 
monsoon period and has caused soil salinity resulting in decline of agriculture 
production. The blocks which are mainly affected by water kigging are Firozpur 
Jhirka, Nuh and Punhana bk>cks. There is urgent need to take measures to check 
water logging in the area. The folk>wing remedial measures are suggested to check 
the water logging in the study area. 
1. Management technologies like land leveling, use of micro irrigation systems 
such as drip and sprinkler methods, shall be used. 
2. The area where water table is shalk>w and has rising trend, conjunctive use of 
canal water and poor quality ground water through shallow tube weUs be 
encouraged. 
3. Micro-Levels surveys should be conducted in water k)gged areas to find out 
the possibilities of vertical as weU as horizontal subsurface drainage. 
4. Redesign and Realignment of the canals must be taken up to make natural 
drainage system effective. 
5. Effective lining of canals can be minimize seepage problem. 
6. Regulations of canal water supply, especially during monsoon periods. The 
saved water can be diverted to the area facing decline in water table. 
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7. Specific plantations may be done in consultation with agriculturists to lower 
water table trough bio drainage. It can be constructed in the areas where 
fresh marginal ground water can be skimmed from shallow depths. 
9.4 SAUNITY OF GROUND WATER 
Ground water as well as soil in the southern parts of study area, lying in depressions 
are characterized by the inordinate concentration of salts, the ground water is about 
75% of Nuh and Nagina blocks is unfit for drinking and agriculture purposes on 
account of high concentratkm of TDS (9680 mg/l). Analytical data show a high 
enrichment of Na, Ca, Mg, HC03, a and S0« KMIS in study area. The shaHow ground 
water up to 10 m depth 25% of the area is marginaHy saline witii electrical 
conductance value between 4000-6000 micromhos/cm and in 55% area saline with 
EC exceedii^ 6000 micromhos/cm. EC has been observed 11040 micromhos/cm at 
Nagina and 12700 micromhos/cm at Pinagawan. 
The salinity in tite area has lead to formation of two main soil units viz. vertisot and 
saianchalks. The vertisol is silt-dayey soil and its salt affected variety is called 
salanchalk. This variety salt affected has a widespread extension in the Nuh and 
Nagina bk)cks and can be recognized easily due to absence of vegetation in the 
affected areas. This soil is hard, poorly drained and has kiw permeability. The pH 
varies between 7.20 and 8.20 and is abnormally enriched in Ca, Mg, CI, S04 and 
HC03 kms in sokible parts. On account of their inability to sustain proper plant 
growth and are classified as waste land. Such surfece develops a white encrustation 
of salt during summer which is diffk»lt for cultivatkm. The marpnally salt affected 
soil are, however, cultivated but their yieM is about half of the normal vertisol soils. 
The contribution of salts from tfie kKal rocks is ruled out as the quartzite phyllite 
associations of Ajabgarh formation hardly has any mineral which can g^e rise to 
such extensive salinity. Moreover, limestone of buried basement couM supply a few 
ions but its limited occurrence could not cause such ectensive and intensive salinity. 
Evaluatkm of multiple surfece and subsurfece data shows that an interesting 
association of geomorphic, lithok)gk:, neotectonk and climatic factors has developed 
a typical set up receptive to salinity hazard. The set up comprises a sub-surface 
graben like basin, surfece depression predominance of stft-dayey lithokigy and semi 
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arid condition. The subsurface graben is the niost important feature resutes in 
ponding of ground water by restricting its drcuiation. This appears to be a 
neotectonic basin which came into being due to the upliftment of Fiiozpur-Sohna 
ridge in past Varansi older aMuvium phase. The surfece depression also formed by 
the upliftment of southern part of the study area along E-W basement fractures. 
Absence of sub-surfece drainage, opposing surface slopes and dayey ground lithe 
logy cause inflow of surface run off in the depressions from ttie nortliem and 
soutitem pwts of the district This over saturates the depression and leads to gradual 
elevation of water table. In the zone, water table is shaNow on account of the 
depressions itself. The situations is further compounded by the lack of passage of 
water in the depression area, in sub surface also ttie ground water circulation is 
hindered in the graben. The Firozpur-Sohna and Tigaon -^aud kola ridges retard the 
westward and eastward flow, respectively. The northern and southern diailation is 
not posstt>le because of opposing slope of water table itself. 
The area witnesses a semiarid climate characterizing a high temperature variation 
from 4^ *0 to 44°C and k>w arKi erratic rainfall of 233 to 985 mm per year. During 
summer, arid conditions cause capillary rise of virater from the shaHow water table 
through fif>e pores of silt day. Evaporation of water then leads to the precipitation of 
salts in the near surfece soil and ground water. Continuation of this process makes 
the sou, hard and impervious by depositing the salts in the sediments pores. These 
modifications hamper the optimum plant growth by changing the osmotic pressure 
and physiology of the plants. As a result the Agricultural production becomes 
unecoTKMnical and the land is left fellow aiKi remairts inactive for years together, 
insuffkient rains fail to leadi these salts down from the fine pore space and the salt 
concentration goes on increasing. 
Moderate salinity and Alkalinity hazards occur in the soils of Nuh, Firozpur Jhkka 
Punhana and Gurgaon Bk>dc Slight salinity and high alkalinity hazards in the Sohna 
Pataudi bk)ck has been reported. Salinity is greater hazard than alkalinity in the soils 
of Gurgaon di^rict Sohna and Pataudi blocks have very poor quality soils, where as 
k>w quality soils occur in Gurgaon district. The bk>ck of Punhana aitd Firozpur Jhirka 
have medium quality soils. 
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The study area is mainly underlain by alluvium of the Quaternary age, which forms 
the principal groundwater reservoir. Some amount of groundwater also occurs in 
fractures, joints and crevices of hard rocks in the study area. The granular zones of 
sand, which occur interbedded with days in aUuviai formation, form the main aquifer 
system. The upper surface, the zone of saturation is represented by water level in 
dug welts. The thickness of upper zone in which ground water occurs from place to 
place and exist down to 70m bek)w the ground level hold water under phr«atic 
conditkm. The aquifers that occur at deeper levels are normally inter bedded by sub-
regionally to regionally extending altemating impervious to pervious layers of days. 
Bewaja and Raju (1984). Groundwater in shaHow aquifers is generally exploited 
through various obstruction / structures and the occurrence of water supply in this 
region where the deep aquifers are expk>ited by means of the deep tube wells is not 
very uncomnnon. The Central Ground Water Board CGWB (1997) in the study area 
has drilled about 25 exploration boreholes with the depth rangmg between 39.05 
and 238.04m below ground level. Hydrogeok>^cal data of these expkKation weHs 
based on the data of exploration weUs, sub surface geok>gy of the study area have 
been given in the Annexure I. The exploration boreholes data shows that in the 
deeper zones, the alluvial formatkm comprises sand, day and kankar in varying 
proportions. Bhatnagar and Gupta (1983) These sediments rest upon the basement 
of rocks belonging to the Delhi Super Group. The thickness of alluvium is variable 
about 90m in the southern part of the study area and increase gradually towards 
north up to 230m arul above in Sohna, Gurgaon, Farrukhnagar and Pataudi Mocks. 
The thickness of alluvium is less near the hiU ranges. A block wise distributkm of the 
averse ratio of sand, day and day with cakareous concretion at different depth 
zones upto 120m bek>w the ground level has been studied. The data shows that 
alluvial sediments consist of day, calcareous concretion and kankar. 
The perusal of the data of expkxBtion bore holes indicates that number of granular 
zones in the study area varies between 3m and 9m out of 25 expk>rAion boreholes, 
16 were found abandoned due to saUnity and lack of sufficient granular zones to 
sustain economical yieM. The discharge of successful weHs varies between 49 and 
93m with drawdown ranging uetween 1 and 40m. Low discharges with high 
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withdrawal are reported from the wells constructed in hard rock and in the weHs 
where thin horizons were encountered. The transmissivity ranges approximate 
between 204 and 593 m2/day. In the study area about 202sq. km. is underlain by 
hard rock formations. These formations comprises mainly quartzite, slate, phyHite, 
schist where ground water occurs in fractures, joints, crevices as a second porosity 
considered to be potential aquifers. 
9.5 INTEGRATED GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT 
Remote sensing teduw^ies in groundwater Resource management has been used as 
per following: 
i. Drainage features are exhibit very definite characteristics in certain types of 
soils and sub-surface formations: (a) The appearance of the cross-section of a 
guUy, (b) The gradient of a guHy, (c) The pattern of the drainage features 
helps in identifying the types of soils and even the condition of sub-surface 
deposits. 
ii. Landuse study is a guide to the interpreter in determining soil types. 
iii. AvaUabUfty of groundwater in an area depends to a considerable extent upon 
the terrain characteristics, such as the shape of gullies, the patterns of 
streams and their tributaries. 
iv. Special groundwater features, such as terraces and alluvial plains are 
reo^nisable on imagery and represent certain types of surface and sub-
surface materials. 
V. Mapping of vegetation is useful in interpreting the kind of surface materials 
or the topographic condition. 
The results demonstrate that landforms origkiated by the action of fkivial process 
possess potential aquifers, while prospects of groundwater within the landforms 
those originated by means of erosional, denudational processes and structural 
implications not much encouraging in the study area. Pollution may be acddental-
and sometimes with grave consequertce, but is most often caused by the 
uncontrolled disposal of sewage and other liquid wastes resulting from domestic 
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uses of .water, industriat wastes containing a variety of pollutants, agricultural 
effluent from animal husbandry and drainage of irrigation water, and urt)an run-off. 
The deliberate spreading of chemicals on the land to increase crop yields, the 
addition of chemicals undesirable organisms is another cause of poHution, 
applications of chemical fertilizers, and of pesticides for the control of aquatic weeds 
and insects. Untreated non-saline groundwater is normally much safer to drink than 
any untreated surfece water since the groundwater itself provides an effective 
purifying medium such water constitutes a major source of drinking-water supplies. 
Many cases are known where groundwater has been poHuted by domestic and 
industrial waste waters, by soluble materials leached out of tips for municipal and 
industrial waste, by accidental spiHage of other liquids, especially oH, and by 
intrusion of highly saline water. Water, as a part of the human environment, occurs 
in four main forms, as ground water, in freshwater surfece masses, and water in sea, 
and as vapour in the atmosphere. Human health may be affected by ingesting water 
directly and in food, by using it in personal hygtene for agriculture and industry, 
recreation. 
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SUMMARY AND CONaUSION 
Water is critical and witi remain critical to alt the endeavors directed towards making 
the world even better and the scenario in India. Land and water are the most vital 
resources around which overall development of a country rests. The strong 
interaction among them and interdependence with other components of the socio 
ecological system underscores the need for putting these resources at the centre of 
any developmental effort In the water sector, Indian efforts have so for 
concentrated largely on developing the resource, very little attention has been 
directed to ensure its efficient, equitable and sustainable use. Surface water and 
groundwater are two components under water resources developmental 
programmes and problems are being faced in managing both the resources. Water is 
an interdispensable prerequisite for inception, evolution and sustance of life on the 
earth. It has always been a vitally important resource for man. Besides, ocean, the 
groundwater probably represents the largest reservoir of freshwater on earth. 
The subsurface water that occurs beneath the water table is termed as groundwater. 
It is nK>st dependable source for irrigation, even during period of nK>isture stress 
conditions. The study of groundwater encompasses the near surfoce, unsaturated, 
soil- nrKMSture regime that plays such an important role in hydrological cycle as well 
as the much deeper, saturated regimes that have an important influence on many 
geologic processes. 
The research study has been conducted in southern part of Haryana state and covers 
an area of 2760 sq. km. The district has been divided into three sub-divisions and 
nine development bk>cks for the purpose of administrative control. The district has a 
total population of 12,96,059 with population density of 815 persons/sq.km. 
Physiographyically, the district is marked by undulating sandy and alluvial plains 
through, which strike ridges trending N-S to NNE-SSW and around 176 sq. km. the 
area is covered by hills of Delhi super group. 
Moderate to high variations in altitude has been observed in the area traversed by a 
ridge running N-S to NNE-SSW direction. The NNE-SSW ridge forms the boundary 
between stuH>' area of Mewat district of Haryana and Aiwar distnct of Rajasthan. The 
sporadic ridges and hilk>cks make a semidrde to the west, south and east of 
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Punhana (27^ 51' 45": 77<* 12' 30"). The central part is more or less flat There is no 
river passing through the area. Seasonal streams from the hills west of Nuh drain 
flow towards southeast and fill up the natural depressions in central part of the 
district. Further it flows to south of Ujina. Major drains in district area are Kotia and 
Ujina drains. 
The study area is characterized by considerable topographic diversity, reversal of 
slope and variety of relief. The extension of AravalU hills range and presence of sand 
dune, the topography of study area appears as the most important aspects of 
diversity. Topographically the study area comprises valleys, uplands and alluvial 
plains of low lying Khadar, made up of newer aUuvium, and covered with sand dunes, 
traversing from east to west The ridge extending NNE-SSW, appear to be the relic of 
old Aravalii nrauntain ranges. However, the study area marked by elongated narrow 
ridges and small hillocks separated by vast stretches of alluvium and bk>wn sand. The 
quartzite ri<l^ es stand 230 to 320 metre above mean sea level and SO metre to 122 
metre above the surrounding plains. Small ephemeral streams orighiate from hiUs 
and flow in all divergent directions. A few isolated hiUs having rocks bekxiging to the 
Ajabgarh formation of the Delhi Super Group with a rolling plain dominated by 
extensions of the Aravalii ranges ak>ng the western parts of the study area and 
extend up to the Union Territory of Delhi in northeastern and southwestern 
directions. 
Physiographically the study area has been divkled into three major topographic 
regions viz. South-Central Hilly Region, North-Westem Sand Dune Area and Regional 
Divisions. The South-Central hilly regions are the northerly extension of the Aravallis, 
which are the oMest mountain ranges of the Indian sub-continent The Aravallis in 
the course of their long geok>gk:al history have been intensely eroded and now 
appear as widely separated rows of detached htN ranges. These hltkx:ks have roughly 
NNE-SSW alignment The gaps in between these ridges have three major depressions 
as Ferozpur-Jhirka, Nuh , Sohna and Sahibi depression. The northwestern sand dune 
area is characterized by sandy soils in the northwestern part The surface is 
undulating and k>cal relief reaches to about 9 meters. Ttie sand dunes are 
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longitudinal, transverse and barchans types. Due to lack of moisture and vegetative 
cover, the sand moves freely under the impact of strong westerly winds. 
The study area composed of the rock formation bekmging to the Ajabgarh formation 
represented by slate, quartzite's and Phyliites. The core of the ridge is formed mamly 
of quartzites and slates. The phyilites occur at the base of the hills and below the 
adjacent aHuvtum. The small hW blocks and kmg narrow ridges of quartzites trending 
north-east to south-west direction. The rocks of Ajabgarh Formation are compact 
and devoid of interstitial spaces. The phyHiles and slates are highly jointed where as 
quartzites is well jointed. The groundwater occurs in the open joints and fracture 
frames only In the %veathered zones. The phyliites and slates ve better water 
bearing formation than quartzites in the study area. Quartzites and mica schists wfth 
pegmatite intrusives represent Alwar formation. The quartzites are white and pale 
grey in color, at places quartzite show purple, red and brown shade. The quartzites 
predominate in the area of investigation and form high north-south trending hill 
range in the west and north-east, south-west trending rid^ in the northern part of 
the study area. The quartzites generally strike in north-north east to south-south 
west direction and have easterly dips. These quartzites are compact and massive 
where groundwater occurs only in joints and fracture planes in the study area under 
favorable conditions. The alluvium in the area comprises silt, sand, gravel, day and 
kankar. The alluvium is divided into newer aHuvium and oMer alluvium 
The normal annual rainfell in Gurgaon district is about 578 mm spread over 28 days. 
The south west monsoon sets in the last week of June and withdraws towards the 
end of September and contributes about 80% of the annual rainfall Rainfall 
distribution in tiie district is quite uneven which increases from 450 mm in the south 
at Farrukh Nagar to 750 mm in the east of study area. The hottest months witi) mean 
daily maximum temperature at Gurgaon is about 40** C and the mean daily minimum 
temperature is of about 25** C, the daily Mean Maximum temperature varies from 
21.4° C, in January, 10-40° C in May. From April onwards hot westerly dust laden 
winds of heat wave ccmditions occur and the weather of the district becomes 
intensely hot and unpleasant. Maximum daily temperature in May often reaches 
above 45° C Occasional dust and thunder storms brings some relief from heat With 
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the advancement of monsoon currents into the district by the end of the June, there 
is appreciable drop in day temperature and the weather becomes comparatively 
cool in the day. Generally January is the coldest month. The mean daily maximum 
and minimum temperatures are about 21" C and 5** C respectively. During the cold 
weather season, the district is affected by cold waves in association with the western 
disturbances and on such occasions the minimum temperature may drops to the 
freezing point. 
The choice of the area has been made due to its representative's character. Study 
area present dual situation that is one of lowering of water table in some parts and 
rising water level leading to water logging and soil saMnization in canal command 
areas. Systematic hydrogeological surveys were carried out in order to delineate the 
aquifer systems and their lateral and vertical extents, water resources and their 
quality. Study area is not rich in ground water potential which over the years has 
witnessed phenomenal increase in the numbers of shallow farmer's tube weUs and 
state tube wells to meet the ever increasing water needs for irrigation. In order to 
increase the irr^tion fadlities the Govemntent of Haryana has introduced the canal 
system, so this area has wide network of canals. 
The investigation reveals the presence of buried channels with fresh ground water 
near Dihana Buraka and Tarakpur. These buried Channels appear to exist at relatively 
shalk>w levels up to 10m. bgl with a width between 120 to 100 meters. Betow 10 
meters, day formatkm with saline ground water seem to exist The economy of 
Gurgaon district is primarily agricultural. The total area of the distrkrt is 2.73 lakh 
hectares, of whkh 2.16 lakh hectares 79.1% is cultivable area. About 14.7 thousand 
hectare area 5.4% is under forest. 
The main ground water reservoir in the area is the unconsolidated alluvial deposits 
of Quaternary age. in aUuvium sand, silt, kankar and gravel comprise potential water 
bearing zones. Ground Water occurs in the weathered and jointed/fractured 
horizons. At places, weathering has resulted in formatkm of semi consoikjated sand 
beds, whkh are potential aquifer zones. The ground water occurring in the different 
geok>^cai formatkMis m the di^rict appear to be under water table conditions. In 
the north, central part of the district comprising Panchgaon, Kharkhari, Baslambi and 
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surrounding areas the depth to water is the deepest, (23.43 to 35.32 m M ) ; whUe 
the major parts of the northern segment of the district, water table is 10 to 20 m bgi. 
In the northern part of the district water table is also very deep in Gurgaon 
Chakrapur and surrounding area. In the north-western and western parts comprising 
Farrukhnagar and Pataudi blocks the water table is 5 - 1 0 mbgl. 
in southern part of the district in most of the area the water table is between 2-5 m, 
while in southeastern parts of southern segment water table is between 5 to 10 m. 
The shallowest water level in the district is recorded to be 2.22 mbgl at Kheri region. 
South of Firozpur, Jhirka, whHe the deepest water level recorded to be 3532 m bgl at 
Panchgaon in the study area. 
The ground water balance in Nuh, Nagma and Punhana blocks of the district 
continues to increase due to k>w rate of withdrawal. The net annual withdrawal is 
very less against the recharge of 16460 ha.m. Due to natural as weM as 
anthropogenic Actors, the ponding of water in the depression areas, created water 
k>gging conditions. In most of the study areas, where water level of shaUow, pound 
water brought upward by capillary action and dissolved salts due to evaporatkMi at 
surface. Such salts affected lands are seen in parts around suitanpur, Nuh, Malab, 
Akaira and parts of Punhaha bk>ck. Due to excessive withdrawal of groundwater, a 
trough is developed in the central part of the northeast segment of the district 
around Kharkhari, Panchgaon and Baslambiand areas. The ridge trending NNE-SSW 
direction, act a ground water divide between the western and eastern part of area as 
indicated by the configuration of the water table contain on either side of the ridge. 
Water level in an area fluctuates in response to recharge and discharge from the 
aquifer system. Reduirge takes place mainly due to precipitation as well as due to 
irrigation return fk>w. Excesswe withdrawal of water from aquifer for domestic 
Industrial and irrigationat needs is respon^Me for water tevd fluctuation. 
Fluctuations in water levels indicate both changes in the actual quantity of water 
stored in aquifers and movement of groundwater. The amount of water taken from 
or added to storage per unit change in water levels in unomfined aquifers b many 
times larger than in OMifined aquifer. 
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The entire district shows a rise in water levels due to monsoon rains and the 
maximum rise recorded at Basai Mea is (2.79 m) in southern part of the district and 
the minimum rise of 0.26 recorded at KherlUala in the south-eastern part of the 
northern part of the di^rict The central part, south-western parts of Tauru block 
and eastern parts shows a rise of less than one meter. In these parts recharge is very 
less in comparison to withdrawal of ground water. Hence in these areas water levels 
are decling at an alarming rate in the study area. 
Present study shows a steep decline of water levels in northern part of the district 
comprising Pataudi, Gurgaon, Tauru and Sohna blocks from 4.66 to 11.80 m. The 
maximum decline of 11.70 m. were recorded at Sohna, which shows the dedine rate 
of 1.06 m/year. in the above mentioned areas, the situation is very alarming. In 
southern part of the district most parts of the area shows declining trend of water 
levels from 0.12 to 1.80 m. Some isolated patches shows the rise of water levels in 
southern parts of the district from 035 to 1.44 m. Eastern parts of the southern part 
shows a dedine of water levels more than 4.50 m. 
The groundwater quality is fresh in northern parts of the study area whereas 
marginal to hi^ly saline groundwater is found in central and southern parts of the 
study area. Groundwater in the study area is being exploited through shallow tube 
wells that are 3700 in numbers and yield 100-400 Ipm. The utiiizable groundwater 
resource in the study area is 424.72 mem and the withdrawal is 70% of the total that 
is 333.50 mem, in which the pxMindwater balance of 91.22 mem. The level of 
groundwater development is 78.52%, in the blodcs, Farukhnagar, Gurgaon, P^audi 
and Tauru which are over expkxted bkKks therefore there b no further scope for 
development of groundwater. The remainir^ bk>ck about 125 mem of groundwater 
is available that can sustain additkMial 1250 sh^bw tube weHs. Water level in an 
area fluctuates in response to recharge and dischar]^ from the aquifer system. 
Recharge takes place mainly due to precipitation as weH as due to irrigation return 
flow. 
The amount of water taken from or added to storage per unit change in water levels 
in unconflned aquifers is many times larger titan in confined aquifer. In alluvium thin 
granular zones exist down to the entire thickness, which is ne^igiMe near quartzite 
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outcrops. In between the striking ridges, the thickness of alluvium increase from 90 
meters in southern comer to about 240 m towards north in Nuh Mock, However, the 
quality of ground water is not fresh in deeper horizons in most parts of the district 
and in shaik>w horizons in some parts of the district Larger parts of block Nuh, 
Nagina and Firozpur Jhirka are underlain by brackish/saUne ground water even at 
shalk>w levels. Besides, smaH patches of shaNows brackish/saline grouiMl water occur 
in remaining bkxks. The tube weHs are both cavity and filter type, tapping aquUer 
zones within 15 to 60 meter depth yieWing ISO Ipm to 750 Ipm for a moderate 
drawdown. The groundwater is in the process of Hon from the rocky formation 
towards the pediment and the aUuvial plain as indicated by water gradient and also 
the flow is indicated from the ridges to the depressions. The pediment and ridges 
therefore serve as recharge zone respectively. The study area is mainly irrigated by 
groundwater through 3700 shaibw tube weUs that irrigate the total area 47,000 
hectare of land of study area. Gurgaon canal is the only canal in which the irrigated 
area that is 14,000 hectare of land. 
The depth to bedrock is shallow in southern parts and gradually thidcness of aUuvium 
increase towards northern part of the study area where it is more than 238m. The 
depth to water table varies from 2 - 2Sm below groundwater. Deeper water tables 
are recorded in fresh water areas and the shaUow water tables are recorded mostly 
in the areas underlain by saline groundwater around 300 hac areas in southern parts 
of the study area. The water table elevations range between 176 - 210m from msi 
and the general ground water flow is towards north to north east in the study area. 
The groundwater quality is fresh to h^ ly saline. The EC values varies between 550 -
3747 ^mhos/cm at 25°C The depth of these exploration weUs ranges between 48 -
910 ipm, in which 17 boreholes have been observed in wells tapping hard rocks 
formations in the study area. 
The groundwater resource evaluation shows that four bk>cks Famikhnagar, Gurgaon, 
Pataudi and Tauru are over devek>ped therefore groundwater development is 
recommended in these bkxJcs. Some measures like artificial recharge and 
supplementing the requirement by the other surface water in Ferozpur-Jhirka, 
Nagina and Nuh bkx:ks are under developed due to poor quality of the groundwater 
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in the study area and it consists of mainly four hydrogeomorpholoekal units are the 
roclcy formation, pediment the alluvial formation and the Aeolian formation with 
sand dunes. The surface and groundwater runoffs are from the highly rocky 
formation to the lower alluvial plain. The surface water percolates through the joint 
planes and also collects in structural depressions in the rocky formation, where it 
recharge source for the aquifers. The extensively developed specially akMig the axial 
joints the across the per4>heral margin of the rocky formation as channel ways 
through which the coarse material has been transported and deposited in the hiUy 
region. The alluvial plain and the valley fiN zone provide scope of development and 
management of deep groundwater reservoir, particularly in alignment of geokigic 
structure of the rocky formation. The hydraulic conductivity of the aquifers within 
the same wouM be considered k>w as compared to that within the pediment The 
occurrence and the quality of groundwater in this part are of the alluvium formation. 
The northwestern part of the regkm is typical have elongated sand dunes, with 
alternating depressions. The depressions are the significant reservoirs as several of 
them are the sites of surfoce water reservoirs, in which the SultarHHir lake is the 
most important due to the bird sanctuary. 
The ground water devek>pment potential and water balance has been computed 
with the help of data collected from Central Ground Water Board and Ground Water 
Cell, Department of Agriculture, Haryana. The perusal of the bkxk wise water table 
data depicts that out of total 9 blocks only 4 blocks viz. Famikhanaer, Gurgaon, 
Pataudi and Taoru are over devek>ped net draft (70% of the total draft) exceeds 
utiiizable ground water resource available in the blodL The main reason for over 
devek>pment in these four bkKks is due to sole depertdence of requirement of water 
for agriculture, domestk and industries on ground water. Due to k>w rainfall and 
more frequeiKY of droii^t, the rechaiige to ground water is k>w. The two bkxks viz. 
Punhana and Sohna fall in gray category. The bk>ck viz. Ferozpur Jhlrka, Naeina and 
Nuh fall in white category. The level of ground water devetopment in the blocks 
ranges between 26.6% to 37.9%. The k>w devek>pment of the ptxind water is 
distributed to the saline ground water in these bk>cks. The development is confined 
to smaC pal^ les of fresh water or ak>ng the surface water bodies in the study area. 
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The study area is mainly underlain by alluvium of quaternary age wHiich forms the 
prindpat ground water reservoir. Some amount of ground water also occurs in 
fractures joints and cavities of hard rocks found as strike ridge in the district. 
Granular zones of sand which occur interbedded with days in alluvial formation form 
the main aquifer system. 
A block wise distribution of the average ratio of sand, day and kankar day at 
different depth zones up to 120 m below ground level has been studied. The data 
shows that aHuvial sediments consist of day, sand and kankar. The sand percentage 
is more in the shallow depth and day percentage increase with depth; kankar beds 
are more predominant in Sohna Block. The sand horizons are more in Tauru Mock. 
The perusal of the data of expkKatory boreholes indicate that number of granular 
zones in the district varies between 3 and 9. Out of the 28 expk>ratory boreholes 16 
were abandoned due to salinity or lack of sufficient granular zones to sustain 
economical yiekl. The discharges of successful weHs varies between 48 and 910 Ipm. 
Low discharge with high withdrawl has been reported from the weVs constructed in 
hard rocks or in the wells where thin horizons were encountered. The vakje of 
transmissivity ranges between 204 and 593 m2 day. 
Remote Sensing method provides the mapping of natural resources economically 
than those of the conventional methods and yiekls better results. In recent years, 
the increasing use of remote sensing data has made it easier to define the spatial 
distribution of different groundwater prospect classes on the basis of 
geomorphology and other associated parameters, in the present study an attempt 
has been made to delineate groundwater prospective zones using geological 
structures, Utho iogjtai infomrtation, hydrok>gical data akMig with limited field check 
were integrated using remote sensing data for preparation of hydro-
geomorphoigical map. 
The GIS technique is comparatively static, update can be uifrequent to spatial 
resolution can be relatively k>w e.g. grid ceils covering large areas it historically, 
natural resources GIS have been raster based data. Spatial analysis is a technique, 
which typically requires two types of information about objects attribute, and 
geographical, kxational information. The particular object is with respect to any 
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coordinate system; the answer is the spatial, geographical and locational 
infornution. The Landsat TM images are Visually interpreted and significant 
hydrogeonK>rphic units have been demarcated based on tone, texture, shape, size, 
pattern and association etc the hydrogeomorphicaily significant landfbrms iike 
valley fills, alluvial fans, piedmont zones, aUuvial plains, abandoned channels and 
Paleo channels. Visually interpreted the geotechnical and photographic dements 
have been delineated m the study area. Hydrogeomorphological layers of 
groundwater, depth and q u a ^ have been digitized using GIS softwwears. After 
digitization, error removal and attribution poundwater prospects and quality have 
been integrated to prepare the groundwater prospective zones. Spatial data 
consisting of rentoteiy sensed d^a and also conventional sources, & non-spatial data 
consisting of numeric attributes in respect of socio-economic characteristics from 
Census of India and Survey of India toposheets etc were collected and stored in GIS 
environment. The spatial data put on a standard reference to non-«patial data which 
follows the administrative hierarchy of village, block, tehsil and district Since both 
spatial and non-spatial studies were to be handled using, ARC/INFO, AiKyViEW and 
auto cad GIS package were used as the major GIS tool for developmeirt and analysis 
of the wasteland categories of Guigaon district The non-spatial data was organized 
and aggregated on tehsil/block level by a process of abstraction. 
A modem agricultural management has to take into account of the effective 
management techniques involving economic distribution of water by utilizing the 
surface and ground water in conjunction, judiciously maintainir^ minimum pumping 
hours and choosing most suitable cost effective aopping pattern. The concept of 
wasteland devek>pment is based on natural resources and the social needs. The 
major aim is to develop wastelands and reclaim these so as to put them to the best 
possible use. The problems of wastelands can be best tackled by treating them as an 
Integral part of the entire land use strategy, devekipment planning and 
managenrtent. The spatial approach takes into consideration problems of integration 
among all the elements of agriculture and, ttieir space affinity, and, in turns, the 
spatial dimension of agriculture. Agricultural productivity is dependent on physical, 
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economic and institutional factors and the genesis of wasteland also bears a dose 
relationship with these principles. 
Wastelands e defined as land that is presently lying unused and which is not being used 
to its optimum potential due to various constraints or land which cwmot be used for any 
purpose. Wastelands in the area are mainly the NHs on the eastern side covered 
partially by degraded forest, a more or less continuous stretch of guNied and ravenous 
lands along the boundary of Nagina Mock. Thusy a narrow strip of land along the western 
part of the block in vMages Hasanpur, Btenda, Nasirbas and Mohammadbas constituting 
high to very high percentage of the total geographkal area (SQ-78X) is rendered waste. 
A contiguous cfcister of villages has a high percentage of wastelands in the eastern 
portion of the bkxk (e.g. vilage cfcistersfrom Bhakrop to Baghola, 40-48%) In seven out 
of 8 viNages ctose to the watershed over 92% of the total area of the viNage is waste, in 
the aHuvial plain, Nar«fi vilage has a simflar problem with 99% of the land bei(« vMSte. 
ViNage dusters situated in the eastern extremity of the bkxk have a k)w percentage of 
wasteland, as they are mostly away from ttie watershed, eicept in the vOages Basaimeo 
(92.74%), Anchwari (95%) and Khori (54.7%), whkii have ringed tenrain as a result of the 
occurrence of denuded hM ranges around them. The central and ttie southern part of 
the district is mainly underlain by marpnal to saline ground water. To boost the 
agriculture productwn in this area a network of canals has been constructed to provide 
in irrigation. An area of about 140 sq. kms. is being irrigated by the canals in the district 
Ground water as well as scii in the southern parts of Gurgaon, lying in depressions 
are characterized by the inordinate oxicentratkMi of salts, the ground water is about 
75% of Nuh and Nagina bk>cks is unfit for drinking and agriculture on account of high 
TOS (up to 9680 ppm). Analytical data show a h ^ concentration of Ma, Ca, Mg, 
HC03, CI and S04 ions present in water of study area. The shaUow ground water (up 
to 10 m depth) in 25% area is mar^naNy saline with electrical conductance vakie 
between 4000-6000 mk:romhos/cm and in 55% area saline with EC exceeding 6000 
to 12800 micromhos/cm has t>een observed in Na^na and Pinnagawan. The salinity 
in the area has lead to formation of two main soil units viz. vertisol and salanduriks. 
The vertisol is silt-dayey soil and its salt affected variety is called salanchalk. This 
variety (salt affected) has a widespread exter^lon m the Nuh and Nagina bkxks and 
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can be recognized easily due to absence of vegetation in the affected areas. This soil 
is hard, poorly drained and has low permeability. The pH varies between 7.20 and 
8.20 and is abnormally enriched in Ca, Mg, a , S04 and HC03 ions in sokiMe parts. 
On account of their inabilfty to sustain proper plant growth these surtace are 
classified as waste land. Such surfoce develops a white encrustation of salt during 
summer. The marginally salt affected soil are, however, cultivated but their yield is 
about half of the normal vertisol. 
The objective of sampling is to collect a portion of material in volume to transported 
conveniently and handled in the laboratory while still accurately representing the 
material being sampled. The sample should be hamMed in such a way that no 
significant changes in composition occur before the tests are made. The samples are 
collected in dean and sterilized bottles. Ttie bottles can be sterilized by washing 
them with HN03 or sulfuric add, which should be completely removed during 
washing with distilled water. In the study area, sample were collected from hand 
pump, tube wells, dug well, observation weU, river and small drains. AN the samples 
were analyzed as per the standard methods and volumetric methods were adopted 
for the determination of major cations and anions except sodium and potassium. 
Sodium and potassium were using flame photometer and N03 was determined by 
the spectrophotometer. Hydrogen ion and electrical conductivity were analyzed 
after collection of sample with tiie help of water analysis kit Atomic absorption 
spectrometer has been used for the analysis of trace elements. The maijor ions 
responsible for the hardness of water are the carbonates of calcium and magnesium. 
The hardness of water samples has been determined by volumetric methods. The 
hardness of groundwater samples are ranging between 4.54 & 932 mg/l may be 
dassified as moderately hard to very hard water. The high range of hardness in some 
villages like Raisena, Jolahaka, Haira Hera and Bedhwaka in Sohna bkick. The TDS 
content of the ground water are controlled by the chemical characters of 
groundwater and its ionic saturation status. The dissolution of solids in groundwater 
depends on their distribution, solubility, porosity and permeability. The TDS content 
of the groundwater may increase at places where the chemical equiM>rium has not 
attained between water and deposited salts. The TDS content of groundwater in any 
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area may also increase when the water from a different sources containing more 
dissolved ion is introduced either by intrusion or by seepage. 
The concentration of potassium in most of the water sample is low, which may due 
to nature of days, pH, organic matter, crops and moisture content of the soil and the 
concentration of sodium appear to control the amount of potassium in the so9 of ttie 
study area. Further more the intensive use of fertilizers tends to increase the 
potassium content in Gurgaon and pataudi block of the study area. The results in 
significant concentration of chloride in shallow ground water as chloride readily 
transported through the soil The high concentration of chloride in same parts of the 
area impart a bad taste to water. High chloride conoento-ation also causes nausea and 
vomiting, will impart a salty taste to water and also accelerate the corrosion of iron 
at same places like Oaultabad. Bhundsi and Badshahpur area. Physical characteristks 
of water such as color, odour, taste and turbidity must be coi^kiefed for drinking 
purpose. AH ground water samples of study area are coknless and odourless. AM the 
samples were artalyzed as per the standard methods aiMJ volumetric methods were 
adopted for the determinatkMi of major catkms and anions except sodium and 
potassium. Sodium and potassium were analyzed using flame photometer and N03 
was determined by the spectrophotometer. Hydrogen ton and electrical conductivity 
were analyzed after collection of sample with the help of water analysis kit Atomic 
absorption spectrometer has been used for the analysis of few trace elements. The 
ground water of the study area comes under C2-S1, C3-S1 and €4^ SI which is a zone 
of good to poor water quality dass. The SAR values of the water sanoples are 
variable, for irrigation purpose whKh dearly indkates that the quality water in most 
of the areas and suitable for aH type of crops except for those whidi are highly 
sensitive to sodium. The criteria based an different chemical constituents and SAR 
values for irrigation purposes. The present observation reveal that the water quality 
fall in the permissible dass for irrigation purposes in most of the parts of the study 
areas except Bakida, Badshahpur, Daboda, Nathpur atkl Shekhopur where gypsum 
may be added to the soil in order to increase the suitability of irrigation water. 
Residual sodium carbonate represents the amount of sodium carbonate and sodium 
bicarbonate in the water. Ground water is found suitable for irrigatkxi purpose 
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except Badshahpur, Baluda, Dadoda, Oauiatabad, Khera, Mohammadpur and Nirfi 
where RSC values are exceptionally high based on the SAR and RSC values the 
sodocity classes for irrigation water in the study area. 
The present study has been carried out in order to cover the different aspects of the 
development and management of groundwater potential as weH as water qualtty 
status in parts of Gurgoan district with a view to define major water bearing zones, 
their location, extent and interrelationship of aquifers. Due to sandy nature of sofl 
and dependence of canal water for irrigation it has resulted in the rise of water levels 
causing water logpng conditions. The water logging conditions are more severe 
during post monsoon period and has caused soM salinity resulting in dedine of 
agriculture production. The blocks which are mainly affected by water logging are 
Firozpur Jhiria, Nuh and Punhana blocks in the study area. 
The foNowing remedial measures are suggested to check the water logging 
conditions in the study area. 
1. There is an need to rationalize water aHowanoe in different can^ command 
areas to avoid excessive rise of water for irrigation. 
2. The water table is shaUow and has rising trend, conjunctive use of canal 
water and poor quality ground water through shallow tut>e weUs be 
encouraged. In such areas electric connections and other infirastructural 
fecHities be provided on priority and at subsidized rates. 
3. Micro-Levels surveys shouM be conducted in water logged areas to find out 
the possibilities of vertical as weH as horizontal subsurface drain^>e. 
4. Specific plantatkMis may be done in consultation with agriculturists to kmer 
water table throii«^ bio drainage. It can be cortstructed in the areas witere 
fresh marginal ground water can be skimmed from shallow depths. 
5. Regulations of canal water supply, especially during monsoon months in the 
area ^cing rise of water table. Water thus saved can be diverted to tite area 
facing decline in water table. 
6. The management technologtes like land leveling, use of micro irrigation 
systems like drip and sprinkler methods. 
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7. Effective lining of canals to minintize seepage. 
8. Redesign and Realignn^nt to culvert should be taken up to make natural 
drainage system effective. 
Groundwater Management and ground water development from potential threat of 
depletion, degradation, pollution and tubeweUs infrastructure from declining yield 
and failures, which has been for groundvvater development, protection and 
management There is urgent need fm- planning and impienientation of research 
and development activities for optimum utilization of groundwater resources and 
management 
The present study aims mainly on the Growidwater Resource Management using 
Remotely Sensed data and GIS technique of Gurgaon district of Haryana, to evaluate 
the dominant factors responsible for the existing groundwater conditions and 
management. The management becoming most vital for sustainabiiity of the 
groundwater resource potential and infrastructure network includes establishment 
of modem field monitoring network and computer based information system. 
Introduction of large artificial aquifer recharge practices in water scarcity areas, 
aquifer vertical and horizontal drainage in water k>gged areas, congestive use of 
surface and groundwater management control regulation artd rehabilitation of 
ground water structures. The running cost of state tube wells has adversely suffered 
due to energy crisis and resultant growth of private shalk>w tube ¥/elis in their 
command areas. The functioning of augynented tube weUs has been hit due to 
energy crisis arKl decline in water level. Adequate science and technokigy inputs 
through research and development efforts are needed ak>ng with series attempts of 
the regulation and control of ground water devek>pment and management 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 
ARC/INFO 
ARC/VIEW 
Geomedia 
Build & Clean 
BZMEF 
BZMNC 
CD Block 
CGIS 
CGWB 
DISNIC 
DST 
EC 
ESRJ 
FCC 
FSJ 
GCP 
GIS 
GOI 
GRAM 
GSI 
ICAR 
IIT 
IRS 
ISRO 
ISROGiS 
IWRP 
LISS 
MOS 
A GIS package developed by ESRI 
A GIS package developed by ESRI 
AGIS package developed by Rolta 
Command need in GIS package ARC/INFO 
Bintay Zehra Memorial educational Foundation, an NGO 
Bintay Zehra Memorial National college 
Community Devek>pment Bk>ck 
Canada Geographic Information System 
Central Ground Water Board 
District Information System National Informatic Centre 
Department of Science & Technology 
Electrical Conductivity 
Envtronmentai System & Research institute 
False Colour Composite 
Forest Survey of India 
Ground Control Point 
Geographic Information System 
Government of India 
A PC based GIS package used in DOS environment 
Geological Survey of India 
Indian Council of Agricultural Research 
Indian Institute of Technology 
Indian Remote Sensing Satellite 
Indian Space Research Organization 
Indian Space Research Organization Geographic Information 
System 
Irrigation & Water Resource Potential 
Linear Image Scanning Sensor 
M'^wa; Development Society, an NGO 
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MGE Modular GIS Environment 
MHz Mega Hertz 
Msl Mean Sea Level 
MSS Muitlspectral Sensor 
NAEB National Afforestation & Eco-deveiopment Board 
NBSS&LUP National Bureau and Soil Survey & t^nd use Planning 
NDC National Data Centre, NRSA 
NGOs Non-Government Organizations 
NIC National Informatic Centre 
NISTAOS National institute of Science Technology and Develoomen 
Studies (CSIR) 
NGRI National Geophycal Research Institute (CSIR) 
NRDMS Natural Resources Data Management System 
NRDMS-US Natural Resources Data Management System - Land 
Information System 
NRSA National Remote Sensing Agency 
NWDB National Wasteland Development Board 
PCs Personal Computers 
pH Hydrogen Ion Concentration 
Pixel Unit of Resolution of pictures other than DPI 
RS Remote Sensing 
RSC Residual Sodium Carbonate 
SAC Space Application Centre 
SAR Sodium Absorption Ratio 
SOI Survey of India 
SPA School of Planning & Architect 
TCPO Town & Country Planning Organization 
THEMAPS Thematic Mapping System 
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LocatioB Indei 
laOlmit A LtafcHa Ji <f C r — i i m t e r w p l r i ^GmtffMm dirtrict, H « y — . 2W7 
S.No. 
i. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
Location/Sample 
Alipur 
Akaira 
Akbarpur 
Badshahpur 
Baluda 
Bazidpur 
Bhandwari 
Bhundsi 
Chakarpur 
Daboda 
Daultabad 
Dhankot 
Ehindahera 
Famikhnagar 
Ferozpur Jhirka 
Gurgaon (Civil Hospital) 
Gurgaon (Housing Colony) 
Gui^aon (Police Line) 
Gurgaon Sector 14 
Gurgaon Sector 17 
Gurgaon Sector 18 
Gurgaon Sector 21 
Gurgaon Sector 22 
Hasanpur 
Indri 
Islampur 
Latitude 
28° 28'15" 
28» 28' 10" 
28" 15'00" 
28" 28' 30" 
28»22'30" 
28" 28'45" 
28*'25'45" 
2 8 ' 2 7 00" 
28° 27' 50" 
28° 27 00" 
28° 21'10" 
28° 26'00" 
28° 29'45" 
28° 23' 30" 
28° 21'15" 
28° 21'10" 
28° 2 TOO" 
28° 29* 00" 
28° 27 00" 
28° 22' 40" 
28° 23'40" 
28° 28' 50" 
28° 25' 30" 
28° 27 30" 
28° 13'30" 
28° 1 r 30" 
Lon^ude 
76° 54' 50" 
76° 55' 50" 
76° 16'40" 
76° 55'15" 
76° 53' 00" 
76° 58' 00" 
77° 54' 10" 
76° 49'45" 
76° 49'50" 
76° 56' 00" 
76° 50' 30" 
76° 54' 00" 
76° 53' 30" 
76° 55'10" 
76° 54' 00" 
76° 52' 20" 
76° 56' 00" 
76° 50' 00" 
76° 5TOO" 
76° 56' 00" 
76° 56' 30" 
76° 59' 00" 
77° 17 00" 
77° 16'00" 
77° 04' 00" 
77° o r 30" 
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27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
Jatnalpur 
Kaliwas 
Kasan 
Khelgaon 
Khera 
Kotia 
Lalakheri 
Marora 
Mauzamabad 
Mohammadpur 
Nagina 
Nanukalan 
Nadiupur 
Nuh 
Panchgaon 
Paria 
Parsoli 
Pataudi 
Patheri 
Punahana 
Qadirpur 
Raisina 
Shekhopur 
Sohna 
Sultanpur Nuh 
Tauru 
Wazirpur 
28-23'30" 
28° 05'00" 
28" 02' 00" 
28° 11*30" 
28" 08'45" 
28° 25' 00" 
28° 29'40" 
28° 08'45" 
28° 02'30" 
28° 1 TOO" 
28° 05' 00" 
28° 00' 30" 
28° 10' 15" 
28° 29' 30" 
28° 1 TOO" 
28° 09'15" 
28° 08' 00" 
28° 06' 00" 
28° ir45" 
28° 04' 00" 
28° 23' 30" 
28° 22' 30" 
28° 13'45" 
28° 12' 30" 
28° 15'00" 
28° 12' 15" 
28° 20' 30" 
76° 16*00" 
76° 10'00" 
77° 09' 00" 
77° 15'00" 
77° 08' 45" 
77° 19'00" 
76° 52' 20" 
77° or 30" 
77° 14'45" 
77° 06'00" 
77° 11*30" 
77° 08' 30" 
77° 09* 00" 
77° 17*30" 
77° 00* 45" 
77° 05' 00" 
77° 1 TOO" 
77° 10'30" 
77° 03' 00" 
77° 09' 45" 
77° 17'00" 
77° 15'00" 
77° 04* 00" 
77° 03' 30" 
77° 04' 30" 
77° 05' 20" 
77° 15'00" 
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Aiuexniv U: Water qulhy criteria IN-diWdiiig | i«p«w alter ICMR1999 
Characteristics 
Total Dissolved Solids 
pH range 
Total hardness 
Calcium 
Magnesium 
Chloride 
Sulphate 
Nitrate 
Fluoride 
Iron 
Manganese 
Highest desirable level 
400mg/l 
7.0 to 8.5 
300 mg/l CaCOj 
75mg/l 
Not more than SO mg/l, if diere are 200 
mg/l sulfites, if there is less $04", Mg^ up 
to 100 mg/l may be allowed. 
200 mg/l 
200 mg/l 
20 mg/l 
1.0 mg/l 
0.1 mg/l 
0.1 mg/l 
Maumun pemissibie Units 
1500 mg/l* 
6.5 to 9.2 
600 mg/l CaCOj 
200 mg/l 
100 mg/l 
100 mg/l 
400 mg/l 
-
-
1.0 mg/l 
0.5 mg/l 
* Dissolved solids up to 300 ppm in case where alternate source is not available. 
Source ICMR 
Water qnafity qMdficatiou for draldBg pwpMcs WHO aai MS 2lt3 
Quality 
Physical Turbidity Units 
Colour, Hazen-units (on 
platinum cobalt scale) 
Taste and odour 
Chemical pH 
Total dissolved solids (mg/l) 
Total hardness as Cacch 
Calcium (mg/l) 
Magnesium 
Iron as (Fe) mg/l 
Manganese (Mn) mg/l 
Copper (Cu) mg/l 
Zinc (Zn) mg/l 
Chloride (mg/l) 
Sulphate (mg/l) 
Phenolic substances (as 
phenol) mg/l 
Fluorides (mg/l) 
Nitrates 
Arsenic (mg/l) 
Mercury 
Cadmium 
Chromium 
WHO Inteniatioiiai 
Staadards, 2003 
Highest 
desirable 
5 
5 
Harmless 
7.0-8.5 
500 
100 
75 
Max. 
Permissible 
25 
50 
-
6.5-9.2 
1500 
1500 
200 
Bureau of Indian Standard, 
2003 
Highest 
desirable 
10 
5 
-
6.5-8.5 
500 
300 
75 
<30 if S04-25O mg/l up to 150 
Mg/l, if S04 - is less than 250 mg/l 
0.05 
0.10 
0.05 
5.00 
200 
200 
0.001 
0.6-0.9 
-
-
-
-
-
1.5 
1.0 
1.5 
15 
600 
400 
0.002 
0.8-1.7 
45 
0.05 
0.001 
0.01 
-
0.3 
01. 
0.05 
5 
250 
150 
0.001 
0.6-1.2 
45 
0.05 
0.001 
0.01 
0.05 
Max-
Permissible 
25 
50 
Harmless 
8.5-9.2 
1500 
600 
200 
1.0 
0.5 
1.5 
15 
1000 
Upto400 
1.5 
1.5 
No relaxation 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Source WHO and BIS 
Annexure III: Trend of Groundwater level hydrograph stations i 
district, Haryana. 2M7 
S.N. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
LocaUoo 
MAUZMABAD 
FARUKHNAGAR 
MANESAR 
WAZIRPUR 
JAMALPUR 
PATAUDI 
TAURU 
BILASPUR 
GURGAON 
BHONDSI 
SOHNA 
NUH 
INDRI 
MALAB 
NAGINA 
FEROZPUR 
JHERKA 
PUNHANA 
WeUNo. 
11 W 
34W 
47W 
29W 
40W 
7IW 
92W 
Ii3W 
lOOW 
3!6W 
H8W 
120W 
221W 
122W 
123W 
224W 
227W 
Rise/Fall (m/year) 
Pre monsoon 
0.12 
026 
0.38 
0.28 
0.09 
0.13 
0.47 
0.48 
0.17 
0.29 
0.40 
0.06 
0.04 
0.12 
0.13 
0.15 
0.64 
Post monsoon 
0.27 
0.18 
0.35 
0.23 
0.15 
0.17 
0.47 
0.49 
0.20 
0.27 
0.42 
0.01 
0.05 
0.02 
0.1 
0.09 
0.64 
Period 
1981-2001 
1981-2001 
1981-2001 
1981-2001 
1981-2001 
1981-2001 
1981-2001 
1981-2001 
1981-2001 
1981-2001 
1981-2001 
1981-2001 
1981-2001 
1981-2001 
1981-2001 
1981-2001 
1981-2001 
Source: CGWB, New Delhi 

ANNEXURE-V 
LITHOLOGICAL LOGS OF EXPLORATION BOREHOLES DRILLED BY 
CGWB IN PARTS OF GURGAON DISTRICT, HARYAN A 
No. : TW 5 
Location : About 400 m Soulb-West it Riffiwa ami also about feet South of Pmnry School 
Agency : CGWB 
As no gpRHHilar zone was encountered, the borehole was abandoned 
Lithology 
1 
Top soil clayey, grey clay, grey stuff 
Mixed with kankar 
Clay, grey, stuff mixed with kankar 
And sand very fine grained 
Clay, grey stidcy mixed with veiy 
Fine sand, silt and kankar 
Clay, greyish yellow mixed with Kankar 
Clay, greyish yellow mixed with Kankar and silt 
Clay, brownish plastic mixed with 
Kankar and a little silt 
Clay, brownish plastic mixed with Kankar 
Clay, brownish plastic mixed with 
Kankar and little silt 
Kankar mixed with clay brownish Clay 
Depth range. 
2 
00.0 
3.048 
4.572 
8.839 
20.422 
27.432 
38.100 
48.463 
52.121 
69.494 
87.173 
104.546 
171.298 
174.650 
M 
3 
3.048 
4.752 
8.839 
20.422 
27.432 
38.10 
48.463 
52.121 
69.494 
87.173 
104.546 
171.298 
174.650 
185.318 
ThickMSS, ( • ) 
4 
3.048 
1.524 
4267 
11.583 
7.010 
10.668 
10.363 
3.658 
17.373 
17.679 
17.373 
66.752 
3.352 
10.668 
Tubcwell No. TWIO 
Location: About 1.2 Ksins60X East ofBahoraKslsn and also about 200 feet east of 
milestone No. 9 (on Pataudi Road) 
Agency : CGWB 
As no gnnuiar zioae was encounlered, the borehofe was dMmdoned. 
Litbology 
1 
Topsoil silt followed by dark grey 
Plastic and samfy clay 
Clay grey plastic with large amount of kankar 
clay, yellowish grey to reddish plastic with 
variable amount of kankar 
Kankar presominant mixed with Plastic 
yellowish clay 
Clay reddish to yellow plastic with variable 
amounts of kankar 
Clay brown, less plastic with less Kankar and 
occasionally sihy clay 
Depth range. 
2 
0.000 
3.048 
20.422 
76.505 
80.162 
125.578 
135.636 
174.650 
203.302 
M 
3 
3.048 
20.422 
76.505 
80.162 
125.578 
135.636 
146.914 
203.302 
206.959 
T1iickMSs,(a) 
4 
3.048 
17.374 
56.083 
4.657 
45.416 
10.058 
I1J78 
28.652 
3.657 
Tubewell No. 
Location 
Agency 
TW17 
Shamspur 60X East of Bahora Shamspur 
CGWB 
Litbology 
1 
Top soil clay, silty grey, clay plastic with kankar 
Kankar grey 
Clay brown with kankar 
Clay yellow plastic with vaiable amounts of kankar 
Kankar mixed with clay 
Clay yellow mixed with kankar 
Clay yellow soft sand medium grained silt and clay 
Red Clay, grey mixed with a little kankar 
Sand coarse grained and gravel, grey 
Clay grey, plastic soft with kankar 
Depth range. 
0.0000 
3.048 
21.336 
31.090 
34.442 
80.467 
94.488 
104.851 
176.784 
181.051 
M 
3.048 
21.336 
31.090 
34.442 
80.467 
94.488 
104.851 
176.784 
181.051 
190.195 
Thickness, (m) 
3.048 
18.292 
7.754 
3.352 
46.025 
14.021 
10.363 
71.933 
4.267 
9.1144 
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